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2019 is a special year for REDARC as we celebrate 40 years of designing and 
manufacturing electronic products and providing key services to the automotive and 
transport industries.

Having grown from humble beginnings to become a world class advanced 
electronic manufacturer, the completion of our most recent factory expansion in 
November 2018 marked the beginning of a new era for REDARC. It will ensure we 
continue to develop and manufacture innovative products in Australia, allowing us to 
expand into new markets, increase our production capabilities and speed to market.

Our success has been built on an unrelenting focus on continuous innovation, a 
passion for learning and a team-based culture shaped by collaboration.

However, the most important factor in REDARC’s ongoing success is you, the 
customer. Thank you for supporting REDARC and Australian manufacturing, it’s 
because of you that we are in the position we are in today.

We believe in total customer satisfaction and practice this by offering our customers 

• A two-year hassle-free replacement warranty 

• Technical advice free of jargon and free of charge 

• Prompt turnaround of orders throughout Australia and globally 

• Friendly, personalised, professional service and product support 

Our goal is to ensure that the REDARC product and service is the benchmark  
by which our competition is measured. Our quality service - before and after sales - 
will help resolve any technical problem quickly, efficiently and economically.

Anthony Kittel
Managing Director
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Certifications

 REDARC Electronics operates a 
quality management system in 
accordance with ISO9001:2015 
standards, covering the design, 
manufacture and test of 
electronic voltage converters for 
the automotive and electronics 
industries.

 REDARC Electronics operates 
an environmental management 
system in accordance with 
ISO14001:2015 standards, 
covering the design, manufacture 
and test of electronic voltage 
converters for automotive and 
electronics industries.

Affiliations

INDUSTRY
SUPPLIER

Caravan Industry
Association of Australia

Our achievements

REDARC is proud and humbled to have received a host of manufacturing, 
technology, industry and business awards both domestically and internationally.

As we strive to improve and innovate it is a fitting reward for our valued staff that 
their endeavours are continually recognised as being world-class.

• 2009, 2011 TIA (Technology Industry Association) Gold Cup for Excellence  
in Innovation and Commercialisation - the TIA’s most prestigious award. 
REDARC won this award for the Smart Start suite of products and our In-vehicle 
Battery Chargers

• 2009 Technology Application Award, National Manufacturing Monthly 
Endeavour Award

• 2011 Electronics News Future Awards “Best in Design” category winner. 
REDARC won this award for the BCDC range of In-vehicle Battery Chargers

• 2013 Australian International Design Award for the Safe2Start

• 2014 Telstra South Australian Business and South Australian Medium 
Business of the Year

• 2014 Telstra Business and Medium Business of the Year

• 2015, Award for Excellence in Innovation, Technology Industry Association 
(TIA) Achievement Awards

• 2015, 2017 AAAA Excellence in Manufacturing Award

• 2016 Caravan and Camping Industries Association of South Australia 
(CCIASA) Innovation Award for the Tow-Pro Elite

• 2016 e-Mark Accreditation

• 2017, 2018 SEMA Global Media Award Winner  
(Tow-Pro Elite awarded 2016, BCDC awarded 2017)

• 2017 Manufacturers Monthly Endeavour Awards:
• Manufacturer of the Year Award
• The Most Innovative Manufacturing Company Award
• The Global Supply Chain Integration Award

• 2017 Westpac Top 20 “Business of Tomorrow”

• 2018 Exporter of the Year, Manufacturers’ Monthly Endeavour Awards

• 2018 Design for Exporting – Design Strategy award, Business SA Export Awards

• 2018 Australian Good Design Award for RedVision

• 2018 Resilient and Adaptive Award, Defence Teaming Centre

“The REDARC brand and range of products adds significant value to our customer 
offering. They manufacture high quality products and provide second to none 
technical support to our branch network across Australia.” 

Rob Cameron, Managing Director and CEO of GPC Asia Pacific

“As an avid camper and auto electrician, I and my business love the innovative 
products that team REDARC produce. Maroondah Auto Electrics insist on using 
reliable products that are stringently tested for Australia’s conditions. REDARC not 
only produce amazing Australian products, they also provide amazing technical 
support Australia wide.”

Fletcher Lehmann, Maroondah Auto Electrics

“Producing a multi award winning product and maintaining the expected level of 
build quality through our own processes and fitted products is not an easy task. 
Australian made and extensively tested equipment to suit our conditions ensure we 
maintain the level of quality our customers demand. For service, ease of use and 
reliability in all conditions, REDARC is our only choice.”

Justin Montesalvo, Patriot Campers

2017 & 2018  Winner

2014 Australian  
Business of the Year

2018 for  
RedVision

2015 & 2017  Winner

2017 Top 20

2017 & 2018  Winner

EndeavourMANUFACTURERS’ MONTHLY

Awards
GOLD
AUSTRALIAN
AUTO
AFTERMARKET
AWARDS
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Core values

Innovation

We will encourage the personal 
development of all REDARC team 
members to ensure we nurture our 
innovative company culture.

Customer satisfaction

To be recognised as the best in our 
market we will deliver the highest quality 
products supported by exceptional after 
sales service. 

Teamwork

Through excellence in cross functional 
integration we will guarantee high quality 
products delivered in a timely manner.

Integrity

To enhance our current relationships 
with colleagues, customers, suppliers 
and the community and to forge strong 
relationships in the future we will always 
act with the utmost integrity.

Quality

We are committed to doing things right 
the first time as we see quality as key to 
delivering the customer value for money. 
We make quality the centrepiece in our 
work and interactions.

Environmental awareness

We are committed to going beyond 
compliance and being socially 
responsible. We anticipate and address 
issues before they occur and operate 
to preserve the environment for 
future generations.

REDARC capabilities

REDARC Electronics is a 
technology-based company in 
Lonsdale, South Australia, that 
designs and manufactures patented, 
reliable and fully integrated, portable, 
vehicular power solutions with 
customer-centric after sales service. 

We’re for adventurous spirits; those 
that like to push boundaries. This often 
lands them in mission critical situations 
where things just have to work.

Our unrelenting focus on innovation, 
differentiation and our dedication to 
performance and quality is key to 
our approach to business. It ensures 
we maintain our leading edge in the 
research, design, development, 
manufacture and customer support of 
auto electrical products.

We provide a full design and prototyping 
capability to meet customers’ needs. 
Our in-house engineering team can 
customise products to suit any specific 
requirement.

We operate a world-class facility that 
includes surface mount technology, 
an ISO rated clean room, Lean 
Manufacturing processes, advanced 
testing capabilities, Just In Time 
manufacturing and is environmentally 
oriented and ESD protected.

Our in-house testing capabilities 
support projects and offer customers 
the ability to reduce development 
risk, time and cost by engaging a 
single electronics house from design 
inception through to manufacture. 

Our testing capabilities include a 
Highly Accelerated Life Testing test 
chamber (HALT/HASS), Vibration and 
Climatic Chamber (AGREE) and Semi-
Anechoic EMC Chamber.

We build things tough. To enable 
people to do things outside of their 
comfort zone they need peace of 
mind that their equipment won’t let 
them down.

That’s the power of REDARC!
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Our service

Our Technical Support Team service Australia, New Zealand and the 
rest of the world.  
They are qualified automotive and electronics technicians with hands‑on 
experience and technical knowledge of all REDARC products. They 
endeavour to offer the best solution through friendly, personalised and 
professional support for your customers vehicle.

In the field

We have seven Area Sales Managers located across Australia and New 
Zealand, dedicated to servicing and keeping our strong customer base 
informed with all the latest product news and information from REDARC.

Technical support line 

Our Technical Support Team are based in South Australia and have 
years of hands‑on experience, they are available for any product‑specific 
technical queries which you may have. They are available from 8am to 
5:30pm (ACDT), Monday to Friday.

Online support: Australia - redarc.com.au 
New Zealand - redarcelectronics.co.nz

Our website is packed with an extensive range of technical information 
on our products including wiring diagrams, user manuals and technical 
tips. We also have a forum where you can post topics for discussion, 
ask our Technical Support Team questions and view and upload your own 
REDARC installations

Email support – power@redarc.com.au

If you can’t find the information you’re looking for on our website you can 
contact us via email – our Technical Support Team will reply promptly. 
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The REDARC Smart Start SBI 
is a microprocessor controlled 
battery isolator designed for 
use in multi‑battery applications 
as a solenoid priority system, 
protecting the start battery from 
excessive discharge, whilst 
allowing the auxiliary battery 
to supply non‑essential loads.

The REDARC Smart Start SBI 
is Australia’s most trusted dual 
battery isolator, used by 4WD 
enthusiasts throughout Australia.

• Charge the auxiliary battery  
while driving

• Cost‑effective protection 
against a flat start battery

• A safe way to charge the  
auxiliary battery

• Compact size and easy 
to install

• Power‑saving technology

Great spot to be...  
unless you have  
a flat battery
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The REDARC Smart Start® SBI is a microprocessor-controlled, smart 
battery isolator. It is designed to be used in multi-battery applications 
as a solenoid priority system to protect the start battery from 
excessive discharge, while allowing the auxiliary battery to power 
non-essential loads.

The REDARC Smart Start SBI is designed primarily for use in 4WD and commercial vehicles 
with dual battery setups. Once the start battery reaches the turn-on voltage the Smart Start 
SBI will connect one or more auxiliary batteries to the charging circuit. 

It will protect the start battery if its charge drops to the turn-off voltage by disconnecting 
auxiliary batteries or loads, conserving the charge in the start battery.

It is available in four models; 12 or 24 volt DC incorporating 100 or 200 amp continuous 
ratings. The 200 amp models are designed for extremely heavy-duty operations.

Smart Start® SBI Battery Isolators

Benefits
• Charges the auxiliary battery  

while driving
• Cost-effective protection against  

a flat start battery
• Power-saving technology

Features
• Low operating temperature
• Low standby current draw
• Fully surge and spike protected

Dual-sensing Smart Start 

models
SBIXXD models isolate the start and auxiliary 
batteries in a system where the auxiliary 
battery may also be charged by an external 
source such as solar. They allow the start 
battery to be charged by the external 
source once the auxiliary battery reaches 
13.2 volts. This is useful to top up the start 
battery from a solar source or an AC battery 
charger connected to the house or auxiliary 
battery. SBIXXDs operate as standard SBIs 
when the start battery terminal of the 
SBI receives a voltage higher than 
13.2 volts (in a 12 volt system) or 
26.4 volts (in a 24 volt system).

SOLAR
READY

®

Load Disconnect Controllers
REDARC have two load disconnect variants 
for use with LiFeP04 auxiliary batteries.

• SBI12-BLD, for BMS Load Disconnect, 
(see page 14)

• SBI12-LLD, for Lithium Load Disconnect 
(see page 10)
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Details and specifications are subject to change without notice. Visit redarc.com.au for the latest product range.

SBI12
SBI12D

SBI24
SBI24D

SBI212
SBI212D

SBI224
SBI224D

 
SBI12-BLD

 
SBI12-LLD

Turn-on voltage 13.2V 26.4V 13.2V 26.4V 10.2V 11.0V

Turn-off voltage 12.7V 25.4V 12.7V 25.4V 10.0V 10.5V

Continuous load rating 100A 100A 200A 200A 100A 100A

Inrush load rating 400A 400A 600A 600A 400A 400A

Standby current <5mA <5mA <5mA <5mA <5mA <5mA

Dimensions 75x70x80mm 75x70x80mm 90x95x100mm 90x95x100mm 75x70x80mm 75x70x80mm

Weight 200g 200g 600g 600g 200g 200g



Fuse size  
recommendations

For 
pushbutton 

override

For  
no  

override

SBI12/SBI24 100 amps 60 amps

SBI212/SBI224 200 amps 120 amps

Custom built to 
meet your needs
All models in the SBI range can have the 
voltage thresholds customised at time of 
manufacture to suit specific requirements.

SBI12 Dispenser Pack - 
SBICODISP
The SBI12 Dispenser 
Pack contains six 
SBI12s, assisting bulk 
purchase and product 
display.

Smart Battery Isolators

Designed primarily for use in 4WD and 
commercial vehicles with a dual battery 
setup, the Smart Start SBI ensures that a 
low charge in the secondary battery won’t 
drain the primary battery.

It is available in four models; 12 volt DC 
or 24 volt DC incorporating 100A or 200A 
continuous ratings. The 200A models 
are designed for extremely heavy-duty 
operations, as found in industrial and 
mining situations. 

The Smart Start SBI monitors the start 
battery and the charging system. When 
the start battery reaches 13.2 volts on a 
12 volt system (26.4 volts on a 24 volt 
system) the solenoid will connect the 
auxiliary battery to the charging system.

Once the engine has been turned off the 
Smart Start SBI monitors the start battery 
voltage. When this drops below 12.7 
volts on a 12 volt system (25.4 volts on 
a 24 volt system) the solenoid will turn 
off, isolating the start battery from the 
auxiliary battery.

The microprocessor control box has 
a red internal LED that illuminates the 
whole control box when the solenoid 
is activated, connecting the two 
batteries together. 

This occurs when the start battery 
reaches the turn-on voltage. 

It is not uncommon for the LED to glow 
after the vehicle is switched off, until the 
start battery reaches the turn off voltage.

The Smart Start SBI features 
sophisticated fault detection and LED 
indication of operation to warn the 
user of faults that include over-voltage, 
voltage drop and excessive current draw 
conditions. It also features power saving 
technology. This means the unit will only 
draw approximately 120 milliamps when 
on and generate less heat allowing it to 
operate at a much cooler temperature. 

The Smart Start SBI is better than a diode 
battery isolator due to the voltage drop 
associated with diode type isolation.

The solenoid features silver contacts 
for longer life and is suitable for 
marine applications.

The Smart Start SBI incorporates 
electronic components that will prevent 
the solenoid from generating high voltage 
transients making it ideal for use on 
modern vehicles fitted with computer 
control systems.

It should be mounted as close as possible 
to the start battery with the terminals 
facing upwards or horizontally. 

Do not mount the isolator with the 
terminals facing downwards.

Two flashes - over-voltage 
detection

If the batteries connected to either 
terminal of the SBI should rise above 
15.5 volts (31 volts on a 24 volt system), 
the SBI will:

• Disconnect, if connected, to isolate the 
source of over-voltage. 

• Repetitively flash the LED, then 
reassess the fault condition, continuing 
until the fault is cleared.

This fault mode serves the purpose of 
protecting the good battery and informing 
the user.

This fault is caused by either a faulty 
charger or alternator.

Three flashes - voltage drop/
excessive current draw

If the SBI detects a voltage drop across 
its contacts of greater than 1 volt for more 
than half a second (caused by excessive 
current or a serious fault), the unit will:

• Immediately protect itself by 
disconnecting the auxiliary battery

• Repetitively flash the LED three times 
for 20 seconds, then reassess the 
presence of a fault. This will continue 
until the fault is cleared. 

This fault may be caused by excessive 
current or an internal fault in the SBI.

Fault indication
Should a fault occur, the Smart Start SBI is set to notify the operator of the fault.  
The LED will flash repetitively with the following sequences:
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Smart Start dual battery 
isolator and wiring kit

The Smart Start Dual Battery Isolator and 
Wiring Kit (part number SBI12KIT) comes 
with everything needed to install a Smart 
Start Dual Battery Isolator including the 
Smart Start itself.

Perfectly suited to the DIYer, the SBI12KIT 
requires no crimping or soldering, it’s just 
plug and play.

The SBI12KIT features high quality MIDI 
60 amp fuses and MTA fuse holders with 
the corresponding ring terminals already 
attached to the wires.

Features
• Prevents the secondary battery  

draining the main battery

• Significantly extends battery life  
saving money

• Can be used in automotive  
and marine applications

• Suitable for harsh environments

• Easy to install complete kit

• Full instruction booklet

REDARC recommend using good quality fuses such as our FK60 and FK100 fuse kits.  
Ensure that fuses makes a good, low resistance connection. 

start
battery

auxiliary
battery

override
wire

fuse fuse

fuse

loads

start
battery

auxiliary
battery

fuse fuse

fuse

loads

LED

start
battery

auxiliary
battery

fuse fuse

fuse

loads

momentary
switch

start
battery

auxiliary
battery

fuse fuse

fuse

loads

momentary
switch

12V - 1.0kΩ resistor
24V - 2.2kΩ resistor

LED

Standard SBI setup

Momentary switch override setup

External LED setup

External LED and momentary switch override setup
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REDARC’s range of 12 volt In-vehicle Battery Chargers feature 
technology to fully charge 12 volt auxiliary batteries. Their unique DC to 
DC charging profile ensures an auxiliary battery is able to achieve and 
maintain an optimal charge regardless of type or size.

The range of REDARC In-vehicle Battery Chargers use multiple stage charging processes for 
12 or 24 volt vehicles that operates from any input between 9 and 32 volts DC. 

The microprocessor within a BCDC constantly monitors the main vehicle battery input charge 
levels, automatically switching on when the vehicle is running and the start battery has 
recovered from starting the engine, and off when the vehicle is not running.

12 volt In-vehicle Battery Chargers

Benefits
• Multi-stage charging saves money 

by maximising battery life
• Overcomes voltage drop caused 

by long cable runs
• Allows for flexible installation in  

12 or 24 volt vehicles. 

Features
• Suitable for AGM, gel, standard 

lead acid, calcium and (LiFePO4 
batteries/D Series only)

• Separate DC and solar charging 
inputs (D Series)

• Simultaneous DC and solar charging 
with Green Power Priority (D Series)

Charging with variable 
voltage alternators
A number of late model vehicles on the 
market have ECU-controlled variable voltage 
alternators to achieve better fuel economy 
and increased performance.

These systems vary the voltage from the 
alternator, based on driving conditions.

When the alternator voltage is low the 
system voltage can drop below 12.7 volts, 
turning the standard BCDC or SBI off. 

We recommend using our BCDC1220-IGN 
or our Dual Input (BCDC1225D/1240D/
BCDC1250D) In-vehicle Battery Chargers.

The BCDC1220-IGN operates purely on an 
ignition input, switching the unit on and off 
with the vehicle ignition. 

The Dual Input range uses the connection 
(or non-connection) of the blue wire to 
enable it to work with both standard and 
variable voltage alternators.

Green Power Priority
The Dual Input range of In-vehicle Battery 
Chargers feature separate vehicle DC and 
solar inputs, simplifying installation. 

The units will charge from both solar and 
the alternator simultaneously and with inbuilt 
‘Green Power Priority’, the battery charger 
will automatically select solar charge first, 
taking the load off the vehicle’s alternator. 

The Dual Input range 
features a Maximum Power 
Point Tracking (MPPT) solar 
regulator allowing the use 
of solar power to boost a 
battery’s charge.
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Voltages specified are ±100mV. Details and specifications are subject to change without notice.  
Visit redarc.com.au for the latest product range.

 
BCDC1206

BCDC1220/ 
BCDC1220-IGN

 
BCDC1225D

 
BCDC1240D

 
 

BCDC1250D

Voltage range 9-32V 9-32V 9-32V 9-32V 9-32V

Output current 6A 20A 25A 40A 50A

Output battery 12V 12V 12V 12V 12V

No load current <100mA <100mA <100mA <100mA <100mA

Standby current <150uA <5mA <8mA <8mA <8mA

Recommended 
12V input fuse 

10A 40A 40A 60A 60A

Recommended 
output fuse 

10A 40A 40A 60A 60A

Output power 72W 300W 375W 600W 750W

MPPT solar regulator No No Yes Yes Yes

Solar switch 
on voltage

N/A N/A 9V 9V 9V

Solar range N/A N/A 9-32V 9-32V 9-32V

Ambient temperature -20° to +50° C -20° to +80° C -15° to +80° C -15° to +80° C -15° to +80° C

Dimensions 80x60x20mm 100x120x37mm 165x120x37mm 165x120x37mm 165x120x37mm

Weight 200g 450g 1kg 1kg 1kg

SOLAR
READY

®



Typical installations
Shown here are typical installations - 
there are many other applicable scenarios. 

All BCDC In-vehicle Battery Chargers 
are designed to work with a variety of 
battery types. The BCDC should always 
be installed as close as possible to the 
auxiliary battery.

The battery type is set by the orange 
wire’s connection status. The BCDC will 
check the status of this wire on power up 
and display the selected charging profile 
via the LEDs on the front of the unit.

Charging profile connection options

Profile Maximum 
voltage

Orange wire

A 14.6V Do not connect 
orange wire

B 15.0V Connect orange 
wire to vehicle 
ground

C 15.3V Connect orange 
and red wires to 
battery positive

Li 14.5V Connect orange 
wire to green wire

The profile selections shown are for a 
typical installation where the battery 
and unit are mounted in a low to mid 
temperature installation. For higher 
temperature installations (such as under 
the bonnet or in a battery box), the profile 
of a lower absorption voltage should be 
applied to avoid damage to the battery 
(e.g. Profile A instead of Profile B).

Works best with...

Fuse Kits - FK40, FK60 and FK100

Load Disconnect 
Controller - 
SBI12-LLD
See page 4 for 
more information

The BCDC range feature technology 
designed to charge batteries to 100% 
regardless of their type or size. 

By providing a unique charging profile to 
each specific battery type, the REDARC 
In-vehicle Battery Chargers are able to 
achieve and maintain an optimal charge in 
auxiliary batteries at all times. 

The BCDC senses the vehicle has started 
charging the main battery; when the 
start battery reaches a predetermined 
threshold, the BCDC will then commence 
charging the auxiliary battery. 

Charging Algorithm  

The In-vehicle Battery Charger range 
feature a three-stage charging algorithm. 
The BCDC1250D features a four-stage 
charging algorithm. 

The three-stage charging process starts 
with the ‘boost’ stage, providing maximum 
current until the battery reaches its 
predetermined ‘absorption’ voltage. The 
BCDC will then remain in the absorption 
stage holding its set voltage until the 
battery is 100% charged. 

The BCDC then switches to the ‘float’ 
stage where it retains a full charge until 
the secondary battery voltage falls below 
a predetermined threshold. It will then 
recommence the boost stage. 

During these charging stages (including 
float) the BCDC is able to supply loads 
(up to maximum current output) without 
necessarily switching back to the boost 
stage. This protects the battery from 
overcharging. 

The BCDC1250D features an additional 
Soft Start stage that increases current flow 
to the auxiliary battery over a short period. 

Throughout the charging process, the 
BCDC constantly monitors the main 
vehicle battery.
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BCDC charging process

REDARC recommend using good quality fuses like our FK40 and FK60 fuse kits. 
Ensure that fuses makes a good, low resistance connection. 

Load
fuse

TRAILER/
CARAVAN

TOWING
VEHICLE

Battery
config

wire

Loads

Fuse*

Anderson
plug

FK40
fuse

Auxiliary
battery

Start
battery

Note: Power wires must be 
at least 6mm² and must be 
crimped using an appropriate 
crimp tool.

All ground points must be 
connected to chassis earth.

Blue wire goes to 
vehicle ignition for
all IGN models or 
those with 24V input.

Blue wire connects 
to red wire for 
non-IGN models.

All ground points must be 
connected to chassis earth.

Start
battery

Fuse*

Load
fuse

Blue wire
 - connect to 

vehicle ignition for 
low voltage trigger 

settings

Blue wire- leave 
disconnected for 
standard trigger 

settings

Loads

Fuse*

Auxiliary
battery

12V
unregulated
solar panel
array

Optional
LED

Charging
profile select

24V system option

Solar option

Solar
panels

All ground points must be 
connected to chassis earth.

Low voltage
disconnect

Start
battery

Load
fuse

Blue wire - leave 
disconnected for 

standard trigger settings

Loads

Fuse*

Auxiliary
battery

Optional
LED

Join green and 
orange wires for 

LiFePO4 charging

Fuse*

12V
unregulated
solar panel
array

24V system option

Solar option

Solar
panels

BCDC1225D, BCDC1240D and BCDC1250D typical lead acid setup

BCDC1220 typical setup

BCDC1225D, BCDC1240D and BCDC1250D typical LiFePO4 setup
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REDARC’s range of 24 volt In-vehicle Battery Chargers feature 
technology to fully charge 24 volt auxiliary batteries. Their unique DC to 
DC charging profile ensures an auxiliary battery is able to achieve and 
maintain an optimal charge regardless of type or size. 

The BCDC2420 and BCDC2420-LV charge AGM, gel, calcium content, VRLA and standard 
lead acid batteries. 

The LFP2420 and LFP2420-LV are designed to charge Lithium Iron Phosphate (LiFeP04) 
batteries. Both LV models feature a lower voltage setting so they can operate with variable 
voltage alternators.

REDARC’s range of 24 volt In-vehicle Battery Chargers are perfectly suited to trucking 
applications such as charging battery banks for tailgate lifters and side curtains.

24 volt In-vehicle Battery Chargers

Benefits
• Overcomes voltage drop caused by 

long cable runs
• Multi-stage charging saves money 

by maximising battery life
• In-built MPPT solar regulator allows 

the use of solar power to boost 
charge

Features
• Allows for flexible installation in  

12 or 24 volt vehicles
• Based on award-winning  

BCDC technology
• Simple LED status indication

What is LiFeP04?
Lithium battery technology has been around 
for a number of years.

The type specifically used in automotive and 
marine applications and is known as Lithium 
Iron Phosphate (LiFeP04) or LFP.

Charging with variable 
voltage alternators
Several late model vehicles on the market 
have ECU-controlled variable voltage 
alternators to achieve better fuel economy 
and increased performance.

These systems vary the voltage from the 
alternator, based on driving conditions.  
When the alternator voltage is low the 
system voltage can drop below 12.7 volts, 
turning the standard BCDC or SBI off.

We recommend using our BCDC2420-LV/
LFP2420-LV models as they feature lower 
voltage settings.
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Voltages specified are ±100mV. *May be extended to 32V with an additional relay. 
Details and specifications are subject to change without notice. Visit redarc.com.au for the latest product range.

BCDC2420 BCDC2420-LV LFP2420 LFP2420-LV

Voltage range 9-32V 9-16V* 9-32V 9-16V*

Output current 20A 20A 20A 20A

Output battery 24V 24V 24V 24V

No load current <100mA <100mA <100mA <100mA

Standby current <8mA <8mA <8mA <8mA

Recommended 
12V input fuse 

60A 60A 60A 60A

Recommended 
output fuse 

30A 30A 30A 30A

Output power 600W 600W 600W 600W

MPPT solar regulator Yes Yes Yes Yes

Solar switch on voltage 17.5V 17.5V 17.5V 17.5V

Solar range 9-28V 9-28V 9-32V 9-32V

Ambient temperature -20° to +80° C -20° to +80° C -20° to +80° C -20° to +80° C

Dimensions 150x120x37mm 150x120x37mm 150x120x37mm 150x120x37mm

Weight 680g 680g 680g 680g



Works best with...
REDARC has a comprehensive range of 
accessories including fuse kits, relays, 
cables, connectors and mounting 
hardware to complete your installation. 

Load Disconnect Controller - 
SBI12-LLD
See page 4 for more information.

Relay kit  - RK1260

Fuse Kits - FK40, FK60 and FK100

Collect more power  
from the sun 
The 24 volt battery chargers feature a 
Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) 
solar regulator allowing the use of solar 
power to boost a battery’s charge. 

The MPPT solar regulator 
delivers the maximum 
available amount of power 
from solar panels to the 
auxiliary battery, even 
during low light conditions.

REDARC’s range of 24 volt In-vehicle 
chargers incorporates all the advantages 
of the BCDC In-vehicle Battery Charger 
range including multi-stage, chemistry 
specific battery charging - with 24 volt 
battery output charging at 20 amps. The 
LV models (BCDC2420-LV/LFP2420-LV) 
features a lower voltage setting so it can 
operate with variable voltage alternators.

Their wide input voltage range of 9-32 
volts enables charging from 12 or 24 volt 
vehicles, meaning they can be installed in 
any manufacturer’s vehicle. 

They also feature REDARC’s advanced 
MPPT solar regulator, meaning it can 
charge from 12 volt solar panels to a 
24 volt auxiliary battery bank. 

They are ideally suited for charging the 
24 volt auxiliary battery banks used 
for powering electric hydraulic pumps, 
tailgate lifters, spreader decks, ramps and 
sleeper cab air conditioning systems... 
the applications are endless. 

Built to tolerate the harshest 
environments, the 2420 range of 
In-vehicle Battery Chargers can enhance 
the performance of the auxiliary battery 
system by providing a full state of charge 
to 24 volt batteries regardless of their 
type, size or installation location. 

Better battery performance means 
smoother and more reliable operation of 
equipment and decreased downtime and 
costs related to battery failures.

LFP In-vehicle Battery Chargers

Lithium batteries used in automotive and 
marine applications are known as lithium 
iron phosphate, LiFePO4 or LFP.

Automotive LFP batteries comprise a 
group of four 3.2 volt cells connected 
together in series to make a 12 volt 
battery (or whatever battery voltage is 
needed). 

A number of these groups are paralleled 
together to give the required capacity. 

Most LFP batteries have an in-built 
protection device or battery management 
system to ensure that the internal cells 
aren’t subject to under or over-voltage, 
imbalanced charge and excessive charge 
or discharge currents. 

The REDARC LFP In-vehicle Battery 
Charger applies the correct voltage and 
current levels to the auxiliary battery 
to bring it to full charge via the vehicle 
charging system or solar panels. 

Take charge of 24 volt auxiliary batteries

REDARC recommend using good quality fuses like our FK40 and FK60 fuse kits. 
Ensure that fuses makes a good, low resistance connection. 

SOLAR
READY

®

Load
fuse

Optional
LED

Battery
config

wire

Fuse*

Loads

All ground points 
must be connected 
to chassis earth.

Auxiliary
battery

Low voltage
disconnect

Auxiliary
battery

Vehicle
ignition

Fuse*

Solar
panels

Start
battery

For automatic switching 
between vehicle and solar 
energy charging sources use 
the REDARC RK1260 relay kit

Solar option

24V system option

LFP2420 and LFP2420-LV typical setup

Load
fuse

Battery
config

wire

Vehicle
ignition

Loads

Fuse*
Fuse*

Note: Power wires must be 
at least 6mm² and must be 
crimped using an appropriate 
crimp tool.

All ground points must be 
connected to chassis earth.

24V system requires 
a 24V relay.

Solar
panels

Start
battery

Auxiliary
battery

Auxiliary
battery

For automatic switching 
between vehicle and solar 
energy charging sources use 
the REDARC RK1260 relay kit

Solar option

24V system option

BCDC2420 and BCDC2420-LV typical setup
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A Manager to suit 
every power need

TH
E

BATTERY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
MANAGER

The bigger, better battery   
management system.

Six products in one...

• DC In-vehicle battery charger
• 240 volt AC battery charger
• MPPT solar regulator
• Dual battery 

isolator
• Load 

disconnect 
controller

• Remote battery 
monitor 

SOLAR
READY

®
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The REDARC Manager® range features two state-of-the-art Battery 
Management Systems designed to charge and maintain the auxiliary 
batteries used in recreational automotive and marine applications. They 
incorporate AC, DC and solar inputs to achieve the best charge.

The REDARC Manager range offers a complete solution to battery charging and 
maintenance. 

Designed to charge today’s automotive batteries to their optimal level from mains power, 
vehicle power (12 or 24 volts) or solar power, their charging profiles are specifically tailored 
to the type of battery being charged and are smart enough to be able to charge an auxiliary 
battery of a different chemistry type to the vehicle start battery. They are compatible with all 
vehicles and alternator systems.

The range also incorporates a remote battery monitor showing accurate battery status 
information.

The Manager® range of Battery Management Systems

Benefits
• Keeps auxiliary batteries charged 

from 240 volt mains power, car 
power and solar panels

• Fully automatic for set and  
forget operation

• Provides charge status and  
power-remaining information 

Features
• Multi-stage, battery type-specific 

charging algorithms
• Suitable for 12 and 24 volt  

vehicle charging systems
• Charges all major automotive 

battery types

All the information required
The Battery Management System’s remote 
monitor, with its user-friendly graphical 
display, is designed to show auxiliary battery 
information and charge status. 

It also allows monitoring of where battery 
charge is coming from and precise 
customisation of how the battery is  
to be charged.

Remote Display - 
BMS1230S2-RK
The BMS1230S2-RK is an additional 
remote display which may be installed 
to monitor and control the BMS from an 
alternate location, for example on the 
dashboard if the 
existing remote 
is installed in 
the living area of 
a motorhome.
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*In order to protect the battery from damage the BMS1230S2 and BMS1215S3 will only charge when the battery temperature  
is between 0 and 60˚C. Details and specifications are subject to change without notice. Visit redarc.com.au for the latest product range.

BMS1215S3 BMS1230S2

Output current 15A 30A

Input voltage range

AC 220-240V AC 50Hz

Vehicle DC 9-32V

Solar DC 9-32V

AC 220-240V AC 50Hz

Vehicle DC 9-32V

Solar DC 9-32V

Output power 280W 520W

Operating temperature -40°C to +80˚C -40°C to +80˚C

Main unit dimensions 445x185x79mm 445x185x79mm

Remote monitor dimensions 186x74x29mm 186x74x29mm

Weight 5.50kg 5.50kg



The Manager range  
of Battery Management 
Systems

Ideal for recreational vehicles, caravans 
and camper trailers with multiple battery 
banks, The Manager range features two 
models.

The Manager30, with 30 amp output, 
features a lithium profile for charging the 
new wave of LiFePO4 batteries.

Built on the proven Manager30 platform 
The Manager15, with 15 amp output, will 
charge all major lead acid batteries.

The Manager range includes features 
such as:

• Power sharing capabilities - charge an 
auxiliary battery from multiple power 
sources simultaneously

• Green Power Priority - if 12 volt solar 
power input is available, solar power 
will be used before topping up the 
output charging current from another 
source, mains power if available or DC 
vehicle power when on the move

• Selectable input isolation setting  
so it is compatible with all vehicles and 
alternator systems such as variable 
voltage alternators

• DC-DC charging enables optimal 
charging of auxiliary batteries even if 
they are a different chemical type from 
the vehicle battery

• Designed on a CANBus platform, it is 
a more robust product and additional 
features can be integrated into the 
systems by just plugging them into 
the CANBus

• Load disconnect programmable  
to signal a relay or solenoid based on 
state of charge or voltage

The Manager range of Battery Management Systems

The REDARC Manager range is designed 
to offer a complete solution to battery 
charging and maintenance needs for 
trucking, recreational automotive and marine 
applications. 

They are designed to charge today’s 
automotive battery types to their optimal 
charge level from mains power (240 volts 
AC), vehicle power (12 and 24 volts DC) or 
12 volt solar power. 

The systems also incorporate a current 
shunt and remote monitor to show accurate 
information during charging and discharging.

The Manager range of Battery Management 
Systems feature two charging modes:

• Touring mode charges batteries whilst on 
the move and allows load to be drawn 
from a house battery whilst charging.

• Storage mode safely charges the house 
battery to its optimal charge level whilst a 
caravan, camper or vehicle is in storage 
and no loads are present. 

The charging profiles are specifically tailored 
to the type of battery under charge including 
gel, AGM, calcium, standard lead acid and 
Lithium Iron Phosphate (LiFePO4) for The 
Manager30. The system is smart enough 
to be able to charge a house battery of a 
different chemistry type to the vehicle start 
battery.

The Manager range Battery Management 
Systems come with a stylish remote control, 
designed to simply and effectively show the 
charge level of the battery at all times. 

The remote offers information such as battery 
time remaining and time to full charge. The 
information is presented in a manner that is 
easily understood.

The Manager range of Battery Management 
Systems are robust and rugged, designed 
and tested to withstand the harsh and 
varied conditions of the Australian outback. 
They ensure the ultimate performance and 
reliability in battery management.

The Manager range has revolutionised the 
way auxiliary batteries are charged.

Storage mode

Storage mode charges the house battery 
to its optimal level and maintains that 
while your vehicle is in storage. This mode 
requires all loads to be switched off or 
disconnected from the house battery before 
charging. Unlike Touring mode, Storage 
mode does not revert back to boost when 
the charging process is completed - the 
BMS will always remain in either float or 
maintenance stages. Maintenance stage 
turns the BMS output off, but continues to 
monitor the house battery and will revert to 
float stage when necessary.

  Standard lead acid and calcium voltage  

  AGM/gel/lithium voltage  

  Current
* Lithium, gel and AGM are not eight stage profiles 
as they do not incorporate desulphation and equalise 
stages.

BMS1215S3 five stage charging 
profile
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BMS1230S2 eight stage charging 
profile
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Touring mode

Touring mode operates when the vehicle 
is in use. Touring mode offers a three 
stage charging profile* consisting of Boost, 
Absorption and Float stages. In touring 
mode, the housing battery is monitored 
to detect only a limited number of faults 
such as short circuit, over current and over 
voltage. This allows the BMS to operate 
correctly even when loads are connected 
to the house battery. This mode will always 
produce an output (unless a fault condition 
is detected) and will cycle through the 
house battery as outlined in the diagram.
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BMS1215S3/1230S2 three stage 
charging profile

  Voltage       Current
* Depending on the battery type some stages are 
omitted.
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Collect more power  
from the sun

The BMS1215S3 and BMS1230S2 each 
feature a Maximum Power Point Tracking 
(MPPT) solar regulator allowing the use of 
solar power to boost a battery’s charge. 

The MPPT solar regulator delivers the 
maximum available amount of power from 
solar panels to an auxiliary 
battery, even during low 
light conditions.

See pages 23 to 32 for 
more information on our 
range of solar products.

Works best with...
REDARC has a comprehensive range of 
accessories including fuse kits, relays, 
cables, connectors, and mounting 
hardware to complete your installation.

Load Disconnect 
Controller - 
SBI12-BLD
For LiFePO4 auxiliary  
battery installations 
REDARC recommend 
a Load Disconnect 
Controller.

See page 4 for more 
information.

RedVision - TVMS1280
RedVision’s distribution box accepts 
inputs from both the 
Manager15 and 30, 
when paired it 
monitors all 
battery usage 
and charging 
information.

Load Disconnect Control

The user programmable Load Disconnect 
feature allows an external relay or solenoid 
to be switched by The Manager based on 
battery voltage or battery state of charge.

The Load Disconnect feature allows for 
deep discharge levels to accommodate 
the increased performance characteristics 
of LiFePO4 batteries, it also features a 
Load Disconnect Override, allowing the 
user to temporarily switch the loads back 
on in order to engage a charging source.

Green Power Priority

The Manager range is designed to charge 
from multiple sources simultaneously to 
charge the auxiliary/house battery. 

If a solar power input is available, the 
maximum available solar power will 
be used before topping up the output 
charging current from another source if it 
is available (e.g. mains). 

Priority is given to solar, then AC mains 
power, then DC vehicle power.

SOLAR
READY

®

30
AMPS

MODEL
AC INPUT
VEHICLE INPUT
SOLAR INPUT
BATTERY OUTPUT

BMS1230S2
230V, 50-60Hz, 560W

9 - 32VDC, 520W
9 - 32VDC, 520W

12VDC Nom./ 0-30A

Please refer to owners
manual for appropriate wire

gauge and fuse ratings.

The Redarc CAN system is 
designed to operate Redarc 

CAN based devices only.

WARNING: Before obtaining access to terminals, all supply circuits must be disconnected

TH
E

BMS1230S2
MANAGER

LITHIUM
PROFILE

Solar
panel

50A
fuse

Not
supplied

Start
battery

Essential loads**

Remote
monitor

+

+

+

Mains AC from
mains power

(rear side)

AC
MAINS

-

+

Non-essential
loads**

Auxiliary
battery

1 2 5 6

Battery
sensor

40A
fuse

Not
supplied

Load
fuses*

Not
supplied

Ignition
trigger

SBI12-BLD

2

3 4

BMS1230S2/
BMS1215S3

The Manager range standard installation (12 or 24 volt)
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* Fuses are not supplied. The size of 
these load fuses relate to the total 
current draw of all loads connected 
to the auxiliary battery and should be 
rated slightly higher than this.

** Essential loads are loads which must 
be left on at all times  (or until the 
battery  is flat).  Non-essential loads 
are those which can be switched off 
when the battery reaches a particular 
low-charge level, which can be set in 
the ‘advanced settings’ menu.

Ensure that fuses makes a good, 
low resistance connection. 

REDARC recommend using good quality 
fuses like our FK40 and FK60 fuse 
kits.



The REDARC range of SmartCharge AC Battery Chargers by DEFA are 
compact, easy to use and keep 12 volt vehicle or secondary battery 
healthy, fully charged and always ready to go.

They are available in 4, 6, 8 and 10 amp variants and are perfectly suited for applications 
such as cars, boats, motorbikes and RVs. 

To operate, all that’s needed is to plug it in, clip it on and turn it on. That’s it. Set and forget. 

They will never overcharge and are compatible with common automotive batteries including 
lithium (LiFeP04). 

The SmartCharge range gives operators peace of mind knowing that their battery is getting 
the right amount of charge it needs without the risk of overcharging.

The SmartCharge range is shockproof, sparkproof and protected against reverse polarity. 

They also feature inbuilt protection against short-circuits, over-temperature and low voltage.

They also feature a practical integrated cable storage solution which allows the user to fasten 
the clamps to the unit when they are not in use.

SmartCharge AC Battery Chargers

Benefits
• Ideal for maintenance charging of 

batteries in a range of applications
• Compatible with most 12 volt 

automotive starter and auxiliary 
batteries including lithium (LiFeP04).

• Automatically recognises the type 
and size of your battery 

Features
• Integrated cable management 

system 
• An easy to use, one button solution 
• User-friendly interface with backlight 

for legibility

REDARC and DEFA
In 2018, REDARC announced a strategic  
partnership with DEFA, a Norwegian 
company who provide a range of products 
and services centred around charging, pre-
heating, electric vehicle charging solutions 
and security of vehicles.

The REDARC and DEFA partnership is 
an example of collaboration between two 
leading innovators in vehicular and portable 
power technology.

The strategic partnership brings together 
two family-owned organisations who share 
similar values and synergies as well as 
comprehensive product portfolios centred 
around charging and 
power supply solutions 
for vehicles.

24 volt Smart  
Battery Charger
REDARC’s 24 volt Smart Battery Charger 
(SBC24025) is a ‘”set and forget” four stage 
battery charger that automatically brings and 
maintains 24 volt lead acid, AGM, gel and 
calcium content batteries to 100% charge. 

It features in-built fault 
detection and has been 
tested to mains 
power safety 
standards in 
Australia
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Details and specifications are subject to change without notice. Visit redarc.com.au for the latest product range.

SBC1204 SBC1206 SBC1208 SBC1210

Output current (max) 4A 6A 8A 10A

Battery size 12V/2-110Ah 12V/10-150Ah 12V/20-200Ah 12V/30-250Ah

Input 230V AC 50-60Hz 230V AC 50-60Hz 230V AC 50-60Hz 230V AC 50-60Hz

Power consumption 60W 115W 132W 175W

Inverse current <1mA <1mA <1mA <1mA

Output voltage 14.4/14.7V 14.4/14.7V 14.4/14.7V 14.4/14.7V

Weight 735g 735g 750g 750g

Dimensions 210x90x54mm 210x90x54mm 235x90x54mm 235x90x54mm

IP class IP65 IP65 IP65 IP65

Warranty 5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years



Easy as 1-2-3

Disconnect

Connect

Simple to use and easy to set up, the 
SmartCharge range is the ideal solution for 
charging a vehicle’s battery. 

To operate, attach the clamps to the 
battery terminal, insert the plug into the 
socket and press the “on” button. The 
SmartCharge then gets to work charging 
and restoring the battery. 

The battery display gives a simple readout 
of the charging status and indicates when 
the battery is fully charged.

SmartCharge 8A and 10A
The 8 and 10 amp variants are larger, 
more powerful chargers. They are better 
suited for applications with a larger battery 
such as a car, boat or tractor.

They will charge 12 volt batteries with 
voltages as low as 2 volts and are suitable 
for batteries rated from 20 to 250Ah.

Power Supply mode
To activate Power Supply mode, 
press and hold the button until the 
LED shines one by one in a regular 
bottom-to-top cycle. 

In this mode, the charger will supply 
13.6 volts.

If the output is short-circuited or 
connected with incorrect polarity, the 
charger will go into error mode. 

Once the error has been resolved, 
press the power button to turn off the 
charger, then restart the charger.

SmartCharge accessories
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SBC12ACC1-4
12V Charging Kit

SBC12ACC1-5
12V Charging Cable 
with Ring Terminals

SBC12ACC1-6
12V Charging Cable 

with Clamps

Battery
size

4A
SBC1204

6A
SBC1206

8A
SBC1208

10A
SBC1210

Suitable for all 12 volt lead acid (GEL, AGM, MF, Ca/Ca, EFB), LiFePO4 and start-stop batteries.

Charging 
time

M
ore p

ow
erful charger =

 shorter charging tim
e

GoodNot suitable Better Best

Choose the right SmartCharge for your needs

SmartCharge charging steps

1  Analyse
Battery condition test

2  Soft Start
Testing the battery 
and adjusting to 
the correct current 
(amps)

3  Main Charge
Main charge until 
voltage level of 14.4V 
or 14.7V is reached

4  Top Charge
Charging with 
constant voltage 
level: 14.4V or 14.7V

5  Analyse
Charging is stopped 
for two minutes, 
for measuring the 
battery

6  Float
Voltage level: 13.8V

7  Sleep
Fully charged battery: 
the battery charger 
will enter sleep 
mode for 168 hours 
(one week)

8  Wake up
Start new charging 
loop from step one

A

V

10A

6A
4A

8A

13.8
14.4/14.7

1 2 3 4 6 7 85

A range of accessories are available to make recharging batteries even easier. The 12V 
Charging Kit and 12V Charging Cables allow connection to the battery allowing an easy 
and hassle-free charge.



REDARC Pure Sine Wave Inverters produce a pure sine wave output, 
required for powering 240 volt equipment while on the road. The output 
power from a REDARC Pure Sine Wave Inverter is essential for running 
power tools and protecting sensitive electronic equipment.

REDARC Pure Sine Wave Inverters provide a pure sine wave output that is critical for the 
correct functioning of high end electronic equipment and ensures appliances run more 
efficiently, producing less heat and noise. 

With leading technology, REDARC Pure Sine Wave Inverters deliver smooth replicated 
mains power to common household appliances. They allow the use of laptops, televisions, 
microwaves or even power tools while travelling without fear of damaging the appliance. 

All REDARC Pure Sine Wave Inverters feature multiple levels of protection including overload, 
short circuit and over-temperature.

Pure Sine Wave Inverters

Benefits
• Designed to run any 

commonly-used 240 volt AC 
appliances 

• All the comforts of home  
while travelling

Features
• Load controlled cooling fan
• Input and output are 

completely isolated
• Slim, lightweight design

Power usage guide

150W 350W 700W 1000W 1500W 2000W 3000W

Refer to the appliance’s power consumption placard to ensure the correct model inverter is selected.

Why does a pure  
sine wave matter?
Sophisticated appliances like computers 
and power tools may only operate from 
pure sine wave inverters. For any appliance 
with a processor, voltage or speed 
adjustment, a battery, a charger or a motor 
we recommend the use of a REDARC Pure 
Sine Wave Inverter.
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* XXX refers to the model wattage. Details and specifications are subject to change without notice. Made in Taiwan.   
Visit redarc.com.au for the latest product range.

R-12-350RS 
R-24-350RS

R-12-700RS 
R-24-700RS

R-12-1000RS 
R-24-1000RS

R-12-1500RS 
R-24-1500RS

R-12-2000RS 
R-24-2000RS

R-12-3000RS 
R-24-3000RS

Power rating 350W 700W 1000W 1500W 2000W 3000W

Surge capacity 700W 1230W 1750W 2650W 3500W 6000W

DC input voltage - R-12-XXXRS* 
R-24-XXXRS*

12V 
24V

12V 
24V

12V 
24V

12V 
24V

12V 
24V

12V 
24V

DC input voltage range - R-12-XXXRS* 
R-24-XXXRS*

10.0-15.5V 
20.0-31.0V

10.5-16.5V 
21.0-33.0V

10.5-16.5V 
21.0-33.0V

10.5-16.5V 
21.0-33.0V

10.5-16.5V 
21.0-33.0V

10.5-16.5V 
21.0-33.0V

Output waveform Pure sine wave Pure sine wave Pure sine wave Pure sine wave Pure sine wave Pure sine wave

Output AC  
frequency

50Hz  
±0.1%

50Hz  
±0.5%

50Hz  
±0.5%

50Hz  
±0.5%

50Hz  
±0.5%

50Hz  
±0.5%

Socket type AU/NZ socket AU/NZ socket AU/NZ socket AU/NZ socket AU/NZ socket Hard wire plate

Dimensions 188x150x68mm 330x200x83mm 372x200x83mm 421x248x83mm 443x248x83mm 442x255x158mm

Weight 1.60kg 2.60kg 3.26kg 4.14kg 5.24kg 8.20kg



Which model do I need?
Model Suitable applications

R-XX-350RS Phone and camera 
chargers, CD players, 
GPS, computers, bi-
pap machines, laptops

R-XX-700RS Any of the above 
plus TVs, refrigerant 
recovery machines

R-XX-1000RS Any of the above plus 
blenders, power tools

R-XX-1500RS Any of the above plus 
hairdryers, irons

R-XX-2000RS Any of the above plus 
microwaves

R-XX-3000RS Any of the above plus 
heaters, kettles

Refer to the appliance’s power 
consumption placard to ensure the correct 
model inverter is selected.

Pure sine wave versus  
modified sine wave 
inverters
The power supplied on the Australian  
power grid is 240 volt 50Hz AC or 
alternating current. 

This means that the current switches 
direction 100 times every second...  
there is no positive and negative as there 
is with a DC battery. 

The change is smooth and gradual, 
conforming to what’s called a sine wave, 
like the line in the top diagram. 

Cheaper inverters try to imitate a sine 
wave by ‘chopping off’ the corners of the 
square wave, creating a modified square 
wave, like the line in the bottom diagram.

Pure sine wave

Vo
lta

ge

Time

Modified sine wave

Vo
lta

ge

Time

Recommended cable and fuse sizing - 12 volt installation

700W 1000W 1500W 2000W 3000W

Fuse Size 125A 175A 225A 250A 450A

Recommended fuse Mega Mega Mega Mega Mega

Cable length Cable size mm² (AWG)

0-1m 27 (3) 54 (O) 85 (OOO) 105 (OOOO) 120*

1-2m 27 (3) 54 (O) 85 (OOO) 105 (OOOO) 120*

2-3m 34 (2) 68 (OO) 85 (OOO) 105 (OOOO) x

3-4m 54 (O) x 105 (OOOO) 120 x

4-5m 68 (OO) x 120 x x

5-6m x x x x x

Fuse ratings are suitable to these recommended minimum cable sizes. * High temperature (110°C) or higher rated cable is required.

Recommended cable and fuse sizing - 24 volt installation

700W 1000W 1500W 2000W 3000W

Fuse Size 50 70 100 150 225

Recommended fuse Midi Midi Midi Midi/Mega Mega

Cable length Cable size mm² (AWG)

0-1m 8 (8) 13 (6) 21 (4) 34 (2) 85 (000)

1-2m 8 (8) 13 (6) 21 (4) 34 (2) 85 (000)

2-3m 13 (6) 13 (6) 21 (4) 34 (2) 85 (000)

3-4m 13 (6) 21 (4) 27 (3) 42 (2) 85 (000)

4-5m 21 (4) 27 (3) 34 (2) 54 (0) 85 (000)

5-6m 21 (4) 34 (2) 42 (1) 68 (00) 105 (0000)

Fuse ratings are suitable to these recommended minimum cable sizes.

Cable lug selection

CABLE SIZE CABLE LUGS
mm2 AWG Tycab P/N Cabac P/N Utilux P/N QVEE P/N

8.4 8 ABC111203 CAL10-6BM CG10M8 CTL10-8

13.3 6 ABC119203 CAL16-8BM CG16M8 CTL16-8

21.1 4 ABC128703 CAL25-8BM CG25FLM8 CTL25-8/CSL22-8

26.7 3 ABC136403 CAL25-8BM CG25FLM8 CTL25-8/CSL22-8

33.6 2 ABC145503 CAL35-8BM CG35FLM8 CTL35-8/CSL38-8

42.4 1 ABC1492032 CAL50-8BM CG50FLM8 CTL50-8

53.5 O ABC1612032 CAL50-8BM CG50FLM8 CTL50-8/CSL60-8

67.4 OO ABC191003 CAL70-8BM G70FLM8 CTL70-8/CSL60-8

85.0 OOO ABC1120203 CAL95-8BM CG95FLM8 CTL95-8

104.0 OOOO ABC1148203 CALCB120-8 CGNP120M8 CTL120-8

120.0 120mm² ZBD1382102 CALCB120-8 CGNP120M8 CTL120-8

120.0 120mm2 (110°C) ZFX1382102 CALCB120-8 CGNP120M8 CTL120-8

Recommended cable and fuse sizing

REDARC recommend using good quality fuses like our FK40 and FK60 fuse kits. 
Ensure that fuses makes a good, low resistance connection. 

fuse

battery

REDARC Pure Sine Wave Inverter installation
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The REDARC Inverter Remote allows control of the inverter on/
off function from a convenient location such as inside a caravan or 
campervan, allowing the inverter to be installed out of sight.

The REDARC Inverter Remote controls the on/off function an inverter. It is sold separately and 
is designed so that the inverter can be installed in a convenient location out of sight such as 
the inside of a caravan or campervan. Suitable for all RS series inverters, the remote switch 
can be flush-mounted up to 8 metres away from the inverter.

Inverter Remote Control

Benefits
• Simple mounting design
• Keeps inverter out of sight
• Compact size 

Features
• Ignition lockout function
• Return override function

Ignition lockout function 
This function turns the inverter off when 
the auxiliary input wiring (on the inverter) 
is connected to ignition and 12 volts is 
applied. This can be used to switch off 240 
volt AC appliances when travelling.

Return override function 
This function turns the inverter on when 
the auxiliary input wiring (on the inverter) 
is connected to the 12 volts. This can be 
used to engage a 240 volt AC powered 
reversing camera, for instance.
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Details and specifications are subject to change without notice. Visit redarc.com.au for the latest product range.

REMOTE-RS

Compatible models REDARC RS Series

Operating voltage 12/24V

Stand-by current draw <40mA

Operating temperature range 0 to +40°C

Storage temperature range -30 to +70°C

Supplied cable RJ-11 twisted connection, 8 meters

Dimensions 74x57x27mm

Weight 35g



REDARC Modified Sine Wave Inverters provide a cost effective 240 volt 
AC power solution for instances where a pure sine wave inverter is not 
absolutely necessary, for example powering simple appliances. 

REDARC Modified Sine Wave Inverters provide a modified sine wave with sufficient power 
output to power simple appliances like incandescent light bulbs or toasters. REDARC 
Modified Sine Wave Inverters are cost-effective, lightweight and small in size. 

While modified sine wave inverters are suitable for basic appliances, REDARC recommends 
the use of a REDARC Pure Sine Wave Inverter for reliability and longevity of both the 
appliance and the inverter. See page 17 for further information.

Modified Sine Wave Inverters

Benefits
• Run 240 volt AC equipment  

in a vehicle
• Lightweight and compact
• Cost-effective power solution

Features
• Suitable for basic 

electrical appliances
• Cost-effective alternative to  

a pure sine wave inverter

  WARNING: 
Some appliances may not 
work on a modified sine 
wave inverter and it is not 
advisable to charge batteries 
for devices like laptops and 
power tools or operate phone 
chargers with a modified sine 
wave inverter.
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Details and specifications are subject to change without notice. Made in Taiwan. Visit redarc.com.au for the latest product range.

R-12-150 
R-24-150

R-12-300 
R-24-300

R-12-600 
R-24-600

R-12-1000 
R-24-1000

Power rating 150W 300W 600W 1000W

Surge capacity 450W 1000W 1500W 2000W

Input voltage
12V 
24V

12V 
24V

12V 
24V

12V 
24V

No load current
<0.30A 
<0.30A

<0.65A 
<0.20A

<0.95A 
<0.40A

<1.35A 
<0.70A

Dimensions
190x104  
x60mm

250x104  
x60mm

290x210  
x73mm

390x240  
x80mm

Weight 0.9kg 1.0kg 1.3kg 3.0kg

Power usage guide

100W 500W 1000W 1000W

Refer to the appliance’s power consumption placard to ensure the correct model inverter is selected.



Introducing  
the new, bigger,  
more powerful 
12 volt, dual input, 
50 amp In-vehicle 
Battery Charger...  
the BCDC1250D

Styled with a red line running down 

its back, you know there’s something 

different about this dual battery charger. 

Its 50 amp charging output makes 

it the most powerful in REDARC’s 

BCDC range.

The BCDC1250D has been developed 

to provide a higher current output. It 

features an additional charging stage 

known as Soft Start which has been 

engineered so that it can handle more 

demanding applications.

Market-leading features...

• 50 amp charging output 

• Charges all major lead‑acid 

batteries including lithium (LiFeP04)

• Compatible with standard and 

variable voltage/smart alternators

• Can be used in 12 and 24 volt 

vehicle systems

• Separate vehicle DC  

and solar inputs 

• Comes with nation‑wide support 

including a two year warranty

Red 
line it 
to 50.

REDARC’s Dual Battery  System Selector
Find the right 4X4 dual
battery setup with REDARC’s
calculator that helps work
out the best dual battery
system for a specific vehicle

redarc.com.au/dual-battery-selector
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REDARC Fluorescent Light Inverters are used in a 12 or 24 volt 
automotive electrical system to provide 240 volt power to 20W or 
40W fluorescent tubes. 

REDARC Fluorescent Light Inverters are compact in size and are designed to be suitable 
for retrofitting into fluorescent tube battens. They are used to supply power to 240 volt AC 
fluorescent tube fittings from either a 12 volt or 24 volt DC electrical system and can be a 
cost effective lighting solution for recreational vehicles.

Fluorescent Light Inverters

Benefits
• Run standard 240 volt AC 

fluorescents in a 12 or 24 volt 
vehicle

• Ideal for recreational vehicles
• Suitable for single or twin tube lights

Features
• Protection against reverse 

polarity connections
• Mounting holes at either end of 

heatsink for ease of installation
• Slim design for retrofitting into 

existing fluoro battens

  WARNING: 
Fluorescent inverters can 
produce voltages of up to 
600 volts. 

Beware of electric shock.
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Fluorescent tube

Fluoro
inverter

Input wire*
lengths supplied

approximately 300mm

Output wire
lengths supplied
approximately 190mm

blue 1
blue 2

white 2
white 1

ground

supply

Fluorescent light inverter installation

* Suitable fuse required
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Details and specifications are subject to change without notice. Visit redarc.com.au for the latest product range.

RFL1220 RFL1240 RFL2420 RFL2440

Operating voltage 12V 12V 24V 24V

Fluorescent tube rating 15-20W 32-40W 15-20W 32-40W

Operating current 1.33-1.67A 2.70-3.30A 0.63-0.79A 1.33-1.67A

Dimensions 172x46x28mm 172x46x28mm 172x46x28mm 172x46x28mm

Weight 200g 200g 200g 200g



REDARC Monocrystalline Solar Panels are designed with highly efficient 
monocrystalline cells and protected with a tempered glass coating and 
sturdy aluminium frame that ensures the panels will withstand hard road 
and extreme weather conditions.

REDARC Monocrystalline Solar Panels are perfect for the roof of a vehicle, caravan, camper 
trailer or motorhome. Available in a range of power and size options, including a slim line 
design, they are designed specifically for recreational use with a 12 volt output.

The Monocrystalline Solar Panels are made from highly efficient ‘A’ grade monocrystalline 
cells. They feature MC4 connectors with quick release tabs and are compatible with the SRP 
range of solar regulators.

Monocrystalline Solar Panels

Benefits
• Capture solar energy throughout 

the day to keep batteries charged, 
maximising battery life

• Designed by REDARC with 
highly efficient ‘A’ grade 
monocrystalline cells 

• Double channel aluminium frame to 
withstand harsh outback conditions

Features
• Tempered glass coating
• MC4 connectors with quick 

release tabs

Getting the most  
from solar panels
Solar panels will perform differently 
depending on location. 

Usable sun hours in Australia can vary 
from 11 hours in Karratha to just 5 hours 
in Hobart or, in New Zealand, 7 hours in 
Auckland to just 3.5 hours in Invercargill. 

This significantly varies the amount of 
charge generated for a given solar panel.

For more detailed information see page 32.
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* Actual peak power output will vary according to atmospheric conditions and temperature.  
Details and specifications are subject to change without notice. Visit redarc.com.au for the latest product range.

SMR1050 SMR1080 SMR1120 SMR1150 SMR1150-SL

Peak power output* 50.0W 80.0W 120.0W 150.0W 150.0W

Maximum power 
voltage

18.0V 18.0V 18.5V 18.5V 18.5V

Maximum power 
current

2.8A 4.5A 6.5A 8.1A 8.1A

Open circuit voltage 22.2V 22.3V 22.5V 22.5V 22.2V

Short circuit current 3.0A 4.8A 7.2A 8.8A 8.8A

Operating temperature 
range

-40 to 85˚C -40 to 85˚C -40 to 85˚C -40 to 85˚C -40 to 85˚C

Cell type Monocrystalline Monocrystalline Monocrystalline Monocrystalline Monocrystalline

Minimum solar 
regulator size

SRP0120 SRP0120 SRP0120 SRP0240 SRP0240

Dimensions (LxWxH) 645x540x35mm 963x540x35mm 963x808x35mm 1210x808x35mm 1480x670x35mm

Weight 4.5kg 6.5kg 9.5kg 11.0kg 12.0kg



Spoiler mount profile 
dimensions

30mm

35mm

30mm25mm

8mm

35mm

ABS plastic mounts

ABS plastic corner, side and spoiler 
mounts are designed to attach single or 
multiple solar panels to the RV, caravan 
or boat without the need for drilling, 
maintaining seal integrity.

The ABS plastic can be attached using 
the appropriate type/grade of silicone 
adhesive, adhesive tape or fixed with the 
correct screw fittings. 

The ABS spoiler mounts are designed to 
keep the wind resistance and resulting 
noise of a solar installation to a minimum.

Mounting accessories
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SMI9001

4x ABS 
corner 
mounts

145mm

145mm

Solar panel

Solar panel

Drill holes and 
screw ABS 
mounts to panels.

Use appropriate silicone 
adhesive, double-sided 
tape or suitable screws 
(or a combination of 
these) to mount ABS 
mounts to caravan or 
RV roof.

SMI9002

2x ABS  
side  
mounts

180mm

SMI9003

2x ABS 
spoiler 
mounts

525mm

SMI9007

2x ABS 
spoiler 
mounts

670mm



REDARC Monocrystalline Portable Folding Solar Panels in 120 and 
160 watt power ratings are designed with ‘A’ grade highly efficient 
Monocrystalline Cell technology and Anderson™ SB™50 connections.

REDARC Monocrystalline Portable Folding Solar Panels feature a lightweight design and 
adjustable legs, which allow the panels to be angled towards the sun and moved around as 
required.

A 5 metre Anderson™ to Anderson™ cable is included to maximise the sun’s power and 
still set up camp in a shady area. Fitted with genuine, industry-standard Anderson™SB™50 
connectors, solar panel setup has never been easier or faster.

Monocrystalline Portable Folding Solar Panels

Benefits
• Keep cool, parking in the shade 

while the solar panel is in the 
sunshine charging the battery

• Designed by REDARC with 
highly efficient ‘A’ grade 
monocrystalline cells

• Fast, easy installation 

Features
• Genuine, industry standard 

Anderson™SB™50 plug connection
• 5m Anderson™ to Anderson™ 

cable included
• Adjustable, lightweight leg design

Why genuine Anderson?
Anderson™ plugs are common 
connections for recreational vehicles. 
REDARC uses genuine industry standard 
Anderson™SB™50 plug connectors 
across the solar range. These high quality 
Anderson™ plugs are simple and fast to 
connect with no screw terminals and no 
risk of poor connections from frayed wires 
or loose terminals. For the 
most part, no tools are 
required to connect 
all your solar 
products together - 
just plug and play.
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*Actual peak power output will vary according to atmospheric conditions and temperature.  
Details and specifications are subject to change without notice. Visit redarc.com.au for the latest product range.

SMPA120 SMPA160

Peak power output* 120.0W 160.0W

Maximum power voltage 17.8V 17.8V

Maximum power current 6.7A 9.0A

Open circuit voltage 22.3V 22.3V

Short circuit current 7.3A 9.7A

Operating temperature range -40 to 85˚C -40 to 85˚C

Cell type Monocrystalline Monocrystalline

Minimum solar regulator size SRPA0120 SRPA0240

Dimensions opened (LxWxH) 1010x770x35mm 1010x1005x35mm

Dimensions closed (LxWxH) 505x770x80mm 505x1005x80mm

Weight 12.0kg 16.0kg



REDARC’s state-of-the-art solar blanket range is designed to be highly 
portable and lightweight so they can be easily moved around to get the 
best energy output for the sun, and then easily folded into a compact size 
for easy storage.

REDARC’s Solar Blanket range includes a flexible 112 watt Solar Blanket Amorphous Cells 
and three Solar Blanket SunPower® Cells in 115, 150, and 190 watt power ratings. Blankets 
in the range are smaller and lighter than comparable wattage portable glass panels.

The Solar Blanket Amorphous Cells features a flexible design, helping to reduce cell breakage 
and cracks. The amorphous blanket is known to perform better in low light conditions, with 
Uni-Solar® cells it is able to capture the full spectrum of light compared to conventional 
monocrystalline and polycrystalline cells. 

The Solar Blanket SunPower® Cells has been designed for portability and strength and 
features no grid lines, a solid copper backing and thick connectors for higher efficiency. 
SunPower® Cells are one of the best Monocrystalline cells on the market, they are more 
efficient and able to capture more sunlight compared to conventional Monocrystalline cells.

The range also features genuine industry standard Anderson™SB™50 plug connectors making 
installation quick and easy.

Solar Blankets

Benefits
• Save valuable storage room  

with an ultra-compact, lightweight 
solar blanket

• Unique scratch proof, anti-reflection 
laminate for extended performance

• High performing power output with 
flexible Amorphous and SunPower® 
solar cells

Features
• Lightweight and compact
• Folds away as easily as a blanket
• Genuine industry standard 

Anderson™SB™50 plug connectors

Triple-junction amorphous 
silicon solar cells
REDARC’s Solar Blanket Amorphous Cells 
utilises unique triple-junction amor phous 
silicon solar cells, where the blue, green and 
red light spectrum of the sun is absorbed in 
different layers of the cell. This technology 
results in better performance in low and 
diffuse light conditions. Bypass diodes are 
connected across each cell, allowing the 
modules to produce power even when 
partially shaded.

Blue cell

Green cell

Red cell

Reflective
film layer

Durable canvas
backing

Entire multijunction cell
is less than 1mm thick

Transparent conductive
oxide film
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*Actual peak power output will vary according to atmospheric conditions and temperature.  
Details and specifications are subject to change without notice. Visit redarc.com.au for the latest product range.

SSF1115 SSF1150 SSF1190 SAF1112

Peak power output* 114.8W 153.1W 191.4W 112W

Maximum power voltage 19.8V 17.6V 16.5V 18.0V

Maximum power current 5.8A 8.7A 11.6A 6.3A

Open circuit voltage 23.8V 21.1V 20.0V 24.0V

Short circuit current 6.2A 9.3A 12.3A 7.6A

Operating temperature range 0 to 85˚C 0 to 85˚C 0 to 85˚C 0 to 85˚C

Cell type SunPower® SunPower® SunPower® Amorphous

Minimum solar regulator size SRPA0120 SRPA0240 SRPA0240 SRPA0120

Dimensions opened (LxW) 1080x930mm 1405x930mm 1720x930mm 1860x1185mm

Dimensions closed (LxWxH) 310x310x65mm 310x310x75mm 310x310x90mm 400x280x100mm

Weight 4.5kg 6.0kg 7.2kg 4.8kg



How much solar is required?
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In the dark 
about solar?
Let the REDARC  
Solar Calculator  
shed some light

REDARC has taken the hassle 
out of manual calculation with 
our solar calculator. The solar 
calculator can provide an indicative 
measure on how much power will 
be needed per day depending on 
the size of the auxiliary battery and 
appliances used. 

Visit the calculator today and 
shed some light...

redarc.com.au/solarcalculator

A little homework is required to know exactly how much power each load consumes so 
you can choose the right battery bank size and combine this with efficient battery use 
and smart charging to achieve the best results. 

Use this guide when calculating:

1. List and record all your loads and how many amps they use

2. Multiply the current draw (A) of each item by the hours it’s in use (h), add the results 
together - this will give the total amp hours (Ah) required per day

3. Tally up all items to determine the total amp hours likely to be consumed

Item Current (A) Hours used (h) Amp hours (Ah)

Fridge 2 (average) 24 48

Lights 3 5 15

Total Ah used per day 63

* If the device’s energy consumption is provided in watts, simply divide the value by the number of volts to 
calculate the current draw in amps, e.g. if a fridge is labelled 24 watts, divide 24 by 12 = 2 amps

Total consumption over 24 hours is 63Ah
48Ah 15Ah+

Running a fridge and lights will require 63Ah per day. 
The question remains... how much solar is needed?
Let’s assume a solar blanket is being used to charge a 120Ah battery. 

Most deep cycle batteries will give their best cycle life if they are not discharged beyond 
50% of their total capacity, so we will assume 60Ah is usable. 

A REDARC 115W solar blanket can supply 5.8 amps on a sunny day for most of the 
sunlight hours of the day. Let’s assume there is six hours of sunlight a day. 

A REDARC 115W solar blanket can supply:

5.8A x 6h = 34.8Ah available charge each day.

Therefore, the battery is being discharged by: 

63Ah consumption – 34.8Ah charge = 28.2Ah discharge each day.

So a fridge and lights can run for:

60Ah usable/24.8Ah discharge = 2.12 days camping, running the battery down no 
more than 50% SOC, when charging with a REDARC 115W solar blanket.

This table outlines how long your power can last without any other form of charge,  
using our complete range of solar blankets, with the same loads.

REDARC 
solar  
range  
products

Maximum  
Power  
Current 

(A)

Daily Ah  
(6 hours 
sunlight)

(A x 6)

Daily  
discharge  

(Ah)
(63Ah -  
Daily Ah)

Days without  
charge/days  

left until battery  
is flat

(60Ah/Daily discharge)

115 watt SunPower® 5.8 34.8 28.2 2.1

150 watt SunPower® 8.7 52.2 10.8 5.5

190 watt SunPower® 11.6 69.6 0 No limit

112 watt Amorphous 6.3 37.8 25.2 2.3

Factors such as sunlight hours, weather conditions and several other variables can affect 
actual solar panel outputs. 
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Solar Regulator and Remote Monitor - Anderson range installation

Solar Regulator and Remote Monitor - SRP range installation

Any Solar Blanket or Portable Folding 
Solar Panel from the REDARC Solar 

Range may be used “as is”. 
Monocrystalline Solar Panels require a 
SRC0017 MC4 to Anderson™ cable to 

connect to SRPA regulators.

battery

SRPA0120, SRPA0240 
or SPRA0360 (as 

required) Solar 
Regulator

R
ed

B
la

ck

R
ed

B
la

ck

Optional
SRPA-RM
Remote
Monitor

Optional
SRP0240-RM

Remote
Monitor

SRP0120
or SRP0240
(as required)

Solar Regulator

R
ed

B
la

ck
R

ed
B

la
ck

Red
Black

Red
Black

Any Monocrystalline Solar Panel from the 
REDARC Solar Range may be used “as is”. 

Solar Blankets or Portable Folding Solar 
Panels require a SRC0016 Anderson to bare 

wire cable to connect to SRP regulators.

auxillary
battery

main
battery

24V
INPUT

Fuse*

Optional LED

All ground points must 
be connected to 

chassis earth
Auxiliary
battery

Fuse*

Join green and orange
for LiFePO4  charging

R
ed

B
lu

e

Orange

B
la

ck

B
ro

w
n

Green

12V
INPUT

OR

Ye
llo

w

AND SOLAR
INPUT

Low Voltage
Trigger Settings

To vehicle
ignition

Load
fuse

Loads

Low voltage
disconnect*

Standard
Trigger Settings

Leave
unconnected

12V or 24V 
start battery

bank

 panel array
(unregulated)

12V solar 

BCDC Solar Blanket connection

* Low voltage 
disconnect is only 
applicable in LiFeP04 
setup



REDARC Solar Regulators ensure that the power supplied by 12 or 24 
volt solar panels is at the right voltage to charge auxiliary batteries. 
Available in various power ratings, they are ideal for permanent 
installation or portable systems and have multiple levels of protection 
including over temperature, over charge and reverse polarity. 

REDARC SRPA Solar Regulators with Anderson™SB™50 connectors are available in 10, 
20, 30 amp ratings. Regulators from the SRPA range are best suited for use with the Solar 
Blankets and Folding Solar Panels. When the MC4 to Anderson connector cable (SRC0017) 
is purchased the SMR Solar Panels can use the Anderson range of regulators.

REDARC SRP Solar Regulators with bare wire connection are available in 10 and 20 amp 
ratings. These regulators are suitable for charging up to two separate battery banks. The SRP 
regulators are primarily used with the SMR range of Solar Panels. When the Anderson to bare 
wire connector cable (SRC0016) is purchased the Solar Blankets and Folding Panels can 
use the SRP range of Solar Regulators.

Solar Regulators

Benefits
• Safely charges dual battery systems 
• Protects battery from overcharging
• Provides three-stage charging of 

various* battery types

Features
• 10, 20, and 30 amp sizes available
• Compatible with 12 or 24 volt 

solar panels
• PWM multi-stage charging with 

selectable battery chemistry types

* Remote monitor required to change battery types.

Which regulator for your  
solar panel
10 amp regulators are best suited to panels 
up to 120 watts. 20 amp regulators are 
best suited to panels up to 240 watts. 
30 amp regulators are best suited when 
multiple panels are used simultaneously up 
to 360 watts.

Solar  
panel

SRPA 
‘Anderson’ 
Regulators

SRP  
Regulators

SAF1112   **

SSF range   **

SMPA range   **

SMR range  *  

* The SMR range is not compatible with 
SPRA Solar Regulators, Remote Monitor 
and cable accessory range unless an 
SRC0017 cable is used. 

** SAF112, SSF and SMPA range are not 
compatible with SRP Solar Regulators 
and Remote Monitor unless the 
SRC0016 cable is used.
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SRPA0120 SRPA0240 SRPA0360 SRP0120 SRP0240

Output current 10A 20A 30A 10A 20A

Battery voltage 12/24V 12/24V 12/24V 12/24V 12/24V

Maximum power rating 120/240W 240/480W 360/720W 120/240W 240/480W

Charge type PWM 50Hz PWM 50Hz PWM 50Hz PWM25Hz 
(factory setting)  
or PWM50HZ

PWM25Hz  
(factory setting)  
or PWM50HZ

Waterproof IP rating Yes - IP55 Yes - IP55 Yes - IP55 N/A N/A

Operating temperature -35˚ to +55˚C -35˚ to +55˚C -35˚ to +55˚C -35˚ to +50˚C -35˚ to +50˚C

Dimensions (HxWxD) 28x153x98mm 28x153x103mm 28x153x108mm 37x153x76mm 37x153x76mm

Weight 480g 520g 550g 240g 260g



REDARC Solar Regulator Remote Monitors provide an informative, user-
friendly display tracking the power the solar panels are producing and 
the charge state of the battery.

REDARC Solar Regulator Monitors are user friendly and informative. A remote monitor 
provides information about the output from the solar panels and battery to ensure everything 
is working as it should.

The monitor can be installed where it is most convenient. At a glance, it will display the 
voltage received from the solar panels in real time - all from an easy to read, backlit 
LCD display.

REDARC Solar Regulator default battery settings are for AGM batteries. A REDARC Solar 
Regulator Monitor is required to change battery types and configurations.

Solar Regulator Remote Monitors

Benefits
• Allows real time monitoring of 

system performance by providing 
the battery and solar panel’s current 
and voltage

• Stores system’s maximum 
and minimum data values for 
diagnostic checks

Features
• Large, backlit LCD display
• Real time battery amp/voltage, 

temperature monitoring and digital 
clock in one display

• Compatible with 12 or 24 volt  
solar panels

SRP0240-TP
The SRP0240-TP Solar Regulator 
Temperature probe allows for temperature 
compensation of the charge rate of your 
regulator via actual battery temperature, 
rather than ambient 
temperature (only 
works with SRP0120 and 
SRP0240).

Changing battery  
charging type and size
REDARC recommends the purchase of the 
Solar Regulator Remote Monitor to change 
battery types and configuration settings.

Compatibility

REDARC Solar Regulator Remote Monitors 
are optional add-ons for use with REDARC 
Solar Regulators and are used to provide 
accurate system information.

It is important to pair the correct 
Solar Regulator Remote Monitor with  
the Solar Regulator.

Solar Remote  
Monitor

Solar 
Regulators

SRP0240-RM SRP0120
SRP0240

SRPA-RM SRPA0120
SRPA0240
SRPA0360
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SRP0240-RM SRPA-RM

Monitor communication N/A RS485

Power consumption - backlight on <30mA <23mA

Power consumption - backlight off <3mA <15mA

Operating temperature -10˚ to +40˚C -20˚ to +70˚C

LCD screen size 70.0x45.0mm (3.3”) 76.5x42.0mm (3.2”)

Faceplate screws included/size No-4 required Yes-4 included/M4

Wall bracket screws included No-4 required No-4 required

Remote monitor connection RJ45 RJ45

Cable length 10m 10m

Dimensions - overall 95.0x95.0x24.0mm 114.0x114.0x48.2mm

Dimensions - screen faceplate 95.0x95.0x8.0mm 98.0x98.0x15.5mm

Dimensions - mounting bracket 112.0x112.0x35.0mm 114.0x114.0x45.5mm

Weight 105g 320g



Regulator & Cable Value 
Packs

20 amp Solar Regulator and Cable 
Value Pack - SRPA20-VP
Contains 20A Regulator with Anderson™ 
SB™50 connectors (SRPA0240), 
5m Anderson™ to 
Anderson™ Cable and 
a 1.5m Anderson to 
Battery clip cable.

20 amp Solar Panel Regulator and 
Cable Value Pack (SRP20-VP)
Contains 20A Regulator (SRP0240), 
Regulator Temperature Probe 
(SRP0240-TP), 2x Anderson™ 
plug to bare wire cable and 
an Anderson™ plug to 
Alligator clip cable. It is 
ideal for use with the SMP 
range of fixed solar panels.

Other accessories

MC4 Solar Connector Kit - 
SRC0001-CK
The MC4 Solar Connector Kit provides 
all the components needed to 
make one MC4 connection 
used in the installation 
of REDARC SMR solar 
panels.

Single Cable Gland - SMC0001
The Single Cable Gland is a simple 
waterproof solution for either 
the positive or negative solar 
panel wire to pass through 
an RV or caravan roof.

RK1260 relay kit 
The REDARC RK1260 relay kit allows 
automatic switching between charging 
an auxiliary battery from the vehicle 
battery to solar panel (required for 
2420 BCDC/LFP range).

Kit includes:
• 60A/80A sealed changeover relay  

with 9.5mm contact pins

• Butt-splice connectors

• Pre-wired relay base

• Heatshrink

Cable accessories

REDARC’s extensive range of cables and adaptors offer easy connection to the solar 
range, offering the ability to set up camp in a shady area but still get the most out of 
the sun. What’s more, they can be used with REDARC’s BCDC range and Battery 
Management System range.

Cables

SRC0008
1.5m Anderson™ to 
Anderson™ Cable

SRC0018
5m Anderson™ 

to Anderson™ Cable

SRC0019
10m Anderson™ to 
Anderson™ Cable

SRC0001
5m Regulator to  

Panel Cable

SRC0002
10m Regulator to 

Panel Cable

Battery cables for permanent or portable setups

SRC0009
1.5m Anderson™ to  
Battery Clip Cable

SRC0010
1.5m Anderson™ to 

Battery Eyelet Terminal

SRC0003
1.5m Regulator to 

Battery Cable

Cables for multi-panel set-ups

SRC0012
0.3m Anderson™  

Parallel Cable

SRC0011
0.3m Anderson™  

Series Cable

SRC0006
Positive and Negative 

MC4 Y Adapters

Connector cables

SRC0017
1.5m MC4 to Anderson™  

Connector Cable

SRC0016
1.5m Anderson™ to  

Bare Wire Cable
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Vehicle battery 
charging while 
driving

REDARC

Choosing the  
best power source
This diagram demonstrates the difference 
in performance between In-vehicle Battery 
Chargers, Battery Management Systems 
and solar panels.

Different charging sources may be 
used in combination to “top up” 
the power reservoir.

Approximately  
eight hours of  

sunlight per day

150W solar panel - 7.5A

160W solar panel - 9A

190W solar panel - 11.6A

50W solar panel - 2.5A

80W solar panel - 4A

120W solar panel - 6A

Electrical loads - fridge, 
lights, inverter, etc.

BCDC1225D - 25A 

BCDC1250D - 50A

LFP2420 - 20A

BCDC2420 - 20A

BMS1215S3 - 15A

BMS1230S2 - 30A

Getting the most from solar panels
Solar panels will perform differently depending on the location. 

Usable sun hours can vary from over 11 hours in Karratha to just 5 hours in Hobart, 
significantly varying the amount of charge generated for a given solar panel.

Australian average  
hours of sunshine per day
Australian Government Bureau of Meteorology

10 11987654

76.255.54.754.03.252.5

Average hours of sunshine per day

Maps are not to scale

New Zealand  
average hours of 
sunshine per day

National Institute of Water  
and Atmospheric Research

76.255.54.754.03.252.5

BCDC1240D - 40A

Power reservoir
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The REDARC Tow-Pro® Electric Trailer Brake Controller range is designed 
to suit most common electric trailer braking applications whilst requiring 
minimal dash space, being simple to install and operate. The two models 
in the range work with electric and electric/hydraulic trailer brakes and 
are AL-KO ESC and Dexter Sway Control System Compliant.

Tow-Pro Elite offers two types of braking - Proportional and User-Controlled - allowing 
the user to choose the braking style depending on the road, terrain conditions, and vehicle 
type or driver preference. It is suitable for 12 and 24 volt systems and meets ADR21 safety 
standards. Tow-Pro Elite features a three-axis accelerometer which measures acceleration in 
any direction. This means the Tow-Pro Elite can be mounted in any orientation. With Active 
Calibration, it will sense the direction of deceleration accurately.

Tow-Pro Classic offers a single mode of braking - User-Controlled - and is suitable for 
12 volt systems. It is also AL-KO ESC and Dexter Sway Control* System compliant. The 
Tow-Pro Classic with User-Controlled mode gives the driver absolute control of the trailer at 
all times. The trailer will behave exactly as expected whenever the vehicle brakes are applied 
and works independently of the vehicle’s brakes.

Tow-Pro® Electric Trailer Brake Controllers

Benefits
• Smooth trailer braking response
• Simple to install and operate 

Features
• Dash-mounted control knob
• Electric and electric/hydraulic 

operation
• Suitable for 12 or 24 volt vehicle 

systems (Tow-Pro Elite) 
• AL-KO ESC and DSC*  

System Compliant

Tow-Pro Elite
Two types of braking

Tow-Pro Elite offers two modes of operation 
- Proportional and User-Controlled. 

Heavier trail erLi
gh

te
r t

railer Proportional mode (blue 
light) is designed to measure 
the deceleration applied by 
the vehicle and applies the 

electric trailer brakes to a proportional level, 
also referred to as inertia sensing. The 
harder the vehicle decelerates, the harder 
the trailer brakes are applied.

Heavier forceLi
gh

te
r f

orce User-Controlled mode 
(green light) is designed to 
give the greatest possible 
control when driving off-road, 

giving the driver complete control of the 
braking level. Brakes will be applied at the 
level set; 0 is no trailer braking, 10 is full 
trailer braking.

Changing between modes

By default the Tow-Pro Elite unit is set  
to Proportional mode (blue LED).

To change to User-Controlled mode:
1 Set the knob to 0 (fully counter-clockwise)
2 Apply and hold the brakes
3 Press the knob twice quickly
4 Release the brakes
5 The LED will now be green - repeat the 

process to change from User-Controlled 
to Proportional mode

This must be done while the vehicle is 
stationary. This process can be used to 
toggle between modes, which are indicated 
by LED colour. Tow-Pro Elite will remember 
the last mode used every time the vehicle 
is started. After changing modes, set 
the knob to a suitable level for safe, 
comfortable braking.
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*Approved for use with DSC units with serial numbers above T1A1530001A1, older units require a load resistor. Details and specifications are subject to change without notice. Australian Registered Design 352577, 
Australian Registered Design 352578, Australian Registered Design 352674, Australian Registered Patent 2014224076, Australian Registered Innovation Patent 2017100513, US Patent Number US 9,446,747 B2. 
Visit redarc.com.au for the latest product range. 

EBRHV2 EBRH-ACCV3

Nominal input system voltage 12V 12V 24V

Operating voltage 9-16V 9-32V 9-32V

Brake coil voltage 12V 12V 12V

Brake input  
signal voltage

Off: 0V
On:12V nominal

Off: 0V
On: +12V nominal

Off: 0V
On: +24V nominal

Maximum trailer axles 3 axles 3 axles 3 axles

Nominal current draw 18A 18A 18A

Maximum rated current 25A 25A 30A

Standby current <10mA <5mA <5mA

Operating temperature -20°C-60°C -20°C-60°C -20°C-60°C

Dimensions (main unit) 50x100x30mm 50x100x30mm 50x100x30mm

Weight 200g 200g 200g



Tow-Pro Elite Active 
Calibration
The Tow-Pro Elite Electric Brake Controller 
features Active Calibration which 
constantly monitors the direction of travel. 

When the Tow-Pro Elite is first installed it 
will begin learning its mounting orientation 
through Active Calibration as soon as the 
vehicle is driven.

At this point Proportional mode is selected 
but not yet fully operational. The unit will 
function as if in User-Controlled mode, 
this is indicated by the LED glowing green 
with blue flashes. During the calibration 
process, Tow-Pro Elite will still apply the 
trailer brakes, in User-Controlled mode.

As the brake controller becomes more 
confident of its direction of travel the 
length of the blue flash will increase 
until the LED light turns solid blue. This 
indicates it is now operating completely 
in Proportional mode.

For many vehicles the unit will even 
calibrate with no trailer attached.

An instructional calibration  
video can be found on the  
REDARC website -  
redarc.com.au/tow-pro 

Electric Trailer Brake 
Adapter for 24 volt vehicles 
- EB24A
The REDARC Electric Trailer Brake 
Adapter is designed to operate a 12 volt 
brake controller in a 24 volt vehicle.

The EB24A is to be used when 
installing a Tow-Pro Elite 
in a 24 volt vehicle with 
electric/hydraulic brake 
system.

Manual override
Pressing the control knob 
whilst driving will apply the manual 
override brake, applying the trailer 
brakes only and will also apply the 
brake lights and will turn the LED indicator 
a shade of red.

In Proportional mode the manual override 
will apply the trailer brake to a level 
equivalent to ‘light’ vehicle braking.

In User-Controlled mode the manual 
override will apply the trailer brakes to the 
level set on the control knob.

The Tow-Pro Elite main unit should be 
mounted inside the vehicle (not in the 
engine bay). 

It can be mounted in any orientation 
as long as the installation is secure 
and the main unit cannot move or 
change orientation once installed - a 
change of orientation can affect the 
system calibration. 

The Tow-Pro Elite control knob is 
designed to be mounted in the dash of 
a vehicle, in the centre console or through 

a spare push-out switch panel with the 
electronic module installed out of sight. 

This makes Tow-Pro Elite ideal for vehicles 
fitted with knee or lower leg airbags. 

When installed correctly it complies with 
Australian design rule ADR21.

When testing the trailer brake operation 
whilst stationary (e.g. during annual 
vehicle inspection) Tow-Pro Elite should 
be set to User-Controlled mode.

To ensure correct installation, refer to 
vehicle manufacturer recommendations.

Tow-Pro Elite installation

Blue

Red

24V vehicle
battery

Ground

Black

1.25mm2

3.0mm2

NOTE: The input power (black) wire should be
connected directly to the positive terminal of
the start battery via a circuit breaker and
not through an ignition source.

White

3.0mm2

30A circuit
breaker

(CBK30-EB)

To 24V vehicle 
brake input 
signal 

To 12V trailer 
brakes

Dash mount
control for
Tow-Pro
Elite

24V
INPUT

start
battery

start
battery

Standard 24 volt Tow-Pro Elite installation

upper
battery

lower
battery

Ground

Ground

Ground

25A circuit
breaker

40A circuit
breaker

24V
relay

10A circuit
breaker

To 24V
system

To vehicle
ignition

12V to 
E/H pump

24V vehicle
brake lights

EB24A

Join pink
to red

Tow-Pro

To E/H
control I/P

Installing a Tow-Pro Elite in a 24 volt vehicle with electric/hydraulic  
brake system

To 12V vehicle 
brake input 
signal 

To 12V trailer 
brakes

Blue

Red

12V vehicle
battery

Ground

Black

Dash mount
control for 
Tow-Pro

1.25mm2

3.0mm2

NOTE: The input power (black) wire should be
connected directly to the positive terminal of
the start battery via a circuit breaker and
not through an ignition source.

White

3.0mm2

30A circuit
breaker

(CBK30-EB)

12V
INPUT

start
battery

Standard 12 volt Tow-Pro Elite and Tow-Pro Classic installation
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Circuit Breaker Kit - 
CBK30-EB
The circuit breaker kit is designed 
for certain Tow-Pro EBRH-ACCV3 
installations and feature a sealed 
30 amp circuit breaker with wiring and 
connections to suit  
up to a three 
axle electric 
brake 
controller 
setup.

Remote Head
The Tow-Pro Elite remote 
head - part number 
EBRH-ACCV3-RH 
- is available as 
a standalone part.

Tow-Pro and AEB
One of the more important technologies 
being implemented in modern vehicles is 
autonomous emergency braking (AEB).

AEB can activate the vehicle braking system 
without driver intervention.

Both the Tow-Pro Elite and Classic are 
designed to respond when the vehicle 
brake lights are illuminated, and will work in 
vehicles with AEB if installed correctly.

Benefits
• Our Wiring Kits protect vehicles  

from incorrect wiring
• Wiring Kits are compatible with 

most popular 4WD vehicles on 
the market

• Switch Inserts aid in the installation 
of the Tow-Pro Elite Remote Head  

Features
• Wiring Kits offer Plug and Play 

connectivity
• Wiring Kits include all hardware 

for Tow-Pro Elite installation
• Switch Inserts create an  

OE-look whilst maintaining 
ADR21 compliance

Tow-Pro® accessories

REDARC has a comprehensive range of accessories for the Tow-Pro® 
range of Electric Brake Controllers, designed to simplify the installation 
of the unit into vehicles.

Tow-Pro Wiring Kits - TPWKIT
Vehicle specific installation kits include all hardware and fitting instructions to deliver a quality 
and reliable outcome every time whilst protecting the integrity of the vehicle and avoiding the 
setting of fault codes or damage to the sensitive electronics. In total eleven kits are available 
to suit most 4WD vehicles.

Tow-Pro Elite Switch Inserts - TPSI
A Tow-Pro Elite Switch Insert aids in the installation of the Tow-Pro Elite remote head into 
vehicles. It allows the installer to create an OE-looking remote head mount whilst still 
maintaining ADR21 compliance (when correctly fitted). REDARC also offer Tow-Pro Switch 
Inserts in bulk packs of ten. They provide installers with a cost-effective method of creating 
an OE-looking remote head for multiple installations.

Vehicle Single unit Bulk pack of ten
Universal TPSI-001 TPSI-001-B
Suitable for Toyota, Mitsubishi Triton TPSI-002 TPSI-002-B
Suitable for Holden Colorado TPSI-003 TPSI-003-B
Suitable for Isuzu D-MAX SX TPSI-005 TPSI-005-B
Suitable for Isuzu D-MAX LS/MU-X TPSI-006 TPSI-006-B
Suitable for 70 Series Toyota, TPSI-007 TPSI-007-B
Suitable for Mazda BT50 TPSI-009* TPSI-009-B*

Manufacturer Vehicle Product code
Holden Suitable for Colorado TPWKIT-002
Mitsubishi Suitable for Triton TPWKIT-003
Toyota Suitable for Hilux, Fortuner TPWKIT-004
Toyota Suitable for Landcruiser 200 TPWKIT-005
Isuzu Suitable for D-MAX, MU-X TPWKIT-006
Toyota Suitable for Kluger, Prado TPWKIT-007
Nissan Suitable for Navara TPWKIT-008
Mitsubishi Suitable for Pajero TPWKIT-009
Volkswagen Suitable for Amarok TPWKIT-010
Universal model TPWKIT-011
Ford Suitable for Ranger, Everest (all models) TPWKIT-012
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REDARC Electric Trailer Brake Controllers - User-Controlled, offer 
an easy to use method of controlling the electric brakes on a trailer. 
Designed for use with any trailer with electric brakes, the amount of 
braking force can be adjusted with the turn of a knob.

The REDARC electric trailer brake controller (EB) and Trailer Mount Electric Trailer Brake 
Controller (EBTM) provides an easy to operate method of controlling electric brakes on 
a trailer, camper-trailer, boat trailer or caravan. The trailer behaves exactly as expected 
whenever the vehicle’s brakes are applied. 

The LED indicator on the EB trailer brake controller glows green when a trailer with electric 
brakes is plugged in. 

Application of the brakes from the foot brake or the manual button on the controller will change 
the LED to red - the shade of red indicating to what degree the brakes are being applied.

Electric Trailer Brake Controllers - User-Controlled

EB EBTM

Number of axles Up to 3 axles Up to 3 axles

Indication Red/green LED Red/green LED

Connections Flying leads Flying leads

Input voltage 12V 12V

Protection Short circuit Short circuit

Current limit Electronic, self-resetting Electronic, self-resetting

Efficiency >90% >90%

Operating temperature 0°C to +60°C 0°C to +60°C

Mounting 2x M3 holes 2x M3 holes

Dimensions 50x100x30mm 50x100x30mm

Weight 200g 300g

Benefits
• Ensures safe braking when towing
• Trailer mount model allows towing 

from multiple tow vehicles 

Features
• Compact size
• LED status and braking 

force indication
• Override option for independent 

trailer brake activation 
• Simple gain adjustment for  

variation in braking force

to towed vehicle 
brakes

to towing vehicle 
brake lights

auto-reset
circuit

breakerstart
battery

EB electric trailer brake controller installation

24 volt vehicles
REDARC recommend using 
a Tow-Pro Elite in three axle, 
24 volt vehicles. See page 35 
for more information.

EBTM trailer mount electric 
trailer brake controller
The EB brake controller has the option of 
an encapsulated trailer mount unit. As the 
manual button is not needed it has been 
removed and the EBTM requires an auxiliary 
12 volt available at the trailer socket. You 
should ensure the 12 volt supply in the 
trailer is adequate to supply sufficient power 
for safe braking. Apart from this, the unit 
operates the same way that the standard 
EB does.

Confirm with local transport 
authorities regarding 
the usage for trailer 
mount electric trailer 
brake controllers 
in your state.
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If you’re not  
using  Tow-Pro,  

what’s stopping you?
Tow-Pro 

Elite
Tow-Pro 
Classic

Type of braking ‑ Proportional mode (inertia sensing)

Type of braking ‑ User‑Controlled mode

Active Calibration

Dash mounted control knob

Control knob meets ADR21 safety standards

Suitable for 12 volt systems

Suitable for 24 volt systems

Operates electric and electric/hydraulic brakes

AL‑KO ESC and Dexter Sway Control System approved

Australian made and designed

Tow-Pro 
Elite

Tow-Pro 
Classic
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The REDARC Break-Safe Break-Away system is designed to apply the 
brakes and brake lights on a trailer or caravan should it accidentally 
separate from the tow vehicle. The system has a built-in battery that can 
be charged from the auxiliary towing vehicle battery, solar panels or by a 
mains battery charger.

The REDARC Break-Safe Break-Away System offers security against a runaway trailer by 
applying the brakes and brake lights on the trailer or caravan should it separate from the 
tow vehicle. 

The unit features a test button which will advise the charge state of the internal battery 
via an indicator LED, which should be checked before every use of the trailer. 

A remote monitor is available to provide an indication of the internal battery charge state. This 
provides an even more accurate way to monitor the breakaway battery condition and gives 
an audible and visible signal if the battery condition falls below the acceptable levels.

Break-Safe Break-Away

BA6000 BA6000XP RM6000 BASWITCH

Description
For 2 or 4 wheel  

trailer brakes
For 6 wheel  
trailer brakes

Remote monitor
Break-Away  

switch and pin

Dimensions
170x160  
x90mm

170x160  
x90mm

80x59  
x29mm

N/A

Weight 3.6kg 4.0kg 100g 165g

Benefits
• Security against a runaway trailer
• Easy access to internal battery 

for servicing
• Ensures compliance to most 

state laws 

Features
• Suitable for most electric 

trailer brakes
• Compact in size and easy to install
• Enclosed and sealed lead 

acid battery
• Recharges from car battery with 

battery charge indicator

Break-Away switch
Also available for separate 
purchase is the 
BASWITCH. If a 
Break-Away switch 
needs replacing, a 
new switch can be 
purchased separately for 
the Break-Safe unit.

Keep charged
A BCDC1206 can be used to 
keep the BA6000 or 
BA6000XP charged.

See page 7 for 
more information.

RF Battery Monitor 
Monitor a remote battery voltage without 
having to run wire to it, available from 
Hummingbird Electronics (part number 
HMRF2000B).

Visit hmbe.com.au 
for more information.

If you’re not  
using  Tow-Pro,  

what’s stopping you?
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The REDARC Low Coolant Alarm can be used in a 12 or 24 volt 
automotive system or remote water pumping system to monitor radiator 
coolant level. It provides a visual and audible alarm if the coolant falls 
below the chosen level.

The REDARC Low Coolant Alarm will give a warning if a sudden loss of coolant occurs (for 
example from a burst radiator hose), alerting the driver to switch off the engine, preventing 
any damage due to overheating.

The REDARC Low Coolant Alarm features an anti-slosh delay, which means that the alarm 
won’t sound every time a corner is turned. An external lamp and buzzer output is available if 
more powerful or more convenient indication is required.

Low Coolant Alarm

LCA1224

DC input voltage range 11-32V

Current draw (alarm off) <2mA

Current draw (alarm on) Approximately 15mA

Audible warning Piezo buzzer

Visual warning Red LED

External warning outputs Pulsing ground output

Dimensions 65x40x25mm

Weight 65g

Benefits
• Cost-effective protection against 

damage caused by coolant loss
• Warns of a fault before expensive 

damage occurs
• More reliable than a vehicle’s 

temperature gauge in the event of 
sudden loss of coolant

• Alerts that it’s working, every time 
the car is started 

Features
• AC sensing to avoid corrosion
• Broken sense wire detection
• Built-in anti-slosh delay
• Output for external alarm  

and/or indicator

Important
The REDARC Low Coolant Alarm is an 
emergency warning system only.

It warns of a sudden loss of coolant while 
the vehicle is operating. It will provide an 
indication when gradual loss has reached 
the low level, but should not be used to 
avoid regular visual checks of the cooling 
system.

In the event of any loss of coolant, the 
cause should be investigated rather than 
just using the Low Coolant Alarm as a 
reminder to top up the radiator.
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Accessory

Replacement Probe Kit
A replacement probe kit for the LCA 
is available.

Part number - LCAPROB

The REDARC Low Coolant Alarm monitors 
radiator coolant level and provides a visual 
and audible alarm if the coolant falls below 
the chosen level, either in the event of 
sudden loss of coolant while the vehicle 
is operating or it will provide an indication 

when gradual loss has reached the low 
level.

REDARC strongly recommends the 
Low Coolant Alarm probe be installed 
in the radiator by a suitably qualified 
radiator specialist.

Protection against engine damage

The REDARC Low Coolant Alarm has 
been developed to provide peace of 
mind, providing a number of features.

AC sensing - The probe is supplied with 
AC, so it does not produce electrolysis to 
cause cooling system corrosion.

Broken wire detection - If the wire to 
the probe is broken it will sound the alarm.

Self-test - On ignition turn on, it performs 
a self-test by internally duplicating low 
coolant or a broken probe wire. In self-test 
the LED flashes twice and the beeper 
sounds 4 times.

Anti-slosh delay - If the radiator is not 
quite full and coolant sloshes around, 
the LED flashes after ½ second but the 

beeper will not sound for 3-4 seconds. 
So there is a visual reminder to top up but 
no annoying beeps.

External warning lamp - If the Low 
Coolant Alarm is to be mounted where it 
cannot be seen by the driver, an external 
warning lamp output allows a dashboard 
lamp to be used. The maximum rating for 
an external lamp is 0.5A max.

External warning buzzer - If the Low 
Coolant Alarm is to be mounted where it 
cannot be heard by the driver, an external 
warning buzzer output allows a louder (or 
more suitably located) buzzer to be used. 
The maximum rating for an external lamp 
is 0.5A.

LCA installation

radiator
LCA1224

alarm level
Coolant
sensing
probe

Grounding
probe

Probe installation
The Low Coolant Alarm relies on the probe having good conduction to ground 
through the coolant. In some cases, after installation, there may be an alarm even if 
there is plenty of coolant, in these cases it will be necessary to add an earthing probe 
into the coolant at the same level as or below the Low Coolant Alarm probe.

to ignition

buzzer lamp
optional
external
alarms

radiator

start
battery

24V system option

LCA setup
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The REDARC Hand Brake Alarm monitors the hand brake switch and door 
frame switch to provide audible and visual warning if the door switch is 
activated while the hand brake switch is not activated. Once the alarm 
starts, it stays latched on until the hand brake is applied (even if the door 
is closed again).

The REDARC Hand Brake Alarm is pivotal for improving vehicle safety, it reduces the risk of a 
vehicle being left unattended without the hand brake on and, if used with external horn, can 
warn anyone in the area that a vehicle has been left without its hand brake on.

Hand Brake Alarm

HBA1224

DC input voltage range 9-32V

Current draw - alarm off <2mA

Current draw - alarm on 30mA

Dimensions 50x30x25mm

Weight 75g

Benefits
• Warns against forgetting to apply 

the hand brake
• Security against damage caused 

by runaway vehicles
• Horn output ensures others will 

be warned
• Helps comply with mandatory health 

and safety regulations on many 
mining site vehicles

Features
• Suitable for all vehicles
• Built-in LED warning light and 

internal piezo buzzer plus external 
output

• Output latches on once triggered

  WARNING: 
The REDARC Hand Brake 
Alarm detects when the 
hand brake switch is 
activated - it does not 
measure how hard the hand 
brake is applied or how 
effective the hand brake is.

Multiple uses
The REDARC Hand Brake Alarm can be 
used in both 12 volt and 24 volt automotive 
systems including passenger, commercial, 
mining and transport applications. 

The unit is compact enough to be 
dash-mounted in most vehicle or machinery 
cabins and has mounting tabs which are 
pre-drilled for screw mounting.
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HBA1224 negative switch setup

dome
lamps
(2A max)

to battery to battery

cut

door
light
switch

hand
brake
switch

to dashboard
hand brake
light (2A max)

to battery

cut

optional
external 
relay or 
buzzer

add
diode

supplysupply

dome
lamps
(2A max)

optional
external 
relay or 
buzzer

to battery to battery

cut

door
light
switch

hand
brake
switch

to dashboard
hand brake
light (2A max)

HBA1224 positive switch setup

Please note: A combination of positive door switch and negative hand brake switch (and vice versa) can also be used.



The REDARC Daytime Running Lights (Key On Lights On)  (KOLO) range 
ensures that the headlights on a vehicle are switched on whenever the 
ignition is on. Designed as a safety feature for commercial vehicles, it is 
also suitable for the everyday driver.

The REDARC KOLO has three internal relays, all controlled by a microprocessor that activates 
the vehicle low beams and park lights after ignition is turned on. The relay contacts are 
voltage free (not connected to any other circuit internally) and can be used to switch 12 volt, 
24 volt or ground either directly to the lights or to lighting relays.

It also features a 10 second turn on delay designed to reduce the load on the battery during 
cranking, particularly useful on vehicles with an already large starting load.

The vehicle combination (headlight) switch overrides the KOLO so it operates the normal way, 
switching on park lights only or park plus low or high beams.

Now compulsory on many mining sites to adhere to OHS&W standards, the KOLO ensures 
increased visibility of a vehicle to provide safer driving conditions.

KOLO Daytime Running Lights (Key On Lights On)

Benefits
• Increases road safety by making 

vehicles more visible
• Cost-effective protection for  

fleet vehicles

Features
• Fits a wide variety of vehicles
• Turn on delay to reduce  

cranking load
• Three voltage free internal relays

KOLO12DU KOLO12DUO KOLO24DU KOLO24DUO

Override Option No Yes No Yes

Voltage 10-15V 10-15V 20-30V 20-30V

Dimensions 90x70x32mm 90x70x32mm 90x70x32mm 90x70x32mm

Weight 400g 400g 400g 400g

Important 
The REDARC KOLO ensures increased 
vehicle visibility to provide safer 
driving conditions.
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Wiring colour code

A Grey

B Blue

C Brown/white

D Brown

E Violet

F Red

G Green

H Yellow

K Red/white

L Green/white

M Yellow/white

P Black

Q Blue/white

R Orange/white

T White

Common wiring -  
applies to all installations

A ground if needed to override  
(e.g. with park brake switch)

B to ignition positive

E to battery positive

T to ground

Installation wiring flowchart

KOLO installation flow chart - park light wiring

Do you want ignition to turn park lights on?
Yes No

How are the park lights switched on?
Ground Positive

How is relay switched?
Ground Positive

How is direct switched?
Ground Positive

How are the park lights switched on?
Relay Direct

C  to switching wire D  to switching wire

Cut switching wire

C  to switch side 
of cut

M  to relay side  
of cut

K  to ground

Cut switching wire

D  to switch side 
of cut

M  to relay side  
of cut

K  to battery

Cut switching wire

C  to switch side 
of cut

M  to lights side of cut

K  to ground

Cut switching wire

D  to switch side 
of cut

M  to lights side of cut

K  to battery

KOLO installation flow chart - headlight wiring

What does the voltage of headlight common measure with the headlights off?
Ground Positive

What does the voltage of headlight common 
measure with the headlights on?
Ground Positive

What does the voltage of headlight common 
measure with the headlights on?
Ground Positive

How are the headlights switched on?
Relay Direct

How are the headlights switched on?
Relay Direct

Beams are switched by 
ground

Beams are switched by 
positive

Headlights switched 
by ground, beams are 
switched by positive

Headlights switched 
by positive, beams are 
switched by ground

Cut high beam wire

P  to switch side 
of cut

Q  to other side of cut

R  to low beam wire

Cut high beam wire

P  to switch side  
of cut

Q  to other side of cut

R  to low beam wire

H  to low beam wire

F  to ground
H  to low beam wire

F  to battery positive

How is relay switched?
Ground Positive

How is relay switched?
Ground Positive

H  to switching wire

F  to battery positive
H  to switching wire

F  to battery positive

H  to switching wire

F  to battery positive
H  to switching wire

F  to battery positive
H  to switching wire

F  to ground
H  to switching wire

F  to ground
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Custom built to your needs
A REDARC KOLO can be customised at 
time of manufacture to suit specific fleet 
requirements.

The REDARC KOLO is designed for universal fitment in 12 or 24 volt vehicles with 
positive or negative switched lighting systems.

KOLO installation

Override (-)

Ignition (+)

Park switch (-)

Park switch (+)

Supply (+)

Ground (-)

Relay 1 common

Relay 1 normally open

Relay 1 normally closed

Relay 2 normally open

Relay 2 normally closed

Relay 3 normally open

Relay 3 normally closed

Relay 2 common

Relay 3 common

start
battery

24V system option

Vehicle
ignition

Park
lights

Park light
control

Battery positive
or ground (depending

on vehicle wiring)

Headlight
low beam

Headlight
control

Battery positive
or ground (depending
on vehicle wiring)

Brown - 
positive control
Brown/white - 
ground control

cut old
wiring

KOLO pinouts

Standard KOLO setup (some vehicles vary)
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Operation

1 Ignition and tail lights off All relays off

2 Ignition only on Relays 1, 2, 3 on after delay

3 Tail lights on Relays 1 and 3 off, relay 2 on

4 Ground switch on hand brake Disables ignition input
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Ensure 
peace of 
mind with 
a REDARC 
fuse kit

Failures attributed to poor quality fuses and fuse  
holders are a common occurrence. 

REDARC recommend using the highest quality fuses  
and fuse holders for all dual battery installations to 
prevent such failures.

REDARC offer three types of fuse and fuse holder kits 
designed to provide a simple, neat fuse installation 
for dual battery systems... there’s one perfect for your 
installation.

Features
• Premium quality fuses and fuse holders
• Two fuse holders
• Four fuses (FK100 contains two fuses)
• Cable crimp lugs
• Suits maximum required cable size 

for each installation

FK40
40 A fuses

FK60
60 A fuses

FK100
100 A fuses

Three sizes to suit all needs
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REDARC Surge Protectors provide protection against damaging 
electrical surges caused from potential voltage spikes. Used to protect 
jump-starting, winching, high-powered solenoid and master isolation 
switch applications, they are a cost-effective method of protecting 
expensive vehicle electronic equipment.

REDARC Surge Protectors are designed to prevent high voltage electrical system inductive 
surges from causing damage to computer controlled engine management systems, 
electronic ignitions, transceivers, and other electronic items in motor vehicles and boats. 
Under normal running conditions add-on surge protectors are not a necessity; however they 
will provide protection under abnormal running conditions.

REDARC Surge Protectors contain electronic surge arrestors capable of handling transient 
currents of 500 amps or more during a voltage surge, at the same time clipping the system 
voltage to safe levels.

The two main basic methods of using REDARC Surge Protectors are either connected 
directly between the positive and negative terminals of the main battery or connected in 
parallel with, and close to, the item(s) most in need of protection.

Surge Protectors

Benefits
• Protection against voltage spikes
• Protection for jump-starting, 

winching and high powered solenoid 
operation

Features
• Staggered stud terminals
• Mounting tabs
• Compact design
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VP12 VP24

Vehicle voltage 12V 24V

Maximum surge clamp voltage 24-32V 48-64V

Maximum surge current (10ms)* 110A 110A 

Maximum surge current (1ms)* 500A 500A

Maximum case temperature 100˚C 100˚C



The REDARC BMIS® Battery Master Isolation Switch is designed to safely 
isolate the vehicle batteries in both 12 and 24 volt vehicles. It is ideally 
suited for trucks and other heavy vehicles.

The BMIS®  Battery Master Isolation Switch allows for manual isolation of a trucks electrical 
system from its battery. The BMIS will also ensure that no loads are drawn from the vehicle 
whilst not in use, thereby reducing flat battery faults. The BMIS models are intended to meet 
compliance and specification requirements and are designed for use with roll over switches 
or sensors. It will provide enhanced safety when used with the REDARC Roll Over Sensor.

The BMIS meets and exceeds the requirements of large diesel engines in 12 and 24 volt 
systems and features an ISO 26262 rated dual redundancy system to avoid false triggering.

BMIS® Battery Master Isolation Switch

Benefits
• In-built lockout capability
• In-built diagnosis of connected 

looms and remote actuating devices 
• Easy to install as new or a retrofit
• Increased reliability with dual 

redundancy feature to avoid 
false triggering 

Features
• Compatible with roll-over sensors
• Durable, UV resistant housing, 

resistant to rocks and water
• Reviewed by independent heavy 

vehicle experts
• Rated IP66, IP67 and IP69K
• Continuous self-checking function

BMIS-4PP

Vehicle
alternator

to alternator
field control

Remote
switch

Example
truck
wiring

Vehicle positive
Vehicle negative

Battery positive
Battery negative

Battery
positive

Dash lamp
(Optional - 2W max)

Roll Over
Switch

BMIS4PPKIT installation

Please refer to the user 
manual for 4PN installation.

 REDARC-supplied

 Customer-supplied

Accessories 
REDARC recommends the purchase of a 
BMIS-CK connector kit if the BMIS is not 
installed OE.

BMIS Connector Kit - BMIS-CK

The REDARC BMIS Connector Kit is 
designed for installation on heavy vehicles 
where a factory harness is not available. 

The BMIS-CK 
comes standard 
with both the 
BMIS4PPKIT and 
BMIS4PNKIT.

BMIS Adaptor Plate - BMIS-AP

For retrofitting installation, REDARC 
recommends the purchase of the BMIS-AP 
adaptor plate.

The REDARC BMIS Adaptor Plate is 
designed to retrofit the REDARC Battery 
Master Isolation Switch 
to existing installation 
of other brand 
switches.
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BMIS4PPKIT BMIS4PNKIT

Input voltage 9-32V 9-32V

Standby current draw <30mA <30mA

Current rating (continuous 20°C) 400A per pole 400A per pole

Current rating (20s, 20°C) 3500A per pole 3500A per pole

Field isolation current rating 10A Resistive, 5A (field) inductive 10A Resistive, 5A (field) inductive

Control inputs (remote, ROS) 14mA current limited 14mA current limited

IP rating IP66, IP67 and IP69K IP66, IP67 and IP69K

Connector kit Included Included

Ambient operating temperature -20°C to +70°C -20°C to +70°C

Dimensions 218x158x188mm 218x158x188mm

Weight 3.5kg 3.5kg



ROS® Roll Over Sensor

Benefits
• Improved high accuracy, reliability 

and ability to detect fault conditions 
using dual accelerometers designed 
for automotive safety applications

• Reduced testing time using easy 
periodic test by pin-removal and 
tilt mechanism 

Features
• Resilient to truck electrical 

environments
• Immune to vibration, bumps, shock, 

turning or electrical transients
• Rated IP66, IP67 and IP69K

Optional dash
warning
LED lamp

1A fuse

1A fuse

Emergency stop
momentary switch

Supply negative
(Vehicle side of isolation switch)

Supply positive
(Vehicle side of isolation switch)

To isolation switch coil
(Switched to ground)

To vehicle ignition
supply positive

ROS1224 installation

Triggers battery isolator  
in a vehicle roll over
• Compatible with most common battery 

master isolation switches and will provide 
enhanced safety when used with the 
REDARC BMIS

• Fault detection and indication

• In-built dual accelerometer redundancy

• AS2809:2008 compliant

• Suitable for 12 or 24 volt systems
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ROS1224

Input voltage 9-32V 

Current draw (into VIN+) 16mA (typical)

Switching point 45˚-64°, 55°  typical

Timing >2s (3s max)

Reverse polarity protected Yes

IP rating IP66, IP67 and IP69K

Ambient operating temperature -40°C to +85°C

Dimensions 150x122x65mm

Weight 700g

The REDARC ROS® Roll Over Sensor triggers a battery isolation in the 
event of a vehicle rollover by signalling the isolation switch to disconnect 
power to the trucks system. It enables trucks to meet the legal 
requirement of roll-over sensing (AS2809:2008).

The REDARC ROS® Roll Over Sensor represents a significant improvement over existing roll 
over switches in the market. It enables trucks to meet the roll-over sensing requirements by 
signalling the isolation switch to disconnect power to the truck system in the event of a truck 
rollover. It has been designed for high reliability, undergoing thorough environmental and 
lifetime testing.
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REDARC Compact Switch Mode Reducers provide a 12 volt nominal 
output from a 24 volt source making them ideal for running 12 volt lamps, 
small motors and electronic loads from a 24 volt vehicle input. Small in 
size, they are designed to fit into tight locations for uses requiring a small 
output rating.

The range of REDARC Compact Switch Mode Reducers supply 13.6 volts (+/ 5%) from a 24 
volt, negative ground automotive electrical system. They are ideally suited for lamps, small 
motors and electronic loads to a maximum of 2, 5 or 8 amps continuous rating, depending 
on the model. Designed to operate sensitive radio and communication equipment with a 
switched and continuous output, where electronic memory needs to be preserved.

REDARC Compact Switch Mode Reducers feature state-of-the-art protection including 
reverse polarity, spike and surge protection and short circuit and overload protection.

Compact Switch Mode Reducers

SMF2 SMF5 SMF8

Supply range 19-33V 15-33V 16-33V

Output current rating 2A 5A 8A

Output voltage 13.6V 13.6V 13.6V

Input fuse size* 2A 5A 10A

Operating temperature -10°C to +50°C -10°C to +50°C -10°C to +50°C

Conversion efficiency >85% >85% >85%

Standby current draw 15mA 25mA 19mA

Dimensions 90x45x30mm 100x45x30mm 125x45x30mm

Weight 185g 210g 270g

*Fuses not supplied. Details and specifications are subject to change without notice. Visit redarc.com.au for the latest product range.

Benefits
• Run 12 volt equipment in a 

24 volt vehicle
• Keep the memory in a stereo 

or CB radio 
• Compact size for installation 

into tight spaces

Features
• Highly efficient switch mode design
• Protects against spikes, surges, 

and incorrect connections
• Under 25 milliamp standby 

current draw
• Constant 12 volt output for stereo 

or CB radio memory

Switch mode versus linear
Switch mode converters are more complex 
and more costly to manufacture but 
are more efficient than linear converters 
(90-95% for switch mode compared to 
approximately 50% for linear). This results 
in a much more compact, cooler running 
converter. The added complexity of the 
switch mode controlling circuitry allows 
for better regulation as well as superior 
protection against overloads, short circuits 
and incorrect connections. Some of the 
complexity is also required to reduce the 
internal switching noise from escaping as 
radio interference. This is reduced to a 
level that is below internationally accepted 
thresholds for use in all but the most 
sensitive radio applications.

Linear converters are only 50% efficient 
in 24 to 12 volt conversion, run hotter 
and need much bigger heatsinks. Linear 
converters do not generate electrical noise 
and are particularly attractive for use with 
sensitive radio receivers.
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Input circuit
breaker*
Not supplied

24V
Battery
Bank

Chassis
Earth

Chassis
Earth

To 24V
ignition

To 24V
system

Compact
SMF Unit

*Input circuit breaker value should 
 be rated slightly higher than half
 of the continuous output current
 rating of the SMF unit.

Constant
power in

Ignition
switched

power

To speakers,
power amp
etc.

Purple

Blue
Pink

Orange

Black

Compact Switch Mode Reducer setup



REDARC Switch Mode Reducers provide a 12 volt nominal output from a 
24 volt source making them ideal for running 12 volt lamps, small motors 
and electronic loads from a 24 volt vehicle input. REDARC Switch Mode 
Reducers are ideally suited to applications that require a low noise output 
and are designed to operate sensitive radio and communication equipment.

The range of REDARC Switch Mode Reducers supply 13.7 volts (+/-5%) from a 24 volt, 
negative ground automotive electrical system. They are ideally suited for lamps, small motors, 
computer and communication equipment, fridges, pumps, TVs and electronic loads of 10, 
20, 30, 40 or 60 amps continuous rating, depending on the unit. 

REDARC Switch Mode Reducers feature a robust design with state-of-the-art protection 
including reverse polarity, spike and surge protection and short circuit and overload 
protection. They are constructed with a strong, extruded heat sink and metal lid making them 
suitable for heavy duty installations.

Switch Mode Reducers

Benefits
• Run 12 volt equipment in  

a 24 volt vehicle
• Operate sensitive radio and 

communication equipment

Features
• Highly efficient switch mode design
• Protected against spikes, surges, 

and incorrect connections
• Ignition controlled output, less than 

10 milliamp standby current 
• Wide input voltage range

*Input circuit breaker value should 
 be rated slightly higher than half
 of the continuous output current
 rating of the SMF unit.

24V
battery
bank

Chassis
Earth

Chassis
Earth

To 12V
equipment

SMF unit

Purple

Blue

Green

Brown

To 24V
ignition

To 24V
system

Input circuit
breaker*
Not supplied

Switch Mode Reducer setup

SMF10 SMF20 SMF30 SMF40 SMF60

Nominal input voltage 16-33V 16-33V 16-33V 16-33V 16-33V

Maximum input voltage 36V 36V 36V 36V 36V

Input fuse size* 7.5A 15A 20A 25A 40A

Output current rating 10A 20A 30A 40A 60A

Maximum output current 11A 22A 33A 44A 66A

Output voltage 13.7V 13.7V 13.7V 13.7V 13.7V

Conversion efficiency >85% >85% >85% >85% >85%

Temperature above ambient 32°C 40°C 42°C 56°C 55°C

Line regulation <0.1V <0.1V <0.1V <0.1V <0.1V

Load regulation <0.5V <0.5V <0.5V <0.5V <0.5V

Dimensions (mm) 100x135x50 160x135x50 160x135x60 160x135x60 220x135x67

Weight 600g 900g 1.1kg 1.1kg 1.3kg

Built rugged for harsh 
conditions
REDARC compact and switch mode 
reducers are sealed in a silicone-elastomer 
compound making them water-resistant, 
ensuring that they are safe for installations 
that may be subject to the elements such 
as transport vehicles, mining and marine 
applications.
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REDARC Linear Reducers provide a 12 volt nominal output from a 24 volt 
input. REDARC Linear Reducers are suitable for powering 12 volt loads 
like radios, computers and other communication equipment and are 
available in continuous current ratings of 3.5, 7, 10, 20 and 30 amps.

REDARC Linear Reducers are designed to suit heavy-duty installations and incorporate a 
strong extruded heat sink as well as our silicone-elastomer potting compound. This ensures 
they stand up to the requirements of commercial/industrial installations from both physical 
and environmental perspectives. REDARC Linear Reducers provide a cost effective solution 
for generating a 12 volt source from a 24 volt vehicle. They are intended for electronic loads 
requiring a stable 13.8 volt DC supply. Their high peak current capability and fast response 
to load changes make them suitable for variable-current loads such as two-way radios and 
similar electronic devices.

Linear Reducers

Benefits
• Won’t interfere with sensitive 

equipment
• A cost effective solution for 

converting 24 volts to 12 volts

Features
• Stable output suitable for 

sensitive loads
• High peak current capability
• Fast response to load changes

VRT3 VRT7 VRT10 VRT20 VRT30

Supply range 20-33V 20-33V 20-33V 20-33V 20-33V

Output voltage 13.8V 13.8V 13.8V 13.8V 13.8V

Output current rating 3.5A 7A 10A 20A 30A

Input fuse size* 5A 7.5A 10A 20A 30A

Dimensions
70x135  
x 75mm

110x135  
x 75mm

156x135  
x 75mm

300x135  
x 75mm

450x135  
x 45mm

Weight 400g 500g 700g 1.2kg 1.8kg

 To 24V
system

 To 12V
equipment

start
battery

start
battery

fuse

VRT setup

  WARNING: 
Caution must be taken 
using REDARC Linear 
Reducers as they are not 
suitable for operation in 
inductive type circuits, 
i.e. electric brake systems, 
solenoids, pumps of motors 
or running incandescent 
lights. 

They are also not suitable 
for use as 24 volt to 12 volt 
battery chargers.
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REDARC Voltage Stabilisers provide a stable 12 volt nominal output 
from either a 12 volt or 24 volt input (12 volt only for VI72D-12). REDARC 
Voltage Stabilisers are designed for low current applications where the 
loads may be sensitive to voltage fluctuations. 

REDARC Voltage Stabilisers are compact, sturdy and designed to withstand varying 
environments which makes them suitable for installations that may be subjected to the elements. 
They are DC-DC power supplies that take an input of between 9 and 32 volts (9 and 20 volts 
for VI72D-12). With a stable 12 volt DC output, they can be used to power equipment that is 
sensitive to voltage fluctuations, making them particularly useful in automotive environments 
where the supply voltage may fluctuate significantly. 

REDARC Voltage Stabilisers are not only perfect for running camera systems and 
communication equipment in mobile installations but can also be used in a range of other 
applications, such as computers and test equipment.

Voltage Stabilisers

Benefits
• Protects voltage-sensitive equipment
• Small enough to install in 

tight spaces 

Features
• Less than 150µA standby current
• Fully encapsulated
• Ignition-controlled output
• Wide input range - 9 to 32 volts 

(VI72D-12 - 9 to 20 volts)
• Compact size

VI24D-12 VI48D-12 VI72D-12 VI48D-24

Input voltage range 9-32V 9-32V 9-20V 9-32V

Output voltage 12V 12V 12V 24V

Voltage accuracy ±250mV ±250mV ±250mV ±250mV

Maximum continuous output current 2A 4A 6A 2A 

Current limit (input voltage dependent) 2.7-5.0A 3.6-6.7A 5.5-8.5A 2.5-7.5A

Efficiency at rated load (typical) >90% >90% >90% >90%

No load current (ignition on) <100mA <100mA <100mA <100mA

Standby current (ignition off) 150µA 150µA 150µA 150µA

Recommended input fuse* 3A 7.5A 7.5A 7.5A

Recommended output fuse* 3A 5A 7.5A 3A

Line regulation (rated load) <50mV <50mV <50mV <50mV

Load regulation (no load to full load) <50mV <50mV <50mV <50mV

Operating temperature (100% load) -20°C to +50°C -20°C to +50°C -20°C to +50°C -20°C to +50°C

Custom built to meet 
your needs
The Voltage Stabilisers range can be 
customised at time of manufacture to suit 
varying requirements, with the ability to 
adjust the output voltage and potentially 
incorporate output profiles and accept 
different input ranges.

For high current stabilisers  
For high current 
stabilisers a DC 
Power Supply is 
recommended, 
see page 57.
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The REDARC DC Power Supply range has models with selectable  
voltage outputs of 12 or 24 volt, each with three selectable output 
voltages, providing regulated power from an input of 9 to 32 volts.  
The REDARC DC Power Supply has in-built protection against  
spikes/surges and reverse polarity.

The DC Power Supply range is versatile with a wide input range and selectable voltage 
output to provide constant, stable power for all sensitive load requirements. In some 
instances a DC Power Supply could be an alternative to installing an auxiliary battery. 
Fully encapsulated in REDARC’s silicone elastomer, the DC power supply can be 
mounted externally on the vehicle and can be used in marine applications. LEDs located 
on the front display panel indicate when the DC Power Supply is operating and displays 
wiring fault codes for easy diagnosis.

DC Power Supplies

DPS1225 DPS1240 DPS2410 DPS2420

Input voltage range 9-32V 9-32V 9-32V 9-32V

Output voltage - config 1‡ 12.0V 12.0V 24.0V 24.0V

Output voltage - config 2‡ 13.7V 13.7V 27.4V 27.4V

Output voltage - config 3‡ 14.5V 14.5V 29.0V 29.0V

Output current rating 25A 40A 10A 20A

Peak surge rating 50A 80A 20A 40A

No load current <100mA <100mA <200mA <200mA

Standby current <5mA <5mA <5mA <5mA

Line regulation ±1% ±1% ±1% ±1%

Load regulation ±1% ±1% ±1% ±1%

Conversion efficiency >94% >94% >94% >94%

Recommended input fuse* 40A 60A 40A 40A

Recommended output fuse* 40A 60A 40A 40A

Operating temperature -50˚C to +50˚C -50˚C to +50˚C -50˚C to +50˚C -50˚C to +50˚C

Dimensions 150x120x37mm 150x120x37mm 150x120x37mm 150x120x37mm

Weight 680g 680g 680g 680g

Benefits
• More efficient, with regulated 

output power
• Improved functionality and reduced 

installation complexity
• Protects against surges/spikes and 

incorrect connections

Features
• Provides regulated power  

for 12 or 24 volt loads
• User selectable output voltage
• Fully encapsulated
• Ignition controlled
• No fan for reduced noise

Fusing
REDARC recommend using MIDI style bolt 
down fuses as they ensure a low resistance 
connection. REDARC’s 
FK40 and FK60 
fuse kits are 
recommended.
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Using the blue wire 
The blue wire of the DC Power Supply 
determines when the unit outputs 
power to a load. 

The blue wire can be wired directly 
to the input and supply a constant 
output or it can be controlled by the 
vehicle’s ignition.

  WARNING: 
The DC Power Supply  
is not designed to charge 
auxiliary batteries. 

For more information on 
safely charging auxiliary 
batteries using REDARC 
BCDC In-vehicle Battery 
Chargers please see page 7.

The robust, state-of-the-art design of the 
DC Power Supply ensures protection from 
reverse polarity, voltage spikes, surges, 
short circuit, temperature and overload on 
both the input and output. 

The DC Power Supply generates little 
electrical noise enabling the unit to power 
hi-tech radio systems without radio 
interference and can supply constant 
power to all types of loads.

‡ Output voltage configuration: The output voltage is determined by the connection 
of the orange selection wire. It can be varied in one of three ways:

 Connection Output voltage

Config 1 Not connected 12.0V

Config 2 Connected to earth 13.7V

Config 3 Connected to positive supply 14.5V

‡ Output voltage configuration: The output voltage is determined by the connection 
of the orange selection wire. It can be varied in one of three ways:

 Connection Output voltage

Config 1 Not connected 24.0V

Config 2 Connected to earth 27.4V

Config 3 Connected to positive supply 29.0V

DC Power Supply

Voltage
config
wire‡

Optional
LED

To vehicle
ignition

R
ed
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B
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12V load

Fuse*

Fuse*

+ –

All ground points must be 
connected to chassis earth 
or start battery negative

Refer to the specification 
tables for fuse 
recommendations.

Power wires must be 
6mm2 and must be 
crimped using an 
appropriate crimping tool.

Start
battery

24V system option

DC Power Supply with 12 volt load setup

Voltage
config
wire‡

Optional
LED

To vehicle
ignition

R
ed
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12V load

Fuse*

Fuse*

+ –

All ground points must be 
connected to chassis earth 
or start battery negative

Refer to the specification 
tables for fuse 
recommendations.

Power wires must be 
6mm2 and must be 
crimped using an 
appropriate crimping tool.

Start
battery

24V system option

DC Power Supply with 24 volt load setup
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REDARC Charge Equalisers are designed to manage a high current 12 
volt supply in a 24 volt vehicle. REDARC Charge Equalisers allow 12 volt 
power to be tapped from the centre of a series-connected, two battery, 
24 volt DC electrical system while still ensuring an equal charge across 
the two batteries.

REDARC Charge Equalisers operate in a series-connected, two battery, 24 volt DC, negative 
earth system. The output voltage of the REDARC Charge Equaliser is regulated to half the 
input voltage. 12 volt power is available from the lower battery in a 24 volt system via the 
centre tap (bridging link).

Because of their high peak current capability and fast transient response, REDARC Charge 
Equalisers are ideally suited to loads requiring a safe, clean and stable 12 volt supply. The 
advantage of a charge equaliser over a standard voltage reducer is that power is drawn 
from a battery rather than through a current limited device, allowing a much larger peak 
current draw.

Charge Equalisers

CE3 CE10 CE25 CE40S2 CE60

Supply range 19-33V DC 19-33V DC 19-33V DC 19-33V DC 19-33V DC

Output current rating 3A 10A 25A 40A 60A

Operating temperature -10˚C to +50˚C -10˚C to +50˚C -20˚C to +80˚C -20˚C to +80˚C -10˚C to +50˚C

Recommended input  
fuse size*

5A 15A 40A 40A 40A

Recommended output 
fuse size*

5A 15A 40A 60A 60A

Dimensions 70x135x75mm 156x135x75mm 150x120x37mm 150x120x37mm 450x135x75mm

Weight 400g 800g 700g 700g 3.5kg

Benefits
• Keeps 24 volt batteries 

equally charged
• Cost-effective solution for supplying 

12 volts to any type of load from a 
24 volt vehicle

• Peak load currents available are 
limited only by the battery

Features
• High peak current capability
• Fast transient response
• Fully encapsulated, suited for 

commercial applications

CE25 and CE40S2
REDARC have incorporated technology 
from the award-winning BCDC range into 
the CE25 and CE40S2. 

These two products offer improved 
functionality, reduced installation complexity 
and feature input isolation negating the need 
for an input relay or isolator.
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Safety and versatility

All REDARC Charge 
Equalisers feature 
overload protection 
and are available in 
a range of different 
current ratings.

Safety and versatility
All REDARC Charge Equalisers feature 
overload protection and are available in a 
range of different current ratings.

For maximum efficiency the REDARC 
Charge Equaliser must be fitted as close 
as practical to the lower battery. Fuses 
or circuit breakers (not provided) must 
be fitted to the input and output wires 

as outlined in the diagrams. The fuses 
are essential to ensure the safety of the 
vehicle’s wiring in the event of a short 
circuit.

For trucks with isolator fitted to battery negative/ground
Using CE3, CE10 or CE60

12V
equaliser

output fuse

12V equipment
fuse

24V
equaliser

input
fuse

To
24V

system

To
12V
load

isolator
switch

lower
battery

upper
battery

87 30
85

86

ignition
input

Using CE25 or CE40S2

12V
equaliser

output fuse

12V equipment
fuse

24V
equaliser

input fuse

To
24V

system

To
12V
load

isolator
switch

lower
battery

upper
battery

Case to be insulated from vehicle if isolator switch is installed (applies to CE3, CE10 and CE60)

Case to be insulated from vehicle if isolator switch is installed (applies to CE3, CE10 and CE60)

Charge Equaliser installation

output fuse
(not supplied)

input fuse
(not supplied)

to 24V system

12V
equipment fuse
(not supplied)

upper
battery

lower
battery

Standard connection

12V equaliser
output fuse

isolator
switch

12V equipment
fuse

24V equaliser
output fuse

ignition
input

to 24V system

to 12V load

lower
battery

upper
battery

87
86

30

85

For trucks with isolator fitted to battery negative/ground with ignition relay
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REDARC stock a wide variety of RAM Mounts ideal for mounting mobile phones, laptops, GPS units and other 
electronic devices on cars, trucks, boats... even motorcycles. And if we don’t have it in stock, we can order it in for you.

Visit redarc.com.au for details of other RAM Mount product variants

Whatever. Wherever.  
Mount it in style with a RAM Mount.

Cradles

RAM-HOL-UN7BU Universal X-Grip® Cell/iPhone cradle

RAM-HOL-TAB12U Tab-Tite cradle for iPad Mini

RAM-HOL-TABL-LGU Tab-Lock™ locking cradle for 10” tablets including Apple iPad

RAM-HOL-UN8B Universal X-Grip® cradle for 7” tablets

RAM-HOL-UN9U Universal X-Grip® cradle for 10” tablets

Arms

RAM-B-201U-A Short double socket arm for B size 1” balls

RAM-B-201U Mount double socket arm for 1” ball bases

RAM-B-102U-A 1” ball mount with two diamond bases

RAM-101U-D C Size 1.5” ball mount with long double socket arm and  
two 2.5” round plate with AMPS hole pattern

RAM-D-201U-C Short length double socket arm for D size 2.25” balls

RAM-316-1-202U Mount 18” no-drill universal vehicle floor seat rail POD

Balls

RAM-238U 2.43” x 1.31” diamond base with 1.5” ball

RAM-B-379U-252025 1” Tough-Ball™ base with 1/4-20 x .25” male threaded post

RAM-202U-23 C size 1.5” ball on rectangular plate with 1.5” x 2.5” 4-hole pattern

RAM-B-202U 2.5” round plate with the AMPS hole pattern with B size 1” ball

RAM-D-254U D size 2.25” ball on round plate with AMPS hole pattern

RAM-202U 2.5” round plate with AMPS hole pattern and C size 1.5” ball

Mounts

RAM-231ZU Rail base with zinc coated U-bolt and 1.5” ball for rails  
from 0.5” to 1.25”

RAM-B-108BU V-shaped base with 1” ball for rails and yokes

Lead times may apply to some products.
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REDARC Trailer Lighting Reducers provide 12 volt circuits for the lighting of 
brake, tail and indicators on 12 volt trailer being towed by a 24 volt vehicle.

Trailer Lighting Reducers

Standard Trailer  
Lighting Reducer

Compact Trailer  
Lighting Reducers

 
VRB5C

VRM
VRM-REV

VRL
VRL-REV

VRS
VRS-REV

Input voltage range 18-32V 20-33V 20-33V 20-33V

Number of circuits 5 4 4 4

Number of circuits (REV) N/A 5 5 5

Max load current 75A 10A 20A 30A

Tail/clearance 360W 40W 80W 120W

Brake light 360W 40W 80W 120W

Right indicator 180W 20W 40W 60W

Left indicator 180W 20W 40W 60W

Reverse (REV option) 180W 20W 40W 60W

Conversion efficiency 95% at full load 95% at full load 95% at full load 95% at full load

Current limiting
250/500A  

(depending on channel)
Automatic Automatic Automatic

Ambient temp range -20˚C to +50˚C -10°C to +50°C -10°C to +50°C -10°C to +50°C

Dimensions 295x135x75mm 44x30x210mm 44x30x210mm 44x30x210mm

Weight 2.3kg 500g 500g 500g

Benefits
• Runs 12 volt lights  

from 24 volt vehicles
• Suitable for installations  

exposed to the elements,  
e.g. on the chassis rail 

Features
• Highly efficient design
• Fully encapsulated
• Protected against overload 

and short circuit
• Suitable for use with  

most LED lamps
• Robust construction

Tail

Stop

Right

Left

Reverse

Tail

Stop

Right

Left

Reverse

+24V
Battery Positive

GND

15A

VRS

15A

10A

10A

10A

10A

VRL

10A

7.5A

7.5A

7.5A

5A

VRM

5A

5A

5A

5A

tail/clearance

stop

right indicator

left indicator

reverse

ground - to earth reducer

tail/clearance

24V positive inputs 12V positive outputs

stop

right indicator

left indicator

reverse

Recommended
fuse ratings

Compact VR connections

VRB5C connections

VRB5C
The VRB5C is a multi-circuit Trailer Lighting 
Reducer designed to power incandescent 
and LED module trailer lamps.

It is intended for multiple trailer applications 
with a large number of operating lamps 
and is designed to be incorporated into the 
trucks electrical system, operating from a 
nominal 24 volt DC automotive supply and 
featuring five independent, current limited, 
unregulated 12 volt RMS channel outputs. 

Each channel has a dedicated control input 
line which is designed to be driven from the 
vehicle’s primary 24 volt DC lighting circuits, 
being the Tail, Left and Right Indicator, Stop 
and Reverse lights.

The product features an electrically-isolated 
case and is well protected against short 
circuit outputs, supply voltage transients 
and environmental elements such as 
moisture and dust.

RMS signal
REDARC Trailer Lighting Voltage Reducers 
operate from a nominal 24 volt DC electrical 
system and provide four 12 volt RMS output 
circuits for trailer lighting only.

They are not to be used for any load other 
than lighting.
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REDARC Dummy Loads are designed to mimic standard vehicle lights 
when they have been replaced by LED lamps. This is to overcome 
changes in indicator flash rates or ‘lamp out’ faults.

REDARC LDLI21 models are used in a 12 volt (LDLI21-12) or 24 volt (LDLI21-24)  
vehicle where the standard incandescent rear indicators have been replaced with LED 
indicator lights.

REDARC LDLIBT models are used in a 12 volt (LDLIBT12) or 24 volt (LDLIBT24) vehicle 
where the standard incandescent rear indicators, brake and tail lights have been replaced 
with LED lights.

LCUDL models are used in vehicles with a lighting control unit (LCU) where factory-fitted 
lights have been replaced with LED lamps. LED lamps draw less current than conventional 
lamps which will normally cause the LCU to report faulty lamps. The LCUDLs add dummy 
loads to the lighting circuits (equivalent to one 21 watt lamp per circuit) causing the LCU to 
sense lamp current and not report a fault.

Dummy Loads

LDLI21-12 LDLI21-24 LDLIBT-12 LDLIBT-24 LCUDL400 LCUDL500

Voltage 12V 24V 12V 24V 24V 24V

Dimensions
90x40  

x 30mm
90x40  

x 30mm
135x155  
x 70mm

135x155  
x 70mm

135x70  
x 300mm

135x70  
x 450mm

Weight 140g 140g 670g 670g 1.5kg 1.9kg

Dummy load wattage

Part number Meaning Equivalent load

LDLI21-12 LED dummy load: indicators 21W, 12V 21W

LDLI21-24 LED dummy load: indicators 21W, 24V 21W

LDLIBT-12
LED dummy load: indicators,  
brake and tail, 12V

2 x 21W indicator,  
42W brake, 10W tail

LDLIBT24
LED dummy load: indicators,  
brake and tail, 24V

2 x 21W indicator,  
42W brake, 10W tail

LCUDL400 Lighting control unit dummy load (24V only) 4 x 21W (24V)

LCUDL500 Lighting control unit dummy load (24V only) 5 x 21W (24V)

Benefits
• Easy to mount
• Reliable operation
• Increased reliability  

of lighting circuits

Features
• Load multiple circuits 

with one device
• Fully encapsulated

  WARNING: 
Lamp failure monitoring

When using dummy loads 
in a vehicle that has lamp 
failure monitoring, failure of 
a lamp will not be detected.
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The REDARC Isolated Voltage Converter can supply a range of DC-DC 
voltage converters for forklift truck applications. The 5 amp isolated 
voltage converter will reduce any input between 20 and 60 volts down to 
a nominal 13.5 volts to run 12 volt equipment.

The REDARC Isolated Voltage Converter is perfect for use in golf buggies and forklifts for 
powering 12 volt equipment like stereos, rotating beacons or communications equipment. 
The unit is fully isolated and features over-voltage, reverse polarity and short circuit protection.

Isolated Voltage Converter

Installing a 12V stereo in a 36V golf buggy with the IEXTMV-12

12V car
stereo

12V
battery

12V
battery

12V
battery

Benefits
• Run 12 volt equipment from  

any DC power source between  
20 and 60 volts

Features
• High efficiency switch mode design
• Improved transient/surge 

suppression
• Full galvanic isolation
• Output protection
• Optional output decoupling diode  

for parallel redundancy
• Short-circuit protection
• Reverse polarity protection
• Proven rugged construction

IEXTMV-12

Supply range 21-60V

Output voltage 13.5V

Maximum output current 5A

Input protection 3A fuse recommended

Output protection Constant current limit on overload

Isolation ≥1kV DC input/output ≥1kV DC input/output to ground

Efficiency >80%

Soft start Typical 1 second

Line regulation <0.5% over input range

Load regulation <0.7% open circuit to full load

Operating temperature 0-40°C

Dimensions 180x80x37mm

Weight 450g
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AC-based equipment for AC-DC power supplies, battery chargers, DC-
AC power inverters and frequency converters. Each conversion solution 
is designed to precise specifications with electrical configuration and 
outputs ranging from a few watts to many kilowatts.

AC-DC power supplies - standard/commercial - Flexible, reliable AC-DC power 
supplies capable of providing voltage and current programming. Available in open frame or 
enclosed/vented case in single or multi output for OEM requirements.

AC-DC power supplies - industrial - Custom designed to meet unique requirements. 
Output power can range from a few watts to several kilowatts.

AC-DC power supplies - medical - Reliable power supplies for the health sector, 
available in single and multi-output with a range of features and functions that meet the 
specific requirement of the situation.

AC-DC adapters and external power supplies - Available in either a plastic moulded 
case, typically in power levels of 10-250 watts or in a metal case for industrial applications.

DIN rail power supplies - Durable, convection-cooled DIN rail power supply products 
available in a wide variety of profiles with single and dual output DIN-Rail mount options plus 
converter and battery charger configurations.

Laboratory/bench power supplies - A range of programmable and controlled power 
supplies that are primarily designed for R&D purposes but have use in a wide range of 
applications with a number of functions and features.

LED supplies - Available in a range of power levels and voltages that offer the best selection 
for each LED configuration, suitable for indoor or outdoor use.

19” rack mount power supplies - A range of standard or totally customised 
19” assemblies to package a variety of power supplies.

Battery chargers/power supplies - land mobile and wireless broadband - Flexible 
and reliable DC power solutions available for communications, broadband, telecom, utility, 
transportation, process control, in-building DC power and other demanding DC power 
applications.

Battery chargers - standard and industrial - Catering for a wide range of applications. 
Available as standard chargers or customised to suit unique commercial applications 
delivering performance and reliability.

Frequency converters - Available in single phase or three phase input/output AC-AC 
frequency converters.

DC-AC power inverters - Industrial grade, sine wave power inverters for use in 
professional applications, available in one or three phase output, standalone or rack-mount 
that can be tailored to exact requirements.

AC Power Supplies, Chargers, Inverters & Frequency Converters

Benefits
• Custom designed to meet 

specific requirements
• Reliable power supplies to 

meet industrial applications
• A wide product application range

Features
• Meets most electrical 

configuration requirements 
• High quality
• Multi-application

Custom designed
All AC power supplies, chargers, inverters 
and frequency converters can be 
custom designed and manufactured to 
specific applications. 

Contact REDARC to discuss your 
exact requirements.
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A range of DC-DC converters for use in sensitive electronic equipment 
such as telecommunications or radiation detection gear. Custom built 
to precise specifications or standard products are available that can be 
tailored to better suit the required use. 

DC-DC converters - PCB mounting - A range of single In Line Package models with semi-
regulated and fully regulated units, available in wide input options to meet a range of telecom 
and industrial applications.

DC-DC power modules - High density DC-DC converters for board mounting applications.

DC-DC converters - industrial - Available in either standard or made-to-order models that 
are enclosed in a vented case, intended for panel mounting.

DC-DC converters - rail - Designed specifically for harsh environments such as on Rail 
Rolling Stock, meeting EMC, Shock and Vibration standards. Can be customised to suit almost 
any specification.

DC-DC Converters

Benefits
• Custom designed to meet 

specific requirements
• Use in sensitive electronic 

equipment

Features
• Wide input options 
• High quality
• Multi-application

Custom designed
All DC-DC converters can be custom 
designed and manufactured to 
specific applications. 

Contact REDARC to discuss your 
exact requirements.
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RedVision® by REDARC is a Total Vehicle Management System which 
allows the control and monitoring of multiple on-board devices all in the 
one place.

RedVision allows the control of multiple on-board devices, such as turning lights, inverter, 
water pumps and other loads such as televisions, electric steps and fridges on or off. 

It also provides the user with the ability to monitor water levels, temperatures, energy (battery 
power) consumption and storage, with the battery information available when used with a 
REDARC ‘Manager’ battery management system.

It comes equipped with an in-vehicle mounted display and Bring Your Own Device ‘BYOD’ 
Smartphone iOS or Android app that features the control and monitoring of many functions in 
a 4WD, camper, caravan or motorhome in one place.

RedVision simplifies installation thanks to its simple connections and CAN architecture, which 
requires less wiring, crimping and fusing of components.

RedVision was recognised as a Good Design Award Winner in 2018 by 
Good Design Australia in the Product Design Sport and Lifestyle Category.

RedVision®

Benefits
• Combines power protection, 

distribution, and control in one unit
• Easy to understand simple 

system layout
• Decreased installation time 

and complexity

Features
• Accepts inputs for monitoring water 

levels and temperatures
• Capable of switching devices like 

lights, TVs and water pumps on/off
• Bluetooth connectivity to BYOD iOS 

and Android to the upgradeable 
and exclusive REDARC app called 
RedVision

Get the RedVision app
Monitor and control loads from a mobile 
phone using the handy RedVision app, 
which is compatible with most 
phones and devices running 
iOS 11.1, Android 7.0 and 
Bluetooth 4.0 or later. 

Search RedVision in 
the App Store to 
download.

Why RedVision?
Save time

No more crimping or soldering at fuse 
boxes and relays. RedVision allows simple 
connection of wire and everything into the 
distribution box terminals.

This means labour time and the number of 
components, tools and material required will 
be significantly reduced.

Save weight

Less wiring means less weight and less 
material cost.

RedVision is a true win-win for both the 
installer and end-user.

Highly customisable

The configuration app enables 
programmable functions for a particular 
build and simply load it over and over again 
or easily customise functions for a specific 
requirement.
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TVMS1280
Maximum charger current 40A

Maximum battery current 80A

Temperature sensors Two

Water level sensors Six

Output circuits (max) 5x 10A + 5x 30A

Distribution box Display

Operating temperature -20°C to + 60°C -20°C to + 70°C

Storage temperature -40°C to + 85°C -40°C to + 85°C

Weight 2.0kg 0.3kg

Dimensions 385x138x58mm 178x108x26mm

Details and specifications are subject to change without notice. Visit redarc.com.au for the latest product range.



30
AMPS

MODEL
AC INPUT
VEHICLE INPUT
SOLAR INPUT
BATTERY OUTPUT

BMS1230S2
230V, 50-60Hz, 560W

9 - 32VDC, 520W
9 - 32VDC, 520W

12VDC Nom./ 0-30A

Please refer to owners
manual for appropriate wire

gauge and fuse ratings.

The Redarc CAN system is 
designed to operate Redarc 

CAN based devices only.

WARNING: Before obtaining access to terminals, all supply circuits must be disconnected

TH
E

BMS1230S2
MANAGER

LITHIUM
PROFILE

Right Light

Front Light

Main Light

Left Light

Inverter

Right Light

Front Light
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Left Light

Inverter

Tent Light

Right Light

Front Light

Tent Light

Right Light

Front Light
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Left Light

Inverter

Fridge

Stereo

Main Light
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Inverter

Fridge

Stereo

Inverter

Fridge

Pump

Stereo

Compressor

Inverter

Fridge

Pump

Stereo

Compressor12V Power

Fridge

Pump

Stereo

Compressor

12V Power

Fridge

Pump

Stereo

Compressor

12V Power

Pump

Compressor

12V Power

Pump

Compressor

Compatible devices
RedVision is compatible with a range of 
REDARC products, as listed here:

Part  
number

Device 
Connection 

Wire

Chargers

BCDC1220 
BCDC1220-IGN 

BCDC1225D 
BCDC1240D 
BCDC1250D

N/A

Battery 
Management 
Systems

BMS1215S3 
BMS1230S2

CAN/R-BUS

Inverters

R-12-350RS  
R-12-700RS  
R-12-1000RS  
R-12-1500RS  
R-12-2000RS  
R-12-3000RS

REMOTE 
(NOT ‘TRC’)

Master switch
RedVision can be programmed to control 
multiple devices automatically and act as 
a master switch.

For example, simply hit one button and 
turn everything off and just leave the 
fridge running. Or, when the vehicle 
ignition is turned on, everything turns off 
but the steps can still be retracted. 

Works best with...

The Manager range of Battery 
Management Systems
RedVision’s Distribution Box accepts 
inputs from REDARC’s range of Battery 
Management Systems (Manager 
15/30) and 
can monitor 
all battery 
charging 
information 
when paired.

DISP4300-RC
The DISP4300-RC is 
an additional display 
which may be 
installed to 
monitor and 
control RedVision.

RedVision uses an R-BUS communication 
system to link components. R-BUS is a 
CANBUS network of devices with two 
ports to create a daisy-chain Network. 
A terminating resistor is fitted at each end 
to complete the network.

RedVision communicates with REDARC 
Inverters and Battery Management 
systems on this network. It also 
incorporates three digital inputs and 
one digital output to interact with 
other systems.

DC cable size requirements
Input Wire Size

REDARC recommends cabling between 8-4 B&S automotive. Refer to the table below 
for further information.

Connection Terminal  
size

Maximum  
cable size

Cable length 
<3m

Cable length 
>3m

Charger output and 
ground 

16mm² 4B&S 8B&S 6B&S

Auxiliary battery 
positive and ground

16mm² 4B&S 6B&S 4B&S

Output Wire Diameter Selection

REDARC recommends suitably rated cable and fuses for the load connected.  
Refer to the table below for the 10 and 30 amp connector terminal sizes and maximum 
cable sizes.

Connection Terminal  
size

Maximum  
cable size

10A circuits 2.5mm² 6.0mm auto
30A circuits 6.0mm² 8B&S

How it works
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Auxilary battery

Water
level sensors

Temperature
sensors

Distribution box

Display

To alternate trigger signals

To ignition

Small loads Large loads

The Manager BMS

T-piece

Terminating resistor

Inverter

Battery
sensor

Fu
se

Fu
se

RedVision standard installation (12 volt)



REDARC 52mm Gauges are tailored to meet the requirements of 
4WD, caravan, camping and truck enthusiasts. They are ideal for 
monitoring vehicle health like battery voltage, current draw, exhaust gas 
temperature (EGT), manifold boost and vacuum pressure, oil pressure 
and a range of temperature applications such as outside, cabin, oil, 
water, coolant and fridge.

This extensive range of LCD/LED Gauges combine dual or triple functions in the one gauge. 

With twelve variants to choose from, each has a choice of thirteen backlight colours, 
programmable alert levels as well as relay output and peak hold functions on all variants 
(except voltage gauges). A range of optional sensors, mounting solutions and accessories 
are also available.

Gauges

Benefits
• Personalise the gauge with custom 

backlight colours
• Save space with multiple functions 

in one gauge
• Monitor key vehicle functions
• Avoid breakdowns and 

equipment failure

Features
• Twelve gauge variants with optional 

sensors and accessories 
• Programmable alert levels  

(except voltage gauges)
• LCD/LED screen
• Relay output and peak hold 

functions (except voltage gauges)

VOLTAGE* EXHAUST GAS TEMPERATURE/BOOST OIL PRESSURE TEMPERATURE

G52-VA G52-VVA G52-EB G52-BET G52-EU G52-BEA G52-BEP G52-PT G52-PWT G52-POT G52-TA G52-TTT

Input voltage range 6-16V (for 24V systems use GA-2412V)

Nominal current draw 30mA

Dimensions 52x42mm (not including studs and bezel-overall diameter 56mm)

Weight 50g

Optional compatible sensors GS-AMPS N/A

GS-UT-80
GS-UT-120
GS-OWT1-4
GS-OWT1-8

N/A GS-AMPS GS-P-150

GS-UT-80
GS-UT-120
GS-OWT1-4
GS-OWT1-8

GS-AMPS

GS-UT-80
GS-UT-120
GS-OWT1-4
GS-OWT1-8

Thirteen backlight colours

Two programmable alert 
backlight colours with 
audible beep
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*Voltage gauges only monitor 12V batteries. Details and specifications are subject to change without notice.  
Visit redarc.com.au/gauges for the latest product range.



Programmable relay output
REDARC’s 52mm gauges (except voltage 
gauges) also feature a programmable 
relay output that can trigger a separate 
engine shut down solenoid, cooling fan or 
external warning alarm when a set level is 
reached.

The programmable relay output is rated 
at 0.5A max.

Voltage gauges
Ideal for battery systems installed in 
4WDs, campers, caravans, motorhomes 
and other similar vehicle applications. The 
LCD/ LED display enables the monitoring 
of charging performance of either the 
main and/or auxiliary battery.

Each gauge features alert levels to notify 
of high or low voltage by the gauge 
backlight colour changing to amber or red 
and an audible beep when the vehicle’s 
ignition is on.

Voltage gauges also support an optional 
100 amp rated Hall effect current sensor 
that monitors the amount of current to 
or from the main or auxiliary battery. This 
device can be fitted around either the 
earth or positive connection of the main or 
auxiliary battery. 

G52-VA

The G52-VA measures one voltage 
level. The voltage is indicated on a 270° 
sweep gauge indicating between 7.5 and 
16.5 volts.

8

10

12

14

16

A

VOLTS

Voltage gauge
270° sweep
7.5-16.5V

Optional
digital
current
meter
±100A

G52-VVA

The G52-VVA measures the voltage 
level of two 12 volt batteries. Each 
battery voltage is indicated on a 120° 
sweep gauge indicating between 10 and 
16 volts.

VOLTS

10 10

12 12

14 14

16 16

1 2

A

Battery 1
120° sweep

10-16V

Battery 2
120° sweep
10-16V

Optional
digital
current
meter
±100A

EGT and boost  
pressure gauges
A must-have for turbocharged diesel 
vehicles, these gauges are used to 
monitor the exhaust gas temperature 
(EGT) of turbo-equipped vehicles through 
a supplied a pyrometer probe.

The boost pressure function monitors 
manifold air pressure and is used to 
warn of excessive pressure. 

The gauges are supplied with a “K” type 
EGT sensor and electronic boost MAP 
sensor interface. The boost has a peak 
hold function with a display range of 0 
to 35PSI and programmable alert level 
between 10 and 30PSI. 

All gauges have a programmable alert 
between 500 and 800°C. The supplied 
EGT probe has a 1/8” NPT compression 
fitting and is supplied with a mild steel 
weld-in mounting bung. 

A 1/4” NPT compression fitting and bung 
are available as an optional accessory 
(GA-COMP1-4).

G52-EB

The G52-EB measures exhaust gas 
temperature which is shown on a 270° 
sweep gauge indicating between 0 
and 1000°C. 

The G52-EB also features a pressure 
(boost) meter which is displayed on 
the digital readout at the bottom of the 
gauge and is capable of measuring 
between 0 and 35PSI. It also has a peak 
hold function. 

PSI

0

2

3

4

5 6
7

8

9

10

EGT
X100

BOOST

EGT gauge
270° sweep
0-1000˚C

Digital
pressure
reading
0-35PSI

Gauge models
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G52-BET

The G52-BET measures boost pressure 
between 0 and 35PSI and exhaust gas 
temperature between 300 and 750°C.  
It also has a peak hold function. 

The G52-BET also features an optional 
temperature display, for which a separate 
sensor is required*. The temperature is 
displayed on the digital readout at the 
bottom of the gauge and is capable of 
measuring between -20 and +170°C, 
depending on the sensor chosen.

0

10

20

30

3

5

7

4

6

C
0

EGT
X100PSI

BOOST

Boost
pressure

gauge
120° sweep

0-35PSI

EGT gauge
120° sweep
300-750˚C

Optional
digital

temperature
reading

–20-+170˚C

G52-BEA

The G52-BEA measures boost pressure 
between 0 and 35PSI and exhaust gas 
temperature between 300 and 750°C.  
It also has a peak hold function. 

The G52-BEA also supports an optional 
Hall effect current sensor (GS-AMPS). 
The current meter is displayed on the 
digital readout at the bottom of the 
gauge and is capable of measuring up to 
±100 amps.

0
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20
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3

5

7

4

6

EGT
X100PSI

BOOST

ABoost
pressure

gauge
120° sweep

0-35PSI

EGT gauge
120° sweep
300-750˚C

Optional
digital
current
meter
±100A

G52-BEP

The G52-BEP measures boost pressure 
between 0 and 35PSI and exhaust gas 
temperature between 300 and 750°C.  
It also has a peak hold function. 

The G52-BEP also supports an optional 
oil pressure meter for which a separate 
(GS-P-150) sensor is required.

The oil pressure meter is displayed on 
the digital readout at the bottom of the 
gauge and is capable of measuring up to 
150PSI.

0
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20

30

3

5

7

4

6

EGT
X100PSI

BOOST

PSIBoost
pressure

gauge
120° sweep

0-35PSI

EGT gauge
120° sweep
300-750˚C

Optional
digital

pressure
reading
0-150PSI

EGT and boost/vacuum gauge 
G52-EU

The G52-EU boost/vacuum gauge 
shows the amount of boost or vacuum 
present in the intake manifold. 

The boost/vacuum has a peak hold 
function with a display range of -12 to 
+23PSI and a programmable alert level 
between -10 and +10PSI.

The EGT function also has a peak hold 
function with a range of 0 to 1000°C 
and is programmable between 500 and 
800°C.

The G52-EU is designed to measure 
exhaust gas temperature which is 
indicated on a 270° sweep gauge 
indicating between  
0 and 1000°C.

PSI

EGT
X100

BOOST/VAC

0

2

3

4

5 6
7

8

9

10

EGT gauge
270° sweep
0-1000˚C

Digital
pressure
reading

–12-+23PSI 

Temperature gauges
Used for monitoring engine oil and/or 
water (coolant) temperature. 

G52-TA 

The G52-TA gauge is supplied with one 
REDARC 1/4” NPT thread temperature 
sensor that measures from 30 to 160°C 
and is equipped with an optional ±100 
amp rated current display that monitors 
the amount of current to or from a battery. 

The G52-TA is designed to measure 
temperature of a sensor which is indicated 
on a 270° sweep gauge indicating 
between 30 and 160°C.

The G52-TA also supports an optional 
Hall effect current sensor (GS-AMPS). 
The current meter is displayed on the 
digital readout at the bottom of the 
gauge and is capable of measuring up to 
±100 amps.

30

60

90
120

150

A

TEMP
C0

Temperature
gauge
270° sweep
–30-+160˚C

Optional 
digital
current
reading
±100A

Gauge models
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Gauge packaging

All gauges are supplied with:
• 52mm gauge

• Mounting bracket with fasteners 
and P-clip

• Wiring harnesses for power/
programming and connection to the 
sensor

• Sensors (where applicable)

• Installation manual

EGT/boost variants are also 
supplied with:
• MAP sensor interface box

• K-type EGT pyrometer probe with 
2400mm lead wire and 1/8” NPT 
compression fitting

• 1.8m pressure hose with T-piece to tap 
into vehicle’s manifold boost/vac hose

• Mild steel weld-in mounting bung

G52-TTT 

The G52-TTT gauge is supplied with two 
REDARC 1/4” NPT thread temperature 
sensors that measures from 60-150°C. 
The G52-TTT gauge also supports one of 
four optional temperature sensors.

The temperatures of two sensors are 
indicated on 120° sweep gauges.

The G52-TTT also features an optional 
digital temperature display for which a 
separate sensor is required*. 

The temperature is displayed on the digital 
readout at the bottom of the gauge and 
is capable of measuring between -20 
and +170°C (depending on the sensor 
chosen).

150150

9090

120120

60 60

TEMP C0

C
0

Temperature
gauge

120° sweep
60-150˚C

Temperature
gauge
120° sweep
60-150˚C

Optional
digital

temperature
reading

–20-+170˚C

Oil pressure gauges
Used for monitoring engine oil pressure, 
all oil pressure gauges are supplied 
with one REDARC 1/8” NPT thread 
oil pressure sensor able to read up to 
150PSI, depending on the gauge model.

All oil pressure gauges support one 
of four optional temperature sensors* 
to measure water, oil, cabin, fridge or 
outside temperature. 

The optional temperature reading is 
displayed on the digital readout at the 
bottom of the gauge and is capable of 
measuring between -20 and +170°C 
(depending on the sensor chosen).

G52-PT

G52-PT is an oil pressure gauge that 
displays from 0 to 130PSI.

The G52-PT is designed to measure oil 
pressure which is indicated on a 270° 
sweep.

0

30

60
90

120
PSI
OIL

C
0

Oil
pressure
gauge
270° sweep
0-130PSI

Optional
digital

temperature
reading

–20-+170˚C

G52-PWT

The G52-PWT measures oil pressure 
and water temperature. The oil pressure 
and temperature are indicated on a 120° 
sweep gauges indicating between 0 and 
80PSI and 30 and 120°C respectively.

It is supplied with a 1/8” NPT thread 
water-coolant temperature sensor.
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C
0

TEMP
C0

0

20

40

60
80

PSI
OIL

Oil
pressure

gauge
120° sweep

0-80PSI

Water
temperature
gauge
120° sweep
30-120˚C

Optional
digital

temperature
reading

–20-+170˚C

G52-POT

G52-POT is an oil pressure gauge that 
displays pressure from 0 to 80PSI and 
oil temperature. It is supplied with a 1/4” 
NPT thread oil temperature sensor that 
displays temperatures from 60 to 150°C 
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90

120

150

0

20

40

60
80

PSI
OIL

C
0

OIL
C0

Oil
temperature
gauge
120° sweep
60-150˚C

Optional
digital

temperature
reading

–20-+170˚C

Oil
pressure

gauge
120° sweep

0-80PSI

Gauge models

*GS-UT-80, GS-UT-120, GS-OWT1-4 or GS-OWT1-8
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Optional temperature 
sensor
Gauges that are equipped with the 
optional temperature function have a 
choice of four different temperature 
sensors, allowing the monitoring of oil, 
water/coolant, ambient, cabin or even 
fridge temperatures.

EGT gauge accessory
The SENSOR05 is a replacement K-Type 
EGT Probe and 1/8” NPT 
fitting to suit any of 
the REDARC 
EGT Type 
gauges.

Optional gauge sensors

Sensor type For use with Description

GS-AMPS
Current sensor

G52-VA 
G52-VVA 
G52-BEA 
G52-TA

The REDARC Hall effect current 
sensor is an electronic device which 
is designed to measure the current 
flowing in a circuit and output the value 
of that current as a voltage signal. (i.e. 
can monitor the amount of current to 
or from the main or auxiliary battery). It 
is a high performance, compact, cable 
mounted current sensor suitable for 
installation into rugged environments 
where a fully sealed product is required 
to assure reliability. This REDARC device 
is 100A rated and cannot be damaged 
by overload. 

GS-UT-80
Temperature 
sensor

G52-BET 
G52-POT 
G52-PWT 
G52-PT 
G52-TTT

An NTC temperature sensor encased 
in a plastic housing for measuring 
cabin, fridge or outside temperature. 
Temperature range is -20~+80°C and 
is supplied with a 6 metre extension 
cable to connect to the REDARC gauge.

GS-UT-120
Temperature 
sensor

G52-BET 
G52-POT 
G52-PWT 
G52-PT 
G52-TTT

An NTC temperature sensor in a metal 
copper housing with 6mm diameter 
mounting hole. Temperature range is 
-20~+120°C and it is supplied with a 
6 metre extension cable to connect to 
the REDARC gauge.

GS-OWT1-4
Temperature 
sensor

G52-BET 
G52-POT 
G52-PWT 
G52-PT 
G52-TTT

A coolant or oil temperature sensor 
with a 1/4” NTP thread that is designed 
to measure from -20~ +170°C. It is 
supplied with 3 metre extension cable 
to connect to the REDARC gauge.

GS-OWT1-8
Temperature 
sensor

G52-BET 
G52-POT 
G52-PWT 
G52-PT 
G52-TTT

The REDARC GS-OWT1-8 is a coolant 
or oil temperature sensor with a 1/8” 
NTP thread that is designed to measure 
from -20~ +170°C. It is supplied with 
3 metre extension cable to connect to 
the REDARC gauge.

GS-P-150
Oil pressure 
sensor

G52-BEP The REDARC GS-P-150 is a 150PSI 
oil pressure sensor with a 1/8” NPT 
thread. It is supplied with wiring 
harness for connection to the 
REDARC gauge.

Details and specifications are subject to change. Visit redarc.com.au/gauges for the latest product range.
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Enhanced Lighting 
Controller
REDARC strongly recommends that an 
Enhanced Lighting Controller (GA-ELC) 
be purchased with all gauges.

This will ensure that the gauge is not too 
bright when driving at night.

Muffler clamps
All EGT (boost) gauges are supplied with a 
mild steel bung to weld onto the exhaust. 

Alternatively a muffler clamp can be 
purchased to hold the EGT probe.

 Name Description

GA-ELC
Enhanced 
lighting 
controller

The REDARC enhanced lighting controller is to be used 
when a dimming circuit is not available to connect the 
gauge to or when the dimming circuit in the vehicle does 
not dim the REDARC gauge appropriately. The enhanced 
lighting controller also allows programming of the night-time 
brightness and colour of the REDARC gauge, including 
dimming if connected to a dash dimmer. Once programmed 
the gauge will change brightness when turning on the park 
lights and back to a daylight colour when they are turned 
off. It is also 24 volt capable and only one is required for a 
set of REDARC gauges.

GA-2412V
24-12V adaptor

The REDARC 24 volt to 12 volt adaptor must be used to 
connect the REDARC gauge to a vehicle with a 24 volt 
ignition and lighting supply. All REDARC gauges must 
operate from a 12 volt power supply. When used with 
G52-VA and G52-VVA, the gauges can only measure 12 volt 
nominal batteries.

GH-CUP
Mounting cup

The REDARC mounting cup fits one REDARC  
52mm gauge.

GH-MP1
Single gauge  
mounting panel

The REDARC mounting panel is a black aluminium mounting 
panel suitable for one REDARC 52mm gauge.  
It is supplied with mounting screws.

GH-MP2
Double gauge  
mounting panel

The REDARC mounting panel is a black aluminium mounting 
panel suitable for up to two REDARC 52mm gauges. It is 
supplied with mounting screws.

GH-MP3
Triple gauge  
mounting panel

The REDARC mounting panel is a black aluminium mounting 
panel suitable for up to three REDARC 52mm gauges. It is 
supplied with mounting screws.

GH-RI05
Gauge holder, 
suitable for 
Toyota Hilux 
radio inserts

The REDARC GH-RI05 are left and right hand plastic 
inserts (two pieces) that mount within the instrument panel 
cavities either side of the radio. They are suitable for Toyota 
Hilux models from MY2005 to MY2011 with manual air 
conditioning controls.

GMC-2.5
2.5” muffler 
clamp

REDARC muffler clamp with a maximum 2.5” (38-63mm) 
opening. It has been designed to mount the REDARC 
EGT probe.

GMC-3.25
3.25” muffler 
clamp

REDARC muffler clamp with a maximum 3.25” (58-81mm) 
opening. It has been designed to mount the REDARC 
EGT probe.

GMC-4.2
4.2” muffler 
clamp

REDARC muffler clamp with a maximum 4.2” (84-106mm) 
opening. It has been designed to mount the REDARC 
EGT probe.

GMC-5.5
5.5” muffler 
clamp

REDARC muffler clamp with a maximum 5.5” (92-104mm) 
opening. It has been designed to mount the REDARC 
EGT probe.

GA-COMP1-4
1/4” thread 
compression 
fitting

1/4” thread compression fitting with mild steel weld-in 
bung. Replaces the 1/8” thread fitting supplied with 
the gauge.

Details and specifications are subject to change. Visit redarc.com.au/gauges for the latest product range.

Optional gauge accessories
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REDARC Timer relay modules provide a cost-effective control system 
for 12 volt and 24 volt applications. Suitable for mobile and stationary 
installations, they feature customisable time and switching mode 
settings. 

The REDARC range of timers can be used in a 12 volt or 24 volt negative ground automotive 
system. They are designed to plug into a standard automotive relay base and have the 
same pin numbers as a standard automotive relay. Contacts operate in a similar way to a 
changeover relay. The timers can supply a maximum current of 10 amps - for higher current 
ratings, the timer can be used to operate an external relay.

Timers

Benefits
• Set the timer to the application
• Perfect for thermo delays and 

turbo timers
• Easy to set up and install

Features
• Fits into a standard automotive 

relay base
• Adjustable time setting
• Operates like a standard 

changeover relay
• Customisable to user specifications

Switch function
Parameters

Switch Position Action TIM05 TIM06

1 On Input on starts timer Temporary output at turn on Delayed turn on

1 Off Input off starts timer Delayed turn off Temporary output at turn off

2 On Sets timer range 1 to 60 minutes 1 to 60 minutes 

2 Off Sets timer range 1 to 60 seconds 1 to 60 seconds

Connections
Pin 30 Battery positive (+12/24V, cannot be used to switch ground) 87

87A
8586

30 12

Pin 87 Timed positive output (from pin 30)

Pin 87A Alternate output (from pin 30)*

Pin 85 Negative ground (must be permanent ground)**

Pin 86 Positive input to start timer (+12/24V)

*The internal relay is a changeover type. When pin 87 is on, pin 87a is off and vice versa. **Do not switch ground to control timer.

TIM05 TIM06

Continuous load rating 10A 10A

Voltage 12 or 24V 12 or 24V

Dimensions 75x30x24mm 75x30x24mm

Weight 70g 70g

Customisation
REDARC can design timer relays to suit a 
variety of situations or applications. Custom 
relays can also be used to switch by 
sensing current, voltage, frequency or RPM, 
or used to count events in an electrical 
system. Contact REDARC to ask how we 
can design a custom relay for a specific 
application.
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  Ignition on       Timer output on       Timer output off

On and off output pins
The output pin 87A is always off when 
pin 87 is on and vice versa. This can be 
used for applications where devices are 
turned off during active ignition and require 
a prolonged off time when the ignition 
becomes inactive (if switch 1 is off). 

Similarly, as in the second example, pin 
87A can be used to turn a device off for a 
set amount of time (if switch 1 is on).

The TIM05 and TIM06 timers require 
supply voltage at pin 30 and ground on 
85 to run their internal electronics. For 
this reason the timers cannot be used to 
switch ground.

Potentiometer function
This varies the time setting, time increasing 
in the clockwise direction.

Time-saving tip
When setting a time in minutes, first set 
the equivalent number of seconds (switch 
2 off) and test the timer, then switch it into 
minutes (switch 2 on).

Variable range
Switch 2 off - 1 to 60 seconds 

Switch 2 on - 1 to 60 minutes

Increase time
Turn clockwise to increase time

TIM05 application examples

ON

1 2

Delayed turn off  
(ignition off trigger)

The output (pin 87) is on 
when the ignition is on and 

remains on for a set period after the 
ignition is turned off.

Example: Pump stays on for two minutes 
after ignition is turned off.

Connect the pump positive wire to pin 
87. Set switch 1 to off position (ignition 
off trigger). Set switch 2 to on position 
to select the minutes timing range. 
Adjust the potentiometer to fully counter-
clockwise, then turn it a fraction of one 
division clockwise. Each minor division 
line on the potentiometer represents 
about 6 minutes of time step (see tip 
below).

ON

1 2

Temporary output  
at turn on (ignition 
on trigger)

The output (pin 87) turns on 
when the ignition is first switched on. The 
output stays on for a period of time then 
turns off, even though ignition may still 
be on.

Example: Pre-heater turns on with 
ignition for ten seconds only.

Connect heater positive wire to pin 87. 
Set switch 1 to on position (ignition on 
trigger). Set switch 2 to off position to 
select seconds timing range. Adjust the 
potentiometer to fully counter clockwise, 
then turn it one and a half divisions 
clockwise. Each minor division line on 
the potentiometer represents about 
6 seconds of time step.

Variable range

Switch 2 off - 1 to 60 
seconds 

Switch 2 on - 1 to 60 
minutes

Increase time

Turn clockwise to 
increase time

TIM06 application examples

ON

1 2

Delayed turn on  
(ignition on trigger)

The output (pin 87) turns on, 
a set period after the ignition 

is turned on. The output turns off when 
ignition turns off.

Example: Air conditioning turns on two 
minutes after ignition is turned on.

Connect air conditioning relay positive wire 
to pin 87. Set switch 1 to on position (ign 
on trigger). Set switch 2 to on position to 
select the minutes timing range. Adjust the 
potentiometer to fully counter clockwise, 
then turn it a fraction of one division 
clockwise. Each minor division line on the 
potentiometer represents about 6 minutes 
of time step (see tip below).

ON

1 2

Temporary output  
after turn off (ignition 
off trigger)

The output (pin 87) stays off 
when the ignition is on. When the ignition 
is turned off, the output turns on and 
stays on for a set period, then turns off.

Example: The cabin light turns on for 30 
seconds when the vehicle is switched off.

Connect the positive light wire to pin 87. 
Set switch 1 to off position (ignition off 
trigger). Set switch 2 to off position to 
select seconds timing range. Adjust the 
potentiometer to half-way position. Each 
minor division line on the potentiometer 
represents about 6 seconds of time step.

Example

A turbo timer is set to run for 3 minutes 
after the ignition is shut off. In this 
example the ignition is on for 6 minutes, 
turn off delay is set for 3 minutes so the 
engine runs for 9 minutes in total.

Set switch 
1 to 
delayed 
turn off 
mode. 

Set switch 2 to minutes 
mode.

Turn the pot 
fully anti-
clockwise, 
then turn 
clockwise 

slightly to set to 3 minutes 
(some trial and error may 
be required).

ON

1 2

Result

3 minutes

6 minutes

Ignition is on  
for 6 minutes

Engine runs while  
ignition is on

Engine runs for 3  
minutes after ignition  
is shut off

Application examples

  WARNING: 
All adjustments should 
be made with the timer 
disconnected.
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REDARC Voltage Sensor relay modules provides a cost-effective control 
system for 12 and 24 volt applications. Perfect for use as a low voltage 
disconnect for loads, they can also be used as a trigger or controller. 

REDARC Voltage Sensors monitor the 12 volt or 24 volt supply in a negative earth automotive 
system. Depending on the voltage, the internal relay switches its common contact to the 
normally closed contact or the normally open contact. These contacts are to the white, green 
and blue wires respectively. When the voltage rises above the set point, the 10 amp internal 
relay is energised. This disconnects the white wire from the green wire and connects it to 
the blue wire. When the voltage falls below the set point the internal relay is de-energised. 
This disconnects the white wire from the blue wire and connects it to the green wire.

Voltage Sensors

Benefits
• Prevents over-discharge  

of the battery
• Easy to set up and install
• Perfect for low or high voltage 

cut-off applications 

Features
• Easily adjustable trigger  

voltage level setting
• Operates like a standard  

changeover relay

Running a low  
voltage alarm

VS connections

To 
12/24V
system

Tailgate
lifter
solenoid

Alarm (may
be set for
low voltage)

supply/monitoring input

negative ground

relay common

relay normally closed

relay normally open

Running a tailgate 
lifter cut-off solenoid

To 
12/24V
system

Tailgate
lifter
solenoid

Switching a  
30A relay

To 
12/24V
system

30A relay

VS12 VS24 VS04

Continuous load rating 10A 10A 10A

Voltage 12V 24V 12 or 24V

Adjustment range 9-16V 18-35V N/A

Dimensions 75x30x24mm 75x30x24mm 42x30x30mm

Weight 70g 70g 35g

VS04 customisable
The VS04 is used to provide an output 
switch that is voltage-dependent. It monitors 
voltage levels such as the system battery 
and responds accordingly as it rises or falls 
below desired voltage (e.g. to disconnect 
load to protect batteries from being over-
discharged). Up to two voltage inputs 
can be sensed. Switching delays or other 
functions can be implemented - call us 
to discuss your preferred customisation 
options.

87

87A
86

30

85

1
2

The pins shown on the diagram are as 
viewed from the terminal end of the timer.

Pin Connection

30 battery positive (+12V or +24V)

87 positive output (from pin 30)

87A alternate output (from pin 30)

85 negative ground

86 positive input to start timer
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REDARC Chopper Relays have two outputs which operate alternately 
with the application of 12 or 24 volt inputs from a single, momentary 
action, push-button switch.

Chopper Relays can be operated in a 12 or 24 volt negative ground system. 

Each output has a maximum rating of 10 amps. The supply must be protected by a fuse 
of a similar rating (not supplied). Please note that first output is on pin 87 at startup for both 
chopper relays.

CR1224 - momentary outputs

While the button is pressed, and for approximately a quarter of a second after release, 
one output supplies 12 or 24 volts (depending on the supply voltage).  
Next time the button is pressed, the alternate output operates in the same way.

CR1224L - latching outputs

An output remains on (latched) until the next input signal causes the outputs to swap. 
The outputs are 12 or 24 volts, depending on the supply voltage.

Chopper Relays

Features
• 12 or 24 volt operation
• 10 amp maximum current
• Compact design
• Standard relay base pinout

CR1224 CR1224L

Continuous load rating 10A 10A

Voltage 12 or 24V 12 or 24V

Dimensions 75x30x24mm 75x30x24mm

Weight 70g 70g

Connections
Chopper Relays are assembled with five 
pins arranged in a standard automotive 
change-over relay configuration and can be 
plugged into a standard relay socket.

87

87A
86

30

85

The pins shown on the diagram are as 
viewed from the terminal end of the timer.

Pin Connection

30 battery positive  
(+12V or +24V)

87 output

87A alternate output

85 negative ground

86 positive switching input
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REDARC’s enhanced in-house  
test capabilities

REDARC Electronics now offer an advanced in-house testing capability to ensure 

your electronics project will meet the demanding needs of increased mission 

capability, decreased logistic burden and reduced life cycle costs.

Working alongside our already existing vertical supply chain and engineering team, 

REDARC’s enhanced test capabilities are enabled by the procurement of brand-new 

cutting-edge equipment, in combination with highly skilled engineering staff.

Our highly skilled engineering staff have previously run certified test laboratories 

giving them the skills and knowledge to test to international standard. 

The competencies outlined below have recently been added to an existing range 

of testing capabilities such as climatic chambers, ovens and other electronics 

test equipment:

• Highly Accelerated Life Testing test chamber (HALT/HASS,  

+200°C to -100°C, 70°C/min avg, 5-75 Grms) HALT is  

manufactured by Espec-Qualmark

• Vibration and Climatic Chamber combination (AGREE, 20kN sine, 

40kN shock, -70 to 200°C and 20-98% RH) is manufactured by IMV

• Semi-Anechoic EMC Chamber (20GHz 3 metre) manufactured by 

Albatross-Rohde & Schwarz

Our in-house testing capabilities offer customers the ability to reduce development 

risk, time and cost by engaging a single electronics house from design inception 

through to manufacture. 

Speak to REDARC about our test capabilities

Related standards 

• ISO 9001
• ISO 14001
• ISO 7637-2
• ISO 11452-2,4
• ISO 10605
• IS0 16750 1,2,3,4
• CISPR 32, 25,14,11

Contact REDARC to  
explore further standards
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REDARC’s enhanced in-house  
test capabilities

Test capabilities

Electro-Magnetic Compatibility
Our anechoic chamber performs full compliance measurements of radiated emission and 

immunity at a three meter test distance. It is a multi-functional EMC test facility for commercial and 

telecom testing. It complies with international immunity and emission test standards. 

Semi-Anechoic Chamber 3m, 80 to 100dB shielding, 20GHz

Radiated Emissions 9kHz to 18GHz

Radiated Immunity 150V/m

Conducted RF Emissions 150kHz to 30MHz

Conducted RF Immunity (BCI) 282mArms

Automotive Transients Pulses 1, 2ab, 3ab, 4, 5

Electro-Static Discharge ±30kV

HALT/HASS
Highly Accelerated Life Testing and Highly Accelerated Stress Screening compress the life of your 

product and identifies potential weaknesses in your design.

Very rapid temperature changes
• 70 to 100°C/min cooling through liquid nitrogen

• 70 to 100°C/min heating through powerful heater (conventional climatic chamber is 5°C/

min max)

• Range: -100°C to +200°C

Pneumatic hammer actuated vibration platform
• G-forces: up to 75 Grms

• Frequency range: 5 to 5000 Hz

• Axis: all three at once

• Mode: Random Spectrum

AGREE (or “Shake and Bake”)
A combination of electro-magnetic shaker and climatic chamber by IMV Japan that meets AGREE 

(Advisory Group on Reliability of Electronic Equipment) standards.

Vibration test system
• 51mm pk-pk stroke

• 20kN sine vibration profile

• 20kN random vibration profile

• 40kN mechanical shock

• Max load 200kg

Climatic chamber
Internal size  800mm x 1000mm x 1000mm

Temperature range -70 to 200°C

Humidity range 20 to 98% RH

Ramp rate 5°C/minute



Glossary

Absorption Second of three main stages of charging. A constant 
voltage is applied until the current drawn by the battery 
falls below a predetermined threshold.

AC Alternating current; a voltage measured with current 
switching directions at a given frequency (back and forth 
or positive and negative).

Algorithm A set of mathematical rules designed to provide 
instructions to solve a problem or complete a required 
task.

Alternator A device designed to convert kinetic (moving) energy into 
electrical energy.

Amp hours Amp hours is a measure of stored charge; the 
number of amps available to be drawn for the amount 
of time in hours that you will draw that current, 
i.e. amps x hours = Ah.

Amps See ‘current’.

Anti slosh A time delay to prevent false alarm triggers when the 
coolant probe is briefly uncovered whilst cornering.

Appliance Another term for a load, more commonly used when 
referring to everyday devices.

Auxiliary A secondary or back-up from the primary. With reference 
to battery installations an auxiliary is generally used to 
power peripheral equipment whilst the primary or start 
battery is used to start the vehicle.

Battery A battery is a combination of two or more cells made up 
of acid and metallic plates designed to store electrical 
energy.

Booster With reference to electronics, a booster is designed to 
increase a DC voltage, i.e. 12 volts increased to 24 volts. 
This increase will half the current output according to 
Vin x Iin = Vout x Iout.

Charge Charge refers to the amount of electric energy stored in 
an object. To charge a battery is to increase the amount 
of electric energy stored in it.

Charge profile The chemical and physical make up of a battery 
determines the best voltage, current and timing method 
used to recharge the battery. This method is referred to 
as a charge profile and should be followed to ensure you 
achieve maximum life and performance from your battery.

Chassis ground The metal frame/chassis of the vehicle to which (in 
negative ground vehicles) the battery negative lead is 
connected as well as the negative connections of all or 
most electrical items in the vehicle.

Chattering Rapid cycling on and off of the solenoid, usually caused 
by load connection causing voltage to drop below switch-
off voltage.

Circuit One or more components interconnected and powered 
by a voltage. A circuit is designed to perform a specific 
task or function.

Circuit breaker A device designed to automatically cause a ‘break’ in a 
circuit should the current flowing through that circuit reach 
a certain level. Circuit breakers are generally re-usable.

Closed Referring to a switch, relay or solenoid contacts, when 
there is no gap the circuit is complete and the contacts 
are connected allowing current to flow.

Configuration 
(or config)

Setting for battery type (standard, AGM, gel or calcium 
batteries).

Current Amperes (or amps) is the measure of electric current. 
One amp is equal to 6.241 × 1018 electrons passing a 
point in a circuit each second.

Customisable Able to be programmed to individual customer 
requirements.

DC Direct current; a voltage or current measured with fixed 
polarity or current flowing in a single direction.

Deep cycle Deep cycle refers to the design and usage pattern of a 
particular battery. A deep cycle battery is designed to be 
heavily discharged before being recharged.

Diode A device which can only pass current in one direction.

Discharge See ‘drain’.

Drain Drain is the term given to the loss or usage of charge in 
a system. Loads or appliances will drain the charge from 
a battery.

Efficiency Efficiency is a ratio, usually expressed as a percentage, 
of the energy produced by something versus the energy 
supplied to it. With reference to solar panels, efficiency is 
the energy supplied by the panel (as electricity) versus the 
energy supplied to the panel by the sun.

Electrolyte Chemicals in a battery designed to convert chemical 
energy into electrical energy.

Electron Electrons are negative particles found orbiting the nucleus 
of an atom. 

EMC Electromagnetic compatibility - most electrical products, 
depending on quality and type of construction, generate 
varying amounts of electromagnetic energy (radio 
interference). This can lead to disruption of other products 
(that’s why they ask you not to use your mobile phone 
in aircraft). Whilst a mobile phone is explicitly designed 
to radiate electromagnetic energy (radio signals) other 
products should be designed to avoid or at least minimise 
this. The less electromagnetic energy the unit produces, 
the better the electromagnetic compatibility.

Encapsulated A device filled with a waterproof, protective, insulating, 
supporting material, usually epoxy, silicone or elastomer.

Extruded Material formed by being pressed through a shaped 
outlet in a semi-molten state.

Flip-flop A device which will alternate between two outputs each 
time a single input is triggered.

Float Third of the main stages of charging that ensures the 
battery is maintained at a voltage that will preserve full 
charge.

Frequency A measure of how often an event occurs, in electronics 
refers to the numbers of cycles that an AC wave 
completes in one second and measured in Hertz (Hz).

Fuse A device designed to automatically cause a break in a 
circuit should the current flowing through that circuit reach 
a certain level. Once a fuse has blown it is rendered 
useless.

Ground A voltage reference point in a circuit. Ground is 
considered to be zero volts in a circuit.
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Inverter A device designed to convert a DC voltage (usually 12 
volts or 24 volts) to an AC voltage. Inverters are generally 
used to run 240 volt AC appliances such as fridges and 
televisions in DC electrical systems such as caravans.

Isolator A component designed to deliberately make or break the 
connection between the start and auxiliary batteries in a 
dual battery system.

Lamp A device designed to emit light when a current flows 
through its element. Lamps draw considerably more 
power than LEDs.

LED Light emitting diode; a device that emits light when current 
flows across it in a particular direction.

Microprocessor An integrated circuit capable of being programmed to 
perform many complex functions.

MPPT Maximum power point tracking is the process of matching 
a solar regulator’s load to the voltage and current from the 
solar panel to achieve the greatest output power.

Multi-stage A battery charger with more than one charging stage 
(voltage or current level).

Non-rechargable 
battery

A battery not suitable for recharging, for example alkaline 
cells, coin/button cells, mercury batteries and some 
lithium batteries.

Overload Current draw in excess of a product’s rated current.

Parallel Items connected so that one point of an item is 
connected to the corresponding point of the other item. 
Two power sources connected in parallel will increase the 
available current whilst the voltage stays the same.

Plates Sheets of metal, usually some form of lead, used in lead/
acid batteries, and variants, to collect and store charge in 
the battery.

Power The rate at which electrical energy is transferred by an 
electric circuit, measured in watts. Power equals current 
times voltage (P=IV).

Potentiometer Device used to control an electrical parameter, often 
rotary, commonly turned by a knob or screwdriver.

Profile Specific set of values for each stage of a multi stage 
charger, tailored to a specific battery type.

Recharge To restore the potential electrical energy in an object that 
has previously been drained.

Reducer A reducer is designed to decrease a DC voltage, i.e. 24 
volts decreased to 12 volts. This decrease will double the 
maximum current output according to Vin x Iin = Vout x Iout.

Relay A component used to make or break a connection in a 
circuit due to a change in voltage or current on its trigger 
input. 

Resistance Measured in Ohms (Ω) and expressed as R, resistance 
is the characteristic of an electrical component (including 
wiring) to oppose the flow of current.

Resistor An electronic component designed specifically to inhibit 
the flow of current.

Reverse polarity Connection with positive and negative swapped.

RMS Root mean square - a statistical measure of the 
magnitude of a varying quantity; i.e. a method of stating a 
complex voltage by defining its equivalent DC voltage with 
the same heating effect. As an example, a complex wave 
shape with a voltage of 12 volts RMS would make a lamp 
glow with the same brightness as 12 volts DC.

Series With reference to electronics, items connected so that 
current passes through each item in turn. Two power 
sources connected in series will double the available 
voltage whilst the current stays the same.

Short circuit A failure mode occurring when two sections of different 
potential in a circuit are connected resulting in an 
excessive flow of current.

Sine wave A pattern of simple harmonic (smooth progressive 
natural transition through minimum-maximum-minimum) 
alternating current polarity in a power supply. This is in 
contrast to modified sine and square wave AC where the 
transitions are almost instantaneous.

Solar Method of electricity generation harnessing energy from 
the sun.

Solar cell Solar cells are devices made from a photovoltaic material, 
usually silicon based, designed to generate an electrical 
current from solar energy. Each solar cell in a standard 
crystalline silicon array will output around 0.5V.

Solenoid A component used to make or break a connection in a 
circuit due to a change in voltage or current on its trigger 
input. Solenoids can be large in size and handle large 
currents of 100A to 500A (and beyond).

Spike A momentary increase in voltage.

Stabiliser A stabiliser is a device designed to produce a stable 
output voltage. 

Standby Current consumed within a device whilst not in use  
(e.g. a voltage converter not delivering output current 
to a load).

Surge A sudden increase in current or voltage, generally caused 
by a short circuit.

Switch mode Efficient voltage conversion using electronic switches 
(transistors) rapidly switching on/off/on/off and dissipating 
very little power in either on or off state.

Transient A momentary pulse of either current or voltage.

Trickle-charge A low-level charge rate designed to retain the charge level 
in a fully charged battery.

Volt A unit of electromotive force, the volt measures how 
much potential there is in an electric circuit. The higher the 
voltage, the more electrical current will flow in the circuit.

Voltage drop The term given to the decrease in voltage that occurs 
along the cable through which current is flowing. Cable 
length will increase voltage drop, while cable thickness will 
decrease voltage drop.

Voltage spike A momentary increase in voltage.

Watts Named after the eighteenth-century Scottish inventor 
James Watt, the watt is the basic unit of power and is 
defined as one joule per second.
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Part number Description Section Page Applications 
BA6000 Break-Away to suit 2 or 4 wheel trailers Safety 40
BA6000XP Break-Away to suit 6 wheel trailers Safety 40
BASWITCH Break-Away switch replacement Safety 40
BCDC1206 Battery charger - 3 stage 6A 9V-32V in, 12V out (nominal) Power management 7
BCDC1220 Battery charger - 3 stage 20A 9V-32V in, 12V out (nominal) Power management 7
BCDC1220-IGN Battery charger - 3 stage 20A 9V-32V in, 12V out (nominal) Power management 7
BCDC1225D Battery charger - 3 stage 25A 9V-32V in, 12V out (nominal)/solar regulator Power management 7
BCDC1240D Battery charger - 3 stage 40A 9V-32V in, 12V out (nominal)/solar regulator Power management 7
BCDC1250D Battery Charger - 4 stage 50A 9V-32V in, 12V out (nominal)/solar regulator Power management 7
BCDC2420 Battery charger - 3 stage 20A 9V-32V in, 24V out (nominal)/solar regulator Power management 9
BCDC2420-LV Battery Charger - 3 stage 20A 9V-16V in, 24V out (nominal)/solar regulator Power management 9
BMIS4PNKIT Battery Master Isolation Switch - Positive/Negative Safety 49
BMIS4PPKIT Battery Master Isolation Switch - Positive/Positive Safety 49
BMIS-CK BMIS Connector Kit Safety 49
BMIS-AP BMIS Adaptor Plate Safety 49
BMS1215S3 Battery Management System 12V/24V in, 12V 15A out (nominal) Power management 12
BMS1230S2 Battery Management System 12V/24V in, 12V 30A out (nominal) Power management 12
BMS1230S2-RK Battery Management System - Remote Display accessory Power management 12
CBK30-EB Circuit Breaker kit to suit Tow-Pro Elite and Tow-Pro Classic Safety 37
CE3 Charge Equaliser - 24V to 12V 3A (linear) Voltage converters 59
CE10 Charge Equaliser - 24V to 12V 10A (linear) Voltage converters 59
CE25 Charge Equaliser - 24V to 12V 25A (BCDC-based, switch mode) Voltage converters 59
CE40S2 Charge Equaliser - 24V to 12V 40A (BCDC-based, switch mode) Voltage converters 59
CE60 Charge Equaliser - 24V to 12V 60A (switch mode) Voltage converters 59
CR1224 Chopper relay - 12V or 24V 10A Control systems 80
CR1224L Chopper relay - 12V or 24V 10A Control systems 80
DISP4300-RC RedVision  - Remote Display accessory Control systems 70
DPS1225 DC Power Supply - 12V 25A Voltage converters 57
DPS1240 DC Power Supply - 12V 40A Voltage converters 57
DPS2410 DC Power Supply - 24V 10A Voltage converters 57
DPS2420 DC Power Supply - 24V 20A Voltage converters 57
EB Electric brake controller - 1 to 3 axles 12V Safety 38
EB24A Electric brake controller - 24V to 12V adaptor Safety 36
EBRH-ACCV3 Tow-Pro Elite electric trailer brake controller Safety 35
EBRH-ACCV3-RH Tow-Pro Elite electric trailer brake controller - remote head Safety 37
EBRHV2 Tow-Pro Classic electric trailer brake controller Safety 35
EBTM Electric brake controller - trailer mount - 1 to 3 axles 12V Safety 38
FK40 40A MIDI fuses and MTA fuse holders Safety 47
FK60 60A MIDI fuses and MTA fuse holders Safety 47
FK100 100A MIDI fuses and MTA fuse holders Safety 47
G52-BEA EGT and boost/pressure gauge with optional current display Control systems 73
G52-BEP EGT and boost/pressure gauge with optional oil pressure display Control systems 73
G52-BET EGT and boost/pressure gauge with optional temperature display Control systems 73
G52-EB EGT and boost/pressure gauge Control systems 72
G52-EU EGT and boost/vacuum gauge Control systems 73
G52-POT Oil pressure and oil temperature gauge with optional temperature display Control systems 74
G52-PT Single oil pressure gauge with optional temperature display Control systems 74
G52-PWT Oil pressure and water temperature gauge with optional temperature display Control systems 74
G52-TA Single temperature gauge with optional current display Control systems 73
G52-TTT Dual temperature gauge with optional temperature display Control systems 74
G52-VA Single voltage gauge with optional current display Control systems 72
G52-VVA Dual voltage gauge with optional current display Control systems 72
GH-RI05 Gauge holder suitable for Toyota Hilux from MY2005 to MY2011 Control systems 76
GS-AMPS Hall effect current sensor Control systems 75
GS-UT-80 -20˚C to +80˚C range NTC temperature sensor Control systems 75
GS-UT-120 -20˚C to +120˚C range NTC temperature sensor Control systems 75
GS-OWT1-4 -20˚C to +170˚C range oil temperature sensor - 1/4” NTP thread Control systems 75
GS-OWT1-8 -20˚C to +170˚C range oil temperature sensor - 1/8” NTP thread Control systems 75
GS-P-150 150PSI oil pressure sensor - 1/8” NTP thread Control systems 75
GA-ELC Enhanced lighting controller Control systems 76
GA-2412V 24-12V adaptor Control systems 76
GH-CUP Mounting cup Control systems 76
GH-MP1 Single gauge mounting panel Control systems 76
GH-MP2 Double gauge mounting panel Control systems 76
GH-MP3 Triple gauge mounting panel Control systems 76
GMC-2.5 2.5” muffler clamp Control systems 76
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GMC-3.25 3.25” muffler clamp Control systems 76
GMC-4.2 4.2” muffler clamp Control systems 76
GMC-5.5 5.5” muffler clamp Control systems 76
GA-COMP1-4 1/4” thread compression fitting Control systems 76
HBA1224 Handbrake alarm - 12V or 24V Safety 43
IEXTMV-12 Isolated voltage reducer, 21V-60V in, 13.8V out, 5A Voltage converters 64
KOLO12DU Key-On-Lights-On 12V Safety 44
KOLO12DUO Key-On-Lights-On 12V with override Safety 44
KOLO24DU Key-On-Lights-On 24V Safety 44
KOLO24DUO Key-On-Lights-On 24V with override Safety 44
LCA1224 Low Coolant Alarm (with installation kit) 12V or 24V Safety 41
LCAPROB Replacement probe kit for LCA Safety 42
LCUDL400 Dummy load for LED (Volvo) 4 circuit 400W (for lighting control unit) Voltage converters 63
LCUDL500 Dummy load for LED (Volvo) 5 circuit 500W (for lighting control unit) Voltage converters 63
LDLI21-12 Dummy load for LED indicators 12V (for flasher can) Voltage converters 63
LDLI21-24 Dummy load for LED indicators 24V (for flasher can) Voltage converters 63
LDLIBT12 Dummy load for LEDs all circuits 12V (for lamp monitoring) Voltage converters 63
LDLIBT24 Dummy load for LEDs all circuits 24V (for lamp monitoring) Voltage converters 63
LFP2420 LFP Battery Charger - 3 stage 20A 9V-32V in, 24V out (nominal)/solar regulator Power management 9
LFP2420-LV LFP Battery Charger - 3 stage 20A 9V-16V in, 24V out (nominal)/solar regulator Power management 9
R-12-150 Inverter - modified sine wave - 12V 150W (Powerboss) Power management 20
R-12-300 Inverter - modified sine wave - 12V 300W (Powerboss) Power management 20
R-12-350RS Inverter - pure sine wave - 12V 350W Power management 17
R-12-600 Inverter - modified sine wave - 12V 600W (Powerboss) Power management 20
R-12-700RS Inverter - pure sine wave - 12V 700W Power management 17
R-12-1000 Inverter - modified sine wave - 12V 1000W (Powerboss) Power management 20
R-12-1000RS Inverter - pure sine wave - 12V 1000W Power management 17
R-12-1500RS Inverter - pure sine wave - 12V 1500W Power management 17
R-12-2000RS Inverter - pure sine wave - 12V 2000W Power management 17
R-12-3000RS Inverter - pure sine wave - 12V 3000W Power management 17
R-24-150 Inverter - modified sine wave - 24V 150W (Powerboss) Power management 20
R-24-300 Inverter - modified sine wave - 24V 300W (Powerboss) Power management 20
R-24-350RS Inverter - pure sine wave - 24V 350W Power management 17
R-24-600 Inverter - modified sine wave - 24V 600W (Powerboss) Power management 20
R-24-700RS Inverter - pure sine wave - 24V 700W Power management 17
R-24-1000 Inverter - modified sine wave - 24V 1000W (Powerboss) Power management 20
R-24-1000RS Inverter - pure sine wave - 24V 1000W Power management 17
R-24-1500RS Inverter - pure sine wave - 24V 1500W Power management 17
R-24-2000RS Inverter - pure sine wave - 24V 2000W Power management 17
R-24-3000RS Inverter - pure sine wave - 24V 3000W Power management 17
RAM Mounts A range of RAM Mounts are available Voltage converters 61
REMOTE-RS Inverter remote control (on/off) to suit Pure Sine Wave Inverter range Power management 19
RFL1220 Fluoro inverter - 12V 20W Power management 22
RFL1240 Fluoro inverter - 12V 40W Power management 22
RFL2420 Fluoro inverter - 24V 20W Power management 22
RFL2440 Fluoro inverter - 24V 40W Power management 22
RK1260 Relay kit - automatic switching between solar and alternator charging Power management 31
RM6000 Dashboard battery monitor for BA6000 series units Safety 40
ROS1224 Roll Over Sensor, 12V and 24V systems Safety 50
SAF1112 112W Amorphous Folding Solar Blanket Power management 26
SBC1204 SmartCharge AC battery charger - 12V 4A Power management 15
SBC1206 SmartCharge AC battery charger - 12V 6A Power management 15
SBC1208 SmartCharge AC battery charger - 12V 8A Power management 15
SBC1210 SmartCharge AC battery charger - 12V 10A Power management 15
SBC24025 Smart AC battery charger - 24V 2.5A Power management 15
SBC12ACC1-4 12V Charging Kit Power management 16
SBC12ACC1-5 12V Charging Cable with Ring Terminals Power management 16
SBC12ACC1-6 12V Charging Cable with Clamps Power management 16
SBI12 Smart Start battery isolator - 12V 100A Power management 4
SBI12-BLD BMS Load Disconnect Controller Power management 4
SBI12-LLD Lithium Load Disconnect Controller Power management 4
SBI12D Smart Start dual sense battery isolator - 12V 100A Power management 4
SBI212 Smart Start battery isolator - 12V 200A Power management 4
SBICODISP Smart Start battery isolator - 12V 100A Bulk Pack (6) Power management 5
SBI212D Smart Start dual sense battery isolator - 12V 200A Power management 4
SBI224 Smart Start battery Isolator - 24V 200A Power management 4
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SBI224D Smart Start dual sense battery isolator - 24V 200A Power management 4
SBI24 Smart Start battery isolator - 24V 100A Power management 4
SBI24D Smart Start dual sense battery isolator - 24V 100A Power management 4
SBI12KIT Smart Start battery isolator kit - 12V 100A Power management 6
SENSOR05 Replacement K Type EGT Probe and 1/8 NPT fitting Control systems 75
SMC0001 Single cable gland Power management 31
SMF2 Compact switch mode reducer - 24V to 12V 2A (switch mode) Voltage converters 53
SMF5 Compact switch mode reducer - 24V to 12V 5A (switch mode) Voltage converters 53
SMF8 Compact switch mode reducer - 24V to 12V 8A (switch mode) Voltage converters 53
SMF10 Switch mode reducer - 24V to 12V 10A (switch mode) Voltage converters 54
SMF20 Switch mode reducer - 24V to 12V 20A (switch mode) Voltage converters 54
SMF30 Switch mode reducer - 24V to 12V 30A (switch mode) Voltage converters 54
SMF40 Switch mode reducer - 24V to 12V 40A (switch mode) Voltage converters 54
SMF60 Switch mode reducer - 24V to 12V 60A (switch mode) Voltage converters 54
SMI9001 ABS solar panel corner mounts Power management 24
SMI9002 ABS solar panel side mounts Power management 24
SMI9003 ABS solar panel 525mm spoiler mounts Power management 24
SMI9007 ABS solar panel 670mm spoiler mounts Power management 24
SMPA120 Monocrystalline Solar Folding Panel Anderson Connection 120W Power management 25
SMPA160 Monocrystalline Solar Folding Panel Anderson Connection 160W Power management 25
SMR1050 50W monocrystalline solar panel Power management 23
SMR1080 80W monocrystalline solar panel Power management 23
SMR1120 120W monocrystalline solar panel Power management 23
SMR1150 150W monocrystalline solar panel Power management 23
SMR1150-SL 150W slimline monocrystalline solar panel Power management 23
SRC0001 5 metre regulator to panel cable Power management 31
SRC0001-CK Solar connector kit Power management 31
SRC0002 10 metre regulator to panel cable Power management 31
SRC0003 1.5 metre regulator to battery cable Power management 31
SRC0006 Negative and positive MC4 Y adapters Power management 31
SRC0008 1.5m Anderson to Anderson Cable Power management 31
SRC0009 1.5m Anderson to Alligator Clip Cable Power management 31
SRC0010 1.5m Anderson to Battery Terminal Cable Power management 31
SRC0011 0.3m Anderson Series Cable Power management 31
SRC0012 0.3m Anderson Parallel Cable Power management 31
SRC0016 1.5m Anderson to Bare Wire Cable Power management 31
SRC0017 1.5m Anderson to MC4 Cable Power management 31
SRC0018 5m Anderson to Anderson Cable Power management 31
SRC0019 10m Anderson to Anderson Cable Power management 31
SRP0240-TP Temperature probe Power management 30
SRP0120 10A solar regulator Power management 29
SRP0240 20A solar regulator Power management 29
SRP0240-RM Solar regulator remote monitor Power management 30
SRPA0120 10A Solar Regulator Anderson Connection Power management 29
SRPA0240 20A Solar Regulator Anderson Connection Power management 29
SRPA0360 30A Solar Regulator Anderson Connection Power management 29
SRP20-VP Solar Regulator and Cables kit Power management 31
SRPA20-VP 20A SRPA Regulator and Cable Value Pack Power management 31
SRPA-RM Solar regulator remote monitor Power management 30
SSF1115 115W SunPower Folding Solar Blanket Power management 26
SSF1150 150W SunPower Folding Solar Blanket Power management 26
SSF1190 190W SunPower Folding Solar Blanket Power management 26
TIM05 Timer relay - 10A temporary output at on or delayed turn off 12V or 24V Control systems 77
TIM06 Timer relay - 10A delayed on or temporary output at off 12V or 24V Control systems 77
TPSI-001 Tow-Pro Elite Switch Insert - Universal single unit Safety 37
TPSI-001-B Tow-Pro Elite Switch Insert - Universal bulk pack Safety 37
TPSI-002 Tow-Pro Elite Switch Insert - Suitable for Toyota Hilux and Triton single unit Safety 37
TPSI-002-B Tow-Pro Elite Switch Insert - Suitable for Toyota Hilux and Triton bulk pack Safety 37
TPSI-003 Tow-Pro Elite Switch Insert - Colorado single unit Safety 37
TPSI-003-B Tow-Pro Elite Switch Insert - Colorado bulk pack Safety 37
TPSI-005 Tow-Pro Elite Switch Insert - Isuzu DMAX SX single unit Safety 37
TPSI-005-B Tow-Pro Elite Switch Insert - Isuzu DMAX SX bulk pack Safety 37
TPSI-006 Tow-Pro Elite Switch Insert - Isuzu DMAX MUX/LS single unit Safety 37
TPSI-006-B Tow-Pro Elite Switch Insert - Isuzu DMAX MUX/LS bulk pack Safety 37
TPSI-007 Tow-Pro Elite Switch Insert - Suitable for Toyota 70 Series single unit Safety 37
TPSI-007-B Tow-Pro Elite Switch Insert - Suitable for Toyota 70 Series bulk pack Safety 37
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TPSI-009 Tow-Pro Elite Switch Insert - Mazda BT50 single unit - ERBH-ACCV3 installations Safety 37
TPSI-009-B Tow-Pro Elite Switch Insert - Mazda BT50 bulk pack - ERBH-ACCV3 installations Safety 37
TPWKIT-002 Tow-Pro Wiring Kit - Holden Colorado Safety 37
TPWKIT-003 Tow-Pro Wiring Kit - Mitsubishi Triton Safety 37
TPWKIT-004 Tow-Pro Wiring Kit - Suitable for Toyota Hilux and Fortuner Safety 37
TPWKIT-005 Tow-Pro Wiring Kit - Suitable for Toyota LandCruiser 200 Safety 37
TPWKIT-006 Tow-Pro Wiring Kit - Isuzu D-Max and Mu-X Safety 37
TPWKIT-007 Tow-Pro Wiring Kit - Toyota Kluger and Prado Safety 37
TPWKIT-008 Tow-Pro Wiring Kit - Nissan Navara Safety 37
TPWKIT-009 Tow-Pro Wiring Kit - Mitsubishi Pajero Safety 37
TPWKIT-010 Tow-Pro Wiring Kit - Volkswagen Amarok Safety 37
TPWKIT-011 Tow-Pro Wiring Kit - Universal Model Safety 37
TPWKIT-012 Tow-Pro Wiring Kit - Ford Ranger and Everest (all models) Safety 37
TVMS1280 RedVision Total Vehicle Management System 12V 80A out (nominal) Control systems 69
VI24D-12 Voltage stabiliser - 9V-32V in, 12V 2A out Voltage converters 56
VI48D-12 Voltage stabiliser - 9V-32V in, 12V 4A out Voltage converters 56
VI48D-24 Voltage stabiliser - 9V-32V in, 24V 2A out Voltage converters 56
VI72D-12 Voltage stabiliser - 9V-32V in, 12V 6A out Voltage converters 56
VP12 Surge protector - 12V Safety 48
VP24 Surge protector - 24V Safety 48
VRB5C Trailer Lighting Reducer, 5 Circuit Voltage converters 62
VRL Trailer lighting reducer - 24V to 12VRMS 20A 4 circuit Voltage converters 62
VRL-REV Trailer lighting reducer - 24V to 12VRMS 20A 5 circuit (reverse circuit) Voltage converters 62
VRM Trailer lighting reducer - 24V to 12VRMS 10A 4 circuit Voltage converters 62
VRM-REV Trailer lighting reducer - 24V to 12VRMS 10A 5 circuit (reverse circuit) Voltage converters 62
VRS Trailer lighting reducer - 24V to 12VRMS 30A 4 circuit Voltage converters 62
VRS-REV Trailer lighting reducer - 24V to 12VRMS 30A 5 circuit (reverse circuit) Voltage converters 62
VRT3 Linear reducer - 24VDC to 12VDC 3.5A (linear) Voltage converters 55
VRT7 Linear reducer - 24VDC to 12VDC 7A (linear) Voltage converters 55
VRT10 Linear reducer - 24VDC to 12VDC 10A (linear) Voltage converters 55
VRT20 Linear reducer - 24VDC to 12VDC 20A (linear) Voltage converters 55
VRT30 Linear reducer - 24VDC to 12VDC 30A (linear) Voltage converters 55
VS04 Voltage sense relay - 12V or 24V 10A Control systems 79
VS12 Voltage sense relay - 12V 10A Control systems 79
VS24 Voltage sense relay - 24V 10A Control systems 79

Need more help?
We’ve tried to make this catalogue as helpful as possible, with lots of tips and tricks, 
useful reference material, wiring diagrams and instructions.

As part of our drive towards continual improvement, we are constantly releasing new 
products and improving existing products. You can bet the day after 
this catalogue is printed something is out of date.

No need to worry though. Our website is full of useful information 
and, most importantly it is updated on a regular basis.

Everything you need to know about REDARC is now easier to find.

Whether you’re using a phone, computer or tablet, 
you’ll find whatever you need a few clicks or finger 
taps away.

We’re pretty sure you’ll find all the information you’re 
looking for. And much, much more.

redarc.com.au
Follow us
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